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James H. McCollum leaves next week
Harbor, where he will be for two
weeks; from there he goes to Bangor,
thence to Boston. He will return to Ells-
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trip

Portland.
Q. N. Black and friend Mr. Pitman
in Ellsworth a few days last week.

were

for

Alfred

Starkey,

who has

C.

W.

on

L_.

MASON,

a

Mrs. Harriet C. Davis, of Boston,

days

last week

was

in

busi-

on

ness.

TAPLEY,

Acadia R. A. chapter worked the
Royal
Arch degree Friday evening. It was the
occasion of the official visit of the grand
high priest, William N. Howe, of Portland. A banquet was served at 6.30.

optics.
Dr. Abby

j

of Fourth street, who has been ill the
past six weeks, has nearly recovered.
During the past year Mrs. Sumner has
knit forty pairs of mittens and thirty-five

|

Officers and members of the ladies’ sewing circle of the Congregations 1 church

pairs

are

of

stockings.

requested to attend the meeting next
when arrangements will

be made for the annual fair which is to be
held about the middle of April.

Misses Grace King and Harriet Rollins,
M. Fulton has gone to

Manset

put her cottage in readiness for
occupancy.

summer

to

students at
next

Wellesley, are expected home
Saturday to spend their vacation.

Miss Lena

Foster will remain in Massa-

and her mother leaves Friday to
Lowell, daughter of chusetts,
a couple of weeks with her there.
the late William W. Oke, is in the city spend
> laiini^ menus.
Harry C. Woodward will leave the latter
of the week for Eastport, where he
BUILDING, EIl—l—S WO RTH.
George S. Swett has moved back into part
the Elmwood house which has been closed will take charge of the cutters in a shoe
factory. For several years past Mr.
during the winter.
Woodward has been employed as foreman
Thursday evening the ladies of the of the
eutting-rooin at the Union shoe
woman’s relief corps will give a pie sociafactory.
ble in G. A. R. hall.
Prof. F. G. Allinson, of Brown univerOur policy is to give the
Charles M. Higgins and J. Harry Brown
and his daughter were the guests
left Monday evening for Brockton, Mass., sity,
from Friday until Monday of Judge and
best that money can buy, and where they will be employed.
Mrs. L. A. Emery. Miss Emery, who has
Senator Hale has
on a cruise in
been spending a few days here with her
there is no deifying that bit- southern waters in gone

General Insurance, Real Estate, Investments

Mrs. J. B.
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Don’t judge the Phonograph by what you
have heard—the imitations or old

styles—

but go to

Staples, Sm ith& Moody
hear

the

GENUINE

PHONOGRAPH,
latest improvements.

THE

EDISON

with Mr.

Burnham

leaves in

a

few

returned

1.

to be gone for some time on a lecture tour in New’ York state, and later on
in Kentucky.

Edison’s

sudden

ELLSWORTH.

BEST.
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of
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his

which

Auburn, March 26, of heart
Mrs. Bradbury, who has been in

occurred in
failure.
the

city

Auburn

for

several

yesterday

to

months,

left

for

attend the funeral.

Herbert 8. Higgins, of Boston, and
F. Campbell, of St. Louis, who
were called here by the death of their
father, P. Scott, leave for their respective homes to-night. Mrs. Scott, who is
making her home with her daughter, Mrs.
Mrs.

Mrs. G.

meat in their

moose

possession. A hearbefore Judge Peters to-day
and Keith found guilty of killing a moose
on Dec. 6 last.
The sentence has not yet
been
but
will
imposed
probably

ing

be

held

was

KEARNS

$500 and a jail senjail sentence will probably be suspended on payment of the fine
and a promise not to further violate the
game laws. The case was worked up by
Game Warden Ross, of Washington county. L. F. Giles represented the State, and
Campbell <fc Haycock, of Cherryfield, the
respondents.
Friday night’s Pullman on the Washington county train was cancelled, and no
fine

a

mail
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until
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with Another
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strengthened during Friday night,
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Look
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further delayed the passenger train. The
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for
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same

same
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Prunes, 4c; 7 lbs

time.

Lenox
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tor 25c.

Soap, 7 bars for 2oC
can.

hall

—

House-

v«ni

until.

Cleaning

recess

meeting of the school board

substitute:!

The Famous and Keliable

M I AN US
outsells them all in Maine. Fully guaranteed, low in cost,
high in quality.
MIAN US MOTOR WORKS, 2R-33 Portland Pier.
1*0 KTLAXU, JlAlhK.

was

held at the superintendent’s room in Hancock hall Monday morning. Little business
of importance was transacted.
Regular
meetings of the board will be held the
first Tuesday evening of each month at
7.30.

Miss

Evelyn

M.

Bonsey,

who

taught in Lamoine last year, has been appointed to the school in district No. 9, in
We have the okl-fashioned washing the
place of Addie James Sargent,
sal
tartar resigned.
powder—ammonia, borax,
and potash, all put up in one can and
The occasion of the official visit of Discalled

GASOLINE ENGINES,

N_^
telephones.

death

m.

WASHING MADE EASY!
inio

to

are

Tomatoes, 7c per
Wednesday, March 29, at Odd Fellows
Dancing and whist party by the
Campbell, in St. Louis, was unable to take Unity club. Admission, 26c.
the long journey east.
The sociable by
Thursday, March 30, at G. A. R. hall—
Esoteric lodge
last
The meeting of Blanquefort Command- Pie sociable by ladies of Wm. H. H. Rice
Thurday evening was a pleasant affair, although the attendance was not as large as ery last Monday evening was one of un- relief corps. Admission, 10 cents.
usual interest. The degrees of the Temple
was expected.
Thursday evening, March 30, at vestry
Will make anything.
and Malta were conferred. Sanford L. of
Congregational church
The funeral of Mrs. Thomas Robinson,
Lecture on
made the Mission
grand
Fogg,
captain-general,
hospital work in China by Dr.
who died March 22, was held last Friday,
Every barrel guaranteed.
an official visit.
He highly
Mary L. Burnham. Admission, an AmerRev. J. P. Simonton officiating. Her hus- coinmandery
Em. Com. Harry E. Rowe ican silver coin not smaller than 10 cents,
complimented
band died Feb. 17.
and his fellow-officers on their work. Re- and as much larger as the generosity of the
visitor prompts.
Last Thursday evening the ladies’ aid
freshments and
speeches followed the
Ark Soap, 1<) bars for 25c
society of the Methodist church met at work.
Monday, April 24, Hancock hall—Anthe
A picnic supper was
nual concert, ball and
parsonage.
of the City
supper
Ransom E. Moore, of Duluth, Minn., Hose Co. Particulars
served at 6 o’clock.
later.
who has been spending the winter in
Monday, May 8, Hancock hall—MinDonaqua lodge, K. P., will work the Hartland with his sister, Mrs. Orlando
I’ve got a large number of
strel show by members of St.
three ranks this evening. Refreshments
Brooks, formerly of this city, is now with Catholic society. Particulars later.Joseph’s
will be served after the work. A full
another sister, Mrs. A. H. Carlisle at
Ellsworth people looking my
attendance is desired.
Brimmer’s bridge. Mr. Moore intends to
rxU)bcrtignnents.
E.
a
of
former
resident
George
Baker,
go West soon. He is blind, and is desirous
way : Pm bound to get them
Ellsworth, died in Auburn last Thursday. of getting into communication with someall COMING my way.
The remains were brought to Ellsworth one who is also going west, in whose comSaturday for interment.
On Sunday, April 9, at the morning serThis evening the Unity club will give a
vice at the Methodist church, Rev. J. P.
party in Odd Fellows hall. It will be an
Simonton will address the Daughters of evening of enjoyment for all who attend.
Liberty, who will attend in a body.
A farce will be on for the lirst part *of the
Here are a few of the things that help to make
easy and others that you will
Friday evening Misses Clara Moore, entertainment by a cast of semi-profes- house-cleaning
need in packing away winter clothes. Go<»d disWhist will inteetants sh>ntd be used freely in the Spring
Main St., Ellsworth.
Bernice Eldridge and Edna Springer enter- sional ladies and gentlemen.
tained their high school friends at Lygonia next draw the attention of the guests, wit h house-cleaning.
Moth Halls,
a suitable prize for the winner, and then
5c, lOe
hall. Dancing and cards were enjoyed.
7c, 12c, 20c FIELD
During the even- Borax.
Dr. J. H. Patten, of Amherst, one of the dancing from 10 to 12.
Chloiide of Dime,
5c, lOc, 15c
ing refreshments will be served.
leaders in the struggle for the nomination
10c
days

aiitatianncnta.

take:

with them

The many friends in this city of O. H.
Bradbury will be pained to hear of the

A

“The

R.

Mrs. Eleanor Mosley, with her three
delivery carriers and stage
having hard work, because in children, is Visiting friends here.
most places where the large drifts were,
Capt. Perry Alley has gone to take
the snow is soft and slumpy, making it charge of the schooner C. C. Lane.
next to impossible to get through.
Capt. Allen Holt has given up the
sc hooner C. C.
and will take charge,
Philip forrey and Will Keith were on April 5, ofI^ane,
the Spring Point lightbrought to Ellsworth last evening on two house, Portland.
warrants one charging the illegal killing
of a .bull moose, and the other for
'3tibertiaR»untsiI
having
Free

drivers

Helps.

FRANKLIN ST.,

DEMAND

Mass.

parents,

dence,

MOUTH OF THE RIVER.
Edna Tenney is visiting in Hancock.
Gladys Sadler, who has been very ill
with pneumonia, is better.

country

places.

Sense in the Household."

—

RECORDS

on

degree on three candidates Friday evening. A banquet was served after the work.
Friends of Harry L. Vincent and wife
will regret to learn that the baby boy born
to them March 20, died March 23.
Rev. P. A. Hayes, assistant pastor of the
Catholic church, has returned from a visit
of several weeks to his home in Quincy,
Mary L.

Common

FLOUR, $6.58

FLOYD & HAYNES,

EDISON

company with Secretary Morton and Speaker Cannon.
I^ejok lodge 1. O. O. F. worked the third

Dr.

Author of

At the “silver coffee party” to be given
under the auspices of the ladies’ auxiliary’
of the Congregational church at the ves-

Friday afternoon,

E. F. Robinson, jr., left for Boston toto take a six-weeks’ scientific course

in

BANK

few
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING, MAIN

W.

a

“I regard the Royal Baking Powder as the best in the
market. Since its introduction into my kitchen I have used
no other in making biscuits, cake, etc., and have
entirely
discarded for such purposes the home-made combination of
one-third soda, two-thirds cream of tartar.

To-morrow evening Esoteric lodge will
exemplify the second degree. I). D. Q. M.
K. K. Whittaker, of Bar Harbor, will bo
present on his official visit. A banquet
will be served after the work.

of getting in on time.
The roads have
at 8 o’clock. Dr.
try, to-morrow
working Burnham will evening
to just such a stage when it is neither
speak on mission hospital got
sleighing nor wheeling. About the city
work in China.
is on wheels, but for a drive on
Mrs. Arabine Sumner, an aged resident everyone
the
roads runnerB are used in most

been

William Watts, of Bangor, is visiting her daughter, Mrs. A. W. Austin.
Mrs. William F. Campbell, of CherryHeld, is the guest of Mrs. W. W. Morri-

Ellswort h

GENERAL INSURANCE.
O.

j

Mrs.

F.

&

|

Patten the past winter, is home.
Mrs. Harry C. Lord, of Holden, i9 visiting relatives and friends in the city.

application.

May.

iu.

in

NOTE—Homo Savings Banks will l»c supplied

In the preparation of the finest, most delicious
and wholesome biscuit, cake and unfermented
bread.
The best housekeepers, chefs of
leading- hotels and restaurants, the teachers
of cooking and writers upon food hygiene,
use and recommend it
exclusively.

The vaudeville show to be given in connection with the annual ball of the
City
Hose Co. on Easter Monday, April 24,
promises to be a decided novelty for a
home-talent entertainment.

ItKCKIVED.

to

IV) Al [SI E.

Royal Baking Powder
u Quite Indispensable

Col. C. C. Rurrill is expected home tofrom Montreal, where he has been
since Saturday visiting his daughter, Mrs.
Talley. He will bring his little grandson
with him.

effect October 10, 1004
MAI 1.8

B. F.

El—l_S WORTH.

under

day

advance.

Savings Bank,

Friday evening,

Irene chapter, O. E. 8.
their ladies aro cordially

of

Masons and
invited.

MAILS

THE A3IKKICAN is oil sale in
Eltawortli at the news stanils of
C. H. Leland and «T. A. Tliompson.
Single copies, r» cents ; subscription price $1.50 per year in

dollars.

auspices

for Bar

5CIIKOUUC OF

begin

We. guarantee

us.

State street next

the

Improve

MAIL CLOSES AT It>HT-OFFICK.

when you start

senator at

was

Insurance Co.
.Jk-* H McCollum—Vine-Ore
Mr- 8 A M >ore KcHiuuraul
Ell Mdom1— \ potheenr)
Patriot K> nr- H—Groceries and fruit*.
Floyd A il^yne*-—Meats, Ilsn and tctocericj.
\v hulng Hros-Meiu*, groceiles,
vegetab’ a,
llour, dry goods, etc.
Hancock:
S «; ThorB-jn— Freedom notlro.

in

in the wrong direction

wt:

No. 13

the next county convention,
in the city last Friday.
There will be a sociable at masonic hall

-LOCAL AFFAIJtto.
skw

It is time

for

Aktk

trict-Deputy
Whittaker, of Bar Harbor, to Lygonia
lodge, F. and A. M., last Wednesday
evening will be long remembered by all
Price only 2de a can. Each can makes Masons who attended as a very enjoyable
two gallons of iluid. Try it and you evening. The third degree was worked on
three candidates in a
manner to
will always use it.
bring
Send us your mail orders—we make forth much praise from Mr. Whittaker.
After the work all retired to the dining
them a specialty.
Grand

Master

Eben

K.

KLEANALL.

refreshments.

hall for

After dinner

Copperas,

lOc

Guru

Furniture Polish,

PATRICK KEARNS,

Camphor,

were

made

by

several

Flower
Headquarters,
knows,

Cream shampoo paste, to remove
dust from hair after house-cieap-

ing

is

C.

A.

done,

are

at

AIKEN’S.

25c

PAHCHER, Apothecary,
ELLSWORTH,

MAINE.
:

“Now gay
Daffodils”—

Tulips,

and

golden

come

the

12

Varieties

of

Field

Grass.

17 Varieties of Peas.
too, and Lilies.

Ellsworth

Greenhouse,

Long Distance Telephone.

Free!

everybody

as

lOc, 15c

Strong ammonia,

Free!!

Beans, Seed Onions, Potatoes.
Tjo many varieties of flower seeds to
mention in detail.

Free!!!

re-

GKNTS'or LADIES’ Pocket Kuife—4-hlades,
shell handle. German silver trimming. 2 Mailed,
pearl handle, German silver trimming. We are
The roads leading out of the city are
doing this to introduce our goods. Choose one
almost impassable, and the stages and free and send loo to pay postage. C. I). MeGOWN,
j
delivery carriers are making no pretense l 8H Fulton Street. Medford, Mass.
marks

Garden

25c
Johnson’s prepared Wax for floors
and interior finish,
50c
Solution Chlorides, a disinfectant
and deodorizer,
25c
Aromatic naptlialine & camphor, 15c

prominent

All Heeds

new,

fresh mul of tluevt

quality.

Masons.

E.G. Moore,

Druggist,

CORNER OPP. POSTOFFICE.

F.

B.

AIKEN,

STATE STREET,

ELLSWORTH.

CHRISTIAN

MerttnK Topic For the Wvcli
BcKrinnlntc April ’J,.

By
Topic.-—The making of

Christian; hia
•ood.-II Tim. ill, 14-17; John vi. 47-o8.
In the making of a Christian we have
already considered his birth and speech.
*We come in this topic to liis food, a
▼ery essential eleinert in his developNo sooner is a child boru into
ment.
this world than it must be fed. The

The purposes of this column are succinctly
slated in th^ title and motto—it is for the mutual
benefit, and aims to be helpful and hopeful
Being f* r the common good. It is for the com
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of In
formation and suggestion, a medium for the Interchange of Ideas. In this capacity It solicits

of

and

be

adapted

BIBLE

HEADINGS.

Ex. xvi. 11-1.1; Ps. lxxvii!. 23 i
cxxxiii. 1-.*:; Isa. Iv. 1-3; Matt, iv, 1-4:
Luke xi, 1-3; John i. 4; iv, 5-13; Rom.
Hi, 1, 2; Heb. x. 5-10.

—Aunt

L.

SKETCH OF THE LIFE OF ELIZABETH BARRETT
BROWNING.

Elisabeth Barrett was born in London In 1809
and educated carefully In a masculine range of
studies. She became a wr'ter for periodicals
when she was only ten years old, anti published
her first volume In 1826, entitled "An Essay od
the Mind, and Other Poe s”.
A friend, in describing the appearance of the
authoress at the age of twcuty-eeven, said:
"she certaluly was one of the most interesting
persons 1 had ever seen; slight and delicate in
<

Ai

to

a

ner

riuem

uiuutcr,

nan

until the following year that 8he could
lie removed to London, where she began the life
which she continued f-r so many years, eon,
tine * to one large and commodious. but darkened clnttnoer, admitting only her own affectionate family and n few devoted friend*, reading
almost every book ’»orth reading in almost!
every language, and giving herrelf, heart and
soul, to that poetry of which she seem d burn to j
nun not

j

j

I

be

the

In

priestess.

1844 the firi-t

collected edition of her poems

published in two volumes.
••Lady Geraldine's Courtship** Is perhaps ihe

was

finest of her pwma, and is said to have been
written In the Incredible space of twelve hours.
In this poem there was a graceful comp'lment
to Mr Browning, to whom, it Is said, she had
not previously been personally known.
It Is said that the grateful poet called to
express in person bis acknowledgments, and
that he was admitted Into the Invalid's presence
by the happy mistake of a new servant. At ai.y
r ite he saw her and nad permission to renew his
The mutual auachmci t grew more and
more powerful; the acquaintance beanie the
friend, and the friend was transformed into the
visit.

Rural Rndenvor.

In the December Chat, sent to New
York state Endeavor workers by J *u.
B. Clements, state secretary, he g. c
I.
an interesting account of success
a new line of endeavor which he L
pushing in his state and which is
adapted to all states. lie says:
“As showing what may be done, on!;
this afternoon it has been my great j ...
to aid in the foundation of a Junta;
rural family Endeavor society. There
are three members in the society in
addition to the mother, who is its superintendent. A little lad of nine summers is its president. For half an bo r
on Sunday afternoon they hold their
meeting. They sing: they pray; they re
cite Scripture; they plan benevolent
work; they give money. Once a month
they send the money and a written report to the Junior society of the home
church. The membership of that Junior
•ociety was increased 5 per cent by the
formation of this one Junior rural family Endeavor, an increase it could noi
possibly have had but for the ‘R. F.
G.' idea. You see its possibilities, I am
•are. Now let us push it with all our
God given wisdom and strength.*’
Invocation

Ilymn.

The following invocation sung at the
•ftsenth international Christian En
4eavor convention, held in Washington
Id 1896 and written for the convention
Ip the Hon. John Hay. who has become so fai ious as secretary of state.
Will be sung to original music at the
Baltimore < hristian Endeavor convention in July:
INVOCATION.
Lord, from f xr severed climes we come
To meet at
st In Thee, our home.
Tbou who hast been our guide and guard.
Bo Still our hope, our rich reward!
Defend us, l ord, from every ill.
Strengthen our hearts to do Thy will.
In all we plan and all we do
Still keep us to Thy service true.

Oh, let

hear the inspiring word
Which they of old at Horeb heard!
Breathe to our hearts the high command.
"Go onward and possess the land!"
us

Thou who art Light, shine on each soul!
Thou who art Truth, each mind control!
Open our eyes and make us see
The path which loads to heaven and Thee!
A SnprsreMt ion.

Societies that wish recognition at Baltimore should keep in front of the members during the meetings a placard
with a plain statement of the objects
sought, together with the achievement
thus far made. For example:
A 25 per cent

wanted:
gain in new

members.

obtained :

A 15 per cent gain.
Who will bring
in one new
member?

—Christian Endeavor World.
Fifty Per Cent.

A systematic, personal, friendly canvass for nc
members is needful. No
society has attained its maximum membership. Far too many make a sad
showing, and the largest churches
usually have the smallest proportionate enrollment. Why? We can, if we
will, iucrcas our membership 50 p r
cent tl.is yv.r.\
A failure to do s> will
Indicate our la cl-; of interest and effort.
—Lyman S. Stone, President New
York City I'nlon.
■

Love, the

magician, brought restorative In-

fluences, and

her health s~ fnr Improved that
became the wife of Uobert Brownlug In the
autumn of 1846.
After thilr marriage Mr. and Mr-. Browning
went immediately to Italy and in 1849 their happiness was completed by the Idnh of a son, an
only child, thus rounding the circle of her
womanly experiences and giving her the power
<o fei 1 all that is comprehended in the words
daughter, sister, wife and mother, in 1851 she
published “Casa Uuidl .Windows'*, a poem, the
title of which was taken from the name of the
residence occupied
y tne Brownings, In
Florence. They lived In the house Casa Cu'di
tor fourteen years, ami from it Mrs. Browning
went out to her grave.
In lt56 she published “Aurora Leigh**, a nar
railve poem in nine books; a sort of a versified
novel, of which the subject characters and
Incidents are taken from English life and manners.
Mrs. Browning it put the great Italian
cause Into burning verse and
pleaded the
rights of humanity In “Aurora Leigh”.
Mrs. Browning was
not
so
engrossed
in the Italian regeneration that she had no
thought for other nations. Her luterest In
America was very great.
In her poem "A
Curse for a Nation” when she foretold the
In
store
for
agony
America, and which fell
upon us with the swiftness of lightning, she
was loath to raise her poet’s voice against
she

us,

pleading
••ror

am

uoun<i|by gratitude,
By love and blood.
To brothers of mine across the e<a,
Who stretch out klDdly bauds to me."
Mrs. Browning’s most enthusiastic admirers
are Americans.
Her character was well-nigh
perfect. Patient in
long suffering, she
never spoke of herself, except when the subject
was forced upon her by others, and then with
no complaint.
With
her everything
was
religion; her Christianity was not confined
to church and|rubrlc; it meant civilization.
An
eminent author has called Mrs. Browning the
female Sfa&kepeare of England. Among the ic
male poets she has no superior, snd few if any

Althcugh so long an invalid, Mrs.
Browning’s death was unexpected at the time;
She never recovered from a cold contracted in
the winter of 1859,'which to’d upon her lungs
Early onjthe morning of the 89th of June, 1861,
with pleasant words on h<
Ups for her poet
husband and the boy Browning, this gifted
equals.

(peacefully expired. They heard her
poet-voice saying:
And friends, dear friends, when it shall be
woman

That this low breath has gone from me.
And around my bier ye come to weep,
Let one most loving of you all
Say, “uot a tear must o’er her falllie giveth His beloved sleep.”
But the

tears

would fall

as

they bore her

the
English burylDg-ground, without the gates of
Florence, and her grave is the shrine of pilgrims
from both sides of the sea. Florence—accord
ing to a mediaeval custom-placed ou Casa
Guldl this Inscription of love and honor, which
may be rendered thus
to

Here wrote and died
Elizabeth Barrett Browning
Who in her woman’s heart united
The wisdom of a sage and the eloquence of a
poet
With her golden verse she linked Italy to England
Florence grateful placed
This Memorial
A. D. 1861.
Ego 2d.
Dear Aunt Madge:
I confess to not being very well versed in club

lore,

so

my answer
Will give instead

might
a

be

quite correct.
history of Robert

not

brief

Women suffering from any form of female weakinvited to promptly communicate with Mrs.
Pinkham at Lynn, Mass. All letters are received,
opened, read and answered by women only. A
woman can freely talk of her private illness to a
woman; thus has been established the eternal
rnal
4
confidence between Mrs. Pinkham and the women
uen
of America which has never been broken. Out
of the vast volume of experience which she
has to draw from, it is more than possible
that she has gained the very knowledge
that will help your case. She asks noth- /
ingin return except your good-will, and her^
advice has relieved thousands. Surely any /
woman, rich or poor, is very foolish if she/
does not take advantage of this generous j
offer of assistance.
Lydia E. rink ham
Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass.

ton

>

accompanied her there, was drowned. This
tragedy nearly killed Elizabeth Barrett, and it

|

Standing Invitation:

ness are

milder climate.

lorijUHy,

That in addressing- Mrs. Pinkhara you
are confiding your private ills to a woman
a woman
whose experience with woman's diseases covers a great many years.
Vou can talk freely to a woman when it
is revolting to relate your private troubles
to a man —besides a man does not understand—simply because he is a man.
Many women suffer in silence and drift along sj
from bad to worse, knowing full well that they
ought to have immediate assistance, but a uatift-al
modesty impels them to shrink from exposing themselves to the questions and probably examinations of
even
their family physician.
It is unnecessary.
Without money or price yon can consult a woman
whose knowledge from actual experience is great.
Mrs. Pinkhnm's

figure, with a shower of dart curls falling on
either side of a most expressive face, large
tender eyes richly fringed by dark eyelashes, a
smile like a sunbeam, and a look of youthfulness.’’ The year 1837 was a painful one to herself and to all who loved her. She broke a
blood vessel upon the lungs which did not heal,
and at the approach of cold weather she was
ordered

FACT

—

"Be abstinent In praise and blame.
The man’s still mortal, who stands first,
And mortal only. If last and worst.
Then slowly lift so frail a frame,
Or softly drop so p >or a shame."

to

the age and condition of the one fo.
whom it is imeuded.
Irregularity in
eating is very injurious to physical
So it is to the spiritual life.
health.
We must be regular in the exercise o.
the means of grace by which the soui
grows if we are to produce the l esi
kind of spiritual life. Adaptability e
also an essential factor in the development of spiritual as well as physical
life. Each age has that whkh is more
particularly adapted to it. We do not
feed meat to a babe, but milk, hi the
spiritual realm also there should lx
“Strong meat for men and mill; foi
babes.*’ This fact is sometimes overlooked and the good things of the gos
pel are indiscriminately dispensed. But
this is unwise ami unnecessary. God's
word is a storehouse in which suitable
truth may always be found.
Here
young and old. weak ami strong, wise
and unwise, may find the word in season that will meet the want and need
of the soul.
But of what does the Christian s food
consist? (1» lie feeds upon the Scriptures The Bible is the inspired word
•f Cod and is “profitable for doctrine,
for reproof, for correction, for instruction in righteousness, that the man of
God may be perfect, thoroughly fur
<2> il
Bis bed unto all good work-."
feeds upon Christ. 'I inn the bread o»
Hfe.” says Christ. That is. what bread
Is to llie physical life Christ is to C.k
cqplritiial life. He is our model, nud t
become like Him we must have constant fellowship and communion w:C.
Him. must daily sit at IIis feet ant!
■tody His words and acts and work
them out into our own lives.

Browning’s quotation:

Browning.
He was born in London May 6, 1812; was not
educated at any university, but had
every advantage pf books and language. He ‘pent the
early part of l»ia life In northern Italy where he
made a diligent study of the Italian
history of
tiie middle ages.
In 1837 he published Strafford, Sordello in
18,0.
In 18*6 he married Elizabeth Barrett.

—

following we publish two letters from a woman who accepted this invitation.
Note the
result.
First letter.
“Dear Mrs. Pinkh&m:—
For eight years I have suffered something

terrible every month with my periods. The
paius are excruciating and I can hardly stand
them. My doctor says 1 have ovarian and
womb trouble, and I must go through an operation if I want to get well.
I do not want
to submit to it if I can possibly help it
Please tell me wlmt to do. I hope you can
relieve me."-Mrs. Mary Dimmick, 99tn and K.
Capitol St*., Bennii
Washingtoh,D.C.

|

j

Second letter.
Dear Mrs. Pinkham:—

following carefully your advice,
taking Lydia E. Pinkham s Vegetable
Compound, I am very anxiovis to send you
my testimonial, that others may know their
After

and

valueand what you have done

for

“As you know, I wrote you that my doctor
said I must have an ojjeration or I could not
1 then wrote you, telling you my aillive.
ments. I followed your advice ami am entirely well. I can walk mil*-* without an
ache or a pain, and I owe my life to you and
to Lvdia rl Pink ham's Vegetable Compound.
I wish every suffering woman would read
this testimonial and realize the value of writing to you and your remedy.*’—Mrs Marj
Dimmick, 51dh and E. Capitol Streets, Henning P. O., Washington, D. C.

When a medicine has been successful
in restoring to health so many women
whose testimony is so unquestionable,
you cannot well say, without trying it,
1 do not believe it will help me.” If
you are ill. don't hesitate to get a bottle of Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound at once, and write Mrs. Pinkham. Lynn. Mass for special advice—
it is free and always helpful-

g'P.O.,

me.

They lived In Florence until she died la 1*61.!
Magazine and Hook Notes.
Mr Browning was an ardent lover andavtn j
The first large edition of “Hurricare
devoted husband.
E.
| Island”, H. B. Marriott-Watson’s new romance, was ex ha listed before publication
Dear Aunt Madge
In response to your request for a qtot-dion
I wend one. I feel sure that your Browning col
utnu will be a< great .1 success as wa- your
Longfellow column. Hen is the quotation.
“Get work
Be sure it Is belter than what you
work :o get
f hllzabetn Barrett Browning )
Elm a.
With best wishes for the M B. G.

day.
The third large edition of Thomas Dixis in the
j on’s novel, “The Clansman.
presses.

Doubleday, Page A Co. have acquired
the stock and

publication rights

of

Agnes

C. Laut’s novel “Lords of the North”.
Dear ^4unf Madge:
By many people this is considered the
1 have read: The highest p'ace among mod
best work of an author who has vigorously
ern poetesses belongs to Mrs. Browning, and
interpreted Canadian Northwest life.
slie far outranks most of our modern poets* ;
“Lords of the North” deals with the
Will send two brief quotations:
struggle between the Hudson Bay Co. and
••Happy are all free people too strong to be j its
young rival, the Northwest Co. for the
(Mi* possessed.
But blessed are thus- among nations wJjo dare control of the fur trade.
be tiroug for the

to

rest.

—A Court
“If

George Horace Lorimer

Lady.

I know the smart
say amen to that.

ones

of the M. B. C. will
Day.

j

CONSOLATION.

taken; there are left behind
Living beloveds, tender looks to bring;
And make the daylight still a happy thing,
All

signed

has

a

with Charles Frohman fora play
founded
on
“Old Gorgon
Graham”.
Paul Potter
is collaborating with Mr.
Lorimer. The play will be produced next
autumn. It is said that M. H. Crane is
being considered for the part of the epicontract

sleep on rocks or rose?,
Sleeping past the hour of noon, we’re lsry.
we

are not

grammatic Chicago pork-packer.
“Tommy Carteret”, which Doubleday, Page A Co. will bring out on March
2, Justus Mills Forman has written his
In

And tend°r voices to make soft the wind.
But If it were not so, If I could find
No love in all the world for comforting.
Nor any path but hollowly did ring
Where “oust to dust” the love from life dls*

ing?”

Thy love

The

Beloved, let

dewdrop

a

brimming cup

with

another

j

you will find the

love,

ing

very

enjoyable.

I

let him have the

1
1

interesting

cordially
readily j
give help on j

most

so

ful

are

sent

appreciated
he is

course

such

cameras

State,

as

that

there

as

asked to

use

and

gifts they will

uuui

if your drugs 1st hat-n’i it
and p wlii be forwhrued
Louis Jio.

postpaid by Farts Meuicine

j

Content With Relief

family

faithful

devoted daughter
Resolved, That wc extend to the
l*ereaved
father and fitmllv our loving
sympathy,
thHt we wear black mingled with our
rib
bon for thirty «4ny*
Resolved, That the resolutions be spread
oa
our union records, a copy se-t to the family
8r„f
one sent to the W. (J. T U. department
of tie
ELLSWOU1II Amkiucan
Irkz L 5*m t ll,
HI INK IK MM
Moss,
•Anwik MTINSon
Con mb lice on resolutions.
the

a

white

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

j

!

At the last meeting of the Yd, held at
the home of Mrs. Louise Freeman, one
new member was added.
There was a
good report from the committee which
prepared and distributed boxes of delicacies to the sick.
A committee was appointed to prepare*
programme for the next meeting which
will be held in the Congregational church
vestry, March 31.

Everyone is cordially invited to attend
especially all members of th VVs. Members of the Y will bring a half pound for
refreshments.
t^Of n « ol«l In
livh KflOMO

To

Take l.a X
A il tiruggi
W.i.i

I Mi** I Ik

v

glHMsK T

i* r* fund uw u win
,-|..r» I- o-

I fcu.
y It It tan* incur*.
e*«
!«•».

fianKuig.

In vrhni

lorwtetl

your moony
In ihurenof

wilt
(he

n.nrn

if

ffllsiorib Losd and Enildiiii
A
now

X KW

RUUKS

Sharf, ft each;
payment*, ft per mare

open,

mo

nr*

if

PAY KENT
when you
<*«*rrow un your
ehRrce, <1v«- n iir»i im>rt«afrt* »«i
rwlucr U ei'err month
Month
i.nvinrnt* ami interem toirethrr
w'.H amount to but lilllr mori
than you arc non paying fur
rent, anil In almut 1‘ v«**u> yot;

«VHY

*rtl>

OWN

OWN HOME.

VOT7R
Kor

particulars 1*>i|uiiv

of

Hknkv W. CunnuN,
fii-hi v-»t*> nv'

afitorrtiotmrnte.

;

j
j

M/ Higher1

ll\w Price

I But
UH00D5,
Ask lor HOOffS

iDuke” Short,

HOOD RUBBERS
/moodN.
TRADE'

(Mmiwn)
V BOSTON /

HARK

NOT MADEBYA TRUST

/ryot/ crwor cer mess*ub-

1

_U, sketcn or pnoto cl layertien for f
freereport on patentability. Frrfnetok \

B.^TRADE-MARKS

Brief freedom from backache.
Reach the root of the trouble.
Cure the
for

cause

and backache

disappears

good.

It

can

Ellsworth, Me.,

owned in this beautimust be a lot of nice

are

on

the Surry Road,

“In the fall of 18»7 I gave for pub-

lication

a

statement

Kidney Pills.

recommending Doan’s

had procured this remedy
at E. G. Moore’s drug store,
formerly

the

ble.

I

I

am

pleased to recommend Doan's

Kidney Pills

Thence it

i

Remember the name—Doan’s
other.

no

OPPOSITE IS, PAT€HT OfTiGC
WA SHINCTON. D.Cs.***-

be done.

of

says:

the town proper.
easy to haul the goods.

in-rfC

helper,

When

Wiggin & Moore’s, and given it to one of
my daughters, and she was completely
cured of kidney complaint. I cannot add’
Bluehill Free From Ice.
The revenue cutter Woodbury has cut a
anything to ray original statement except
channel through the ice to the wharf at that during the eight years past there has
South Bluehill and thereby raised a block- been no
symptom of a return of the trou-

was

klJ!

\aors nHMroi/jraouf/t-tr/t/rftJS

Don’t be satisfied with relief.

material which could be used in this way
to spread still wider the fame and popularity of Maine.

miles below

tovin^

life and

as a remedy which makes
by heavy ice
Aunt Madgr.
sonage.
for several miles and the regular boat lias permanent cures.”
been unable to break through it.
A (iUMruuteecI Cure for Piles.
The
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents.
broke a passage through
Itching, Blind, Bleeding or Protruding Piles, Woodbury
Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N.
Drugais s refund money if l’AZO OINTMfcsr I
Y., sole
of
eight and ten-inch ice
falls to cure any case, no matter of how long : nearly a 'mile
for the United States.
standing. In « lo II days. First Applicatcn gives to the wharf of South Bluehill, about five agents
ease hug rest. 60c.
a ml foe in stamps

ov*!

fr. n» our number, In all her lovely
young *oni
anhood. our beloved sitter, Grace
Myirensr
whose sunny chterful helpfulness ami
thoughtfulness made her# good friend, a
slslcr ami loving daughter, therefore, be
it
Resolved, Thil «u the death of our sister
th
W. O. T U. of 8uuth D» er I«le has lost an
cstlng member, tho Sunday school a

ui

You The Cure.

put to the best use.
to pay market
be used. With all

one

KKSOMJTIOSS.

W7u*re<is, The tUout unbidden gUegt
h
ajaln passed wtihln our cirri-; ami
ren

i

from

the

SOUTH DEER ISLE.

An Ellsworth Woman Shows

willing
can

£$*

j

simple

vi

on

approvalofJJ

wheat flour and baked in hot vn*
pors, distinguished from another kind
which is baked in hot pans. They also
sell several varieties of popo, or bnke.l
goods, a special favorite with tin* Chinese lieing an oval oil c ike made of tie*
very best flour, usually eaten with
pork, sausage or liver.
The Mohammedans in China have a
reputation for good brood and evidently wish to he known as pure food advocates. for In order to enable customers to distinguish their wnres from
those of other venders they ornament
their carts or boxes with the Moslem
emblem. This consists of a vase <• >ntuiniug a branch of the olive tree, on
the top of width is perched the Mo
hamnedan cap. On each sale of tliN
design is iiiserilxsl ti e motto. “Pure
and True Islam.” These Moliiunm 1 n
peddlers also sell a 1:1m! of patty til! T
with a mixture of meat, vegetable.*,
oil and sago.
Another of their prod
mts. which is e.'.heJ "la s1, r.niug ya
chakuei.” is a large rowed cake or
dumpling i-uked in oil. Many of thes*
Chinese coufectlons are much more appetizing t! u one would Imagine from
the description: but. like many foreign
dishes, the taste for them must be acquired by cultivation before they can
be thoroughly appreciated.
The n**eraee Chinaman eats very little bread prepared according to our
American formulas; consequently the
bakery and confectionery shops are
Like all other
few and far between.
stores in Chinn, they are open in front,
with no partition t > protect them front
the heat or cold or the dust of the
streets.
Wooden shutters are used to
One Dials
close them up at night.
practically the same wares at the link
era* as the bread peddlers offeV for
sale. Among them is one special kind
of cake having the figure of a hare
imprinted on it, which is eaten by
the Chinese iu honor of the birthday
of the moon. As soon as the festivities celebrating this anniversary* are
over the cakes are
withdrawn from
sale and are not again displayed until the next moon birthday, which cor
responds in season to our Raster.—
Living Church.

be

responded
this subject.
I will invite “Novice” to seade which was worse than
lect the topic for April—not necessarily a
Japs put on Port Arthur.
or
but
poet
author,
any interesting per- |
Bluehill has been closed
when

p

Mrs. Philina Moon, living three miles

If such

the

sketch and selected poems of Mrs. Brownthank you each and all who

loan would

price for

our work.

true

am sure

or

much

near.

it is that if we say a true word, instantly we feel It Is God’s, not ours, ami pass
it on. Yours with love to all the sisters. WoL.
1

sell

us

our

a

m■

Don’t Be Satisfied.

them.
may

you

in

resources

Of

love so well
Our work shall still he better for
And still our love be sweeter for
How

their

thy heart and thy brave

least flower with

And share its

to

sen

Doan’s Kidney Rills make lasting cures.
obtaining these, and as all
such help much to advertise Maine, he
Experiences of Ellsworth people prove
would be pleased if photographers, either
professionals or amateur, who have photo- this.
graphs which they would be willing to
Here’s one Ellsworth case of it:

sense

patience, labor

I-

jflrtical.

Shall chant itself in its owu beatitudes.
After ita own llfe-worklug. A child’s kiss
ing and hunting scenes.
Set on thy sighing lips, shall make thee glad;
Mr. Booth by says that the Maine CenA poor man served by thee shall make thee rich i
A sick man helped by thee shall make thee ! tral management has pretty well exhausted

its

ail

L SJ1
7.

"wtwov.'iwviiHiiwii
rk

frenzied finance do
not go hand in hand.” “Neither does a
frenzied life and simple finance.”

Want to Know about Maine.
Col. F. E. Booth by, general pause nger
agent of the Maine Central railroad, iu
having an unusual number of calls from
magazines, newspapers which issue illustrative supplements, railroads in other
parts of the country, lecturers and others
asking for photographs of the Maine
coast, lake and interior scenery, and fish-

Dear Aunt Madge
Think It lsa very good suggestion of Krne
Stine. Will send some »| rotation* from K1 i\b.th Barn U Browning

So others shall take
heart and hand,
From thy hand and

v

Why Be

1 know a voice would sound “Daughter, I am
Can 1 sutlice for heaven and not for earth?”
—Selected by Jf«s. G. B' M.

Thou shalt be served thyself by every
Of service that thou reederest.

(

?

■»

bread?”) is often heard until late in
the evening. Their bread Is made of

“The

most ambitious book so far.
It is more
serious than his first success, “Journey's
End,” and deals with the extraordinary
career of a man, w ho while engaged to a
beautiful young girl, becomes possessed
by a vision which becomes shockingly
real and which makes possible a story of
startling incident.

And if, before those sepulchres unmoving
1 stood alone (as some forsaken lamb
Goes Ideating up the moors in wtary dearth)
Crying “where are ye, O my loved and lov-

coST,

the many cnrious sights in
Chinn n me presents it stranger asi>ect
to our Americau eye* than the bread
peddlers and their methods of disposing of their wares. They carry their
Stock iu trade about at itli tliem. either
In oval boxes strapped to their backs or
In two boxes depending from a yoke
across the shoulders or on trays held
by a strap hung from the neck and carried in front of them, after the manner
in which the pieman of Simple Simon
fame is invariably pictured by all orthoIn
dox illustrators of Mother (loose.
the city of Tientsin these street venders
offer three different kinds of bread for
sale. Two of these are twisted In oval
shape: the third Is a thin, crisp cake
sprinkle! with seeds-of sesame, that
magic word which ot once recalls to
oar minds the wonderful tale of All
Balia mid the Forty Thieves. II nv
little we ever dreamed when we listened spellbound In our cblldho al d lys
to the thrilling account of All Baba's
adventures that we should ever heboid,
far less taste, the fateful sesame, the
name of which provel so illusive to
o:ir Item nt the crucial moment when
he wga confronted by the rock of diificulty! But the peddler's bread Is not
more curious than his method of selling it. for it is frequently disposed of
by rufi'e, for which purpose he carries
three dice, held iu a little dish.
Iu Peking, tin* capital of the Celestial
empire, the bread peddlers generally
come from the provinces, mostly from
Slinngtting. They are called popo sell
ers. Their street cry. "Yuo-chin-man-

ALL-IMPORTANT

(Column,

ertllor Invite* necrrlwle* of loo.,
JThe
the W. C. T. I! In ll.noork
whltr rtlitwner* ,rener»ny. to
contrH,UU!
eol until n-i'orw of meetln** 1)r i«.m,
th
•if Intcrem to worker* In oilier nart.
"«
**•«
tVe wnulil
woulil like
like thin
thl* •»
county. We
to b«
lie »
•
bill It needs *<•.»© effort on mp
the part of W V.
w'
i*
l» la
bn It
T,
f!. women to make
It so. It
ts a column of tL T>
making, not ours, and will Ik- what thev
9
it.
Item* ami communication* should t*
• ml
arc, of course, subject to

Among

AND CONSIDER THE

communications, and Us success depends largely
on the support given it in thl9 respect. Communications must be signed, but the name of i
writer will not be piloted except by permission
Communications will be subject to approval or i
rejection by the editor of the column, but none :
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications to
The American,
Ellsworth, Me.
Mrs.

WOMEN,

STOP!

Helpful and Hopeful.”

a

unfed child would soon languish and
This is essentially true also
perish.
of he child horn into the kingdom of
God. Its life will be supported and sus
tamed by that which nourishes and
develops spiritual life.
Growth, whether physical or spirit
ual, is gradual. Theretore food to pro
duee tiie desired results must be regu-

larly partaken

4

Its Motto:

REV. S. H. DOYLE.

Cnrlnna Slirt.ls in l’rkliH-al»PO»l»«
of PfrlKlmblr Wnr«*».

MAlHJk”.

KD1TK1* BV "AUNT
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BKKAD IN I'lliNA.

aihbnrtiftmmtB.

fllutnal benefit tllolumu.

ENDEAVOR.

and
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Advertisers. Publishers and Printers.
TIME and
MONEY »r

CliaUcn’s

Record

using

Rooks.

Advertiser’s RecorJ.
Subscription Record,
Advertising Record,
Job Printer’# Reccr<
Correspondence Record.
Ruled, printed and Indexed lor nulck en rf
and reference. Descriptive circular and pr',e
flat on application. Published bv
K. A. & W. K. CHILI).
New York.

14 Dover Strccv,

EIsIjSWOUTEL

STEAM
AND
“NO

LAUNDRY
BATH ROOMS.

PAY, NO WA8HKE."

All kind* of laundry worn 'lone at abort
Ice. Goode called for and delivered.
H. B. E8TEY A CO.,
w eet End BrMare.
KUawortb.

Pauper
contract.worth to
HAVING
f.eed a^i-taiK*

no*

Notice
*

wltli the n>- ot Hl!v
woo

aut o* .{ Hue i.ite tor those
•
during the next live y«*
ami are legal residents ot KJlsworth 1 *<'rr'
all p*4i'ioi»s truMtltj^ ibeui ou my account,. *•
there Is plenty ei room and aceomr odauon® w
care to: them at the ut\ Jfc. »tr bous..
M. 4. Dbcmjiky.
n: iv

HISTORIC BUILDINGS.
high school, public library,
CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH.
interesting sketch of some
ELLSWORTH’S LANDMARKS—A

of

PLEA FOR PRESERVATION.

With all of its natural beauties Ellsworth has very few of the old buildings
of which, for beauty of architecture and

historical associations, so many New
England towns are so justly proud. Only
three of the older buildings attract the
attention of the stranger—the
high
school building, the public library and
the Congregational church.
President
The
church, of which
Nathaniel Butler, of Columbia university,
once said In a lecture within its walls, is
one of the finest specimens of early New
England church architecture extant, will,
doubtless, always be kept in its present
condition by an appreciative society.
The public library building, built as a
private residence in 1817, was, through
the generosity of a former townsman,
converted into a library in 1897, and bids
fair to remain an ornament to the city for
many

years to come, but the
HIGH

SCHOOL BUILDING

has passed through many vicissitudes
is
threatuntil its very existence
ened, and while successive city governments have debated in vain the subject
for a new' schoolhouse, the old building
has been neglected until those who see it
every day are apt to think only of its illkept appearance, overlooking the beauty
of its proportions and its pure Grecian
architecture.
This building, whose history for seventy
years has been indissolubly connected
with that of the town and county, was
erected in 1834 by the town of Ellsworth
fora town-house, on land given by the
Herbert estate, on the condition that it
should be given to the county should
Ellsworth become the shire town.
Plans for the new tow'n-house wfere
drawn by the late Edward 8. Jarvis, of
Surry, and were of architecture popular
at that time for tow'n and court-houses,
especially in the southern states; but it is
said that only one of the other buildings
is extant, a court-house in West Virginia
and that it is

highly

which reads:

••Whereas Charlotte Herbert, of Rl«worth.
In said county, widow. and Chailoite Herbert,
jr., of said Ellsworth, single woman, conveyed
unto the town of Ellsworth by dw d dated O to
her la, H»<. a certain trltnguiar lot of land lylug and being io add Mlsw *rtn and bounded
am) described a» follow-.**

description of the welltriangle on Bridge hill, at the
junction of West Main and Court streets.
comes a

known

“Whereas the said land has since been con
veyod by ««M tow a of Ellsworth to the county
of Hancock aforesaid, and It appears desirable
that all the public building-* of sail ctjunly
should not be located up »n said lot as In the
condition annexed to ?:tl«J deed to the town of
Ellsworth is

bar, were
lawyers.

as

well

know'n

as

our

own

Saunders, had the adjoining brick
building erected for the county offices and
the “safe keeping of the county records”.
The contractors are named in the records
as “Wyman A Woodward”, and the late
John L. Moor did the carpentry.
K.

BILL*.

The commissioners held their first session in Ellsworth in October, 1838, and
among the bills approved is one for “|225
for furniture, Ac., for the county offices”.
In the same records we read that Thos.
Cobb, of Castine, was paid fl.45 for packing probate records for removal, and Mark
tt. Saunders was paid $30 and Sewell
Watson $31.90 for hauling records, etc.,
from Castine to Ellsworth.
Incidentally, the new court-house was
associated with the early days of Unitarianism in Ellsworth, for in the records of
that first session we find:
"And now the Court agree to let the Court
iloi-ge to John Black, etq. for the use of the
Unitarian society In Ellsworth as a place of
worship, provided tald Black has the buiu of
$'2,000 Insured on aald Court House for said
time."

During the years which the society
occupied the court-house three ministers
were installed —the Rev. Messrs. Wiswell,
Devon and Estes.
The first term of the supreme court to
be held in Ellsworth was in October, 1838,
and from that time for nearly half a
century the court-house was the meeting
place twice each year of the most prominent men of the county, many of whom
have attained distinction in far wider
fields.
FAMOUS MEN.
for

many
term of

figure at each
court, before the beginning of his political
career, from the time w’hen, as a young
years

familiar

a

man, he was associated with the venerable Thomas Robinson.
Judge L. A. Emery pleaded many a
case in the old court-house as counselorat-law
and later
as
county-attorney.
Chief-Justice Wiswell, the associate of his
father, the late Arno Wiswell, himself one
of the most esteemed of the Hancock
bar, achieved prominence as a young man
at the bar of his native county.
Well-knowm to the residents of the

generation and more ago were
of George Herbert, Charles
Howell, Joseph 8. Rice, Samuel Waterhouse, George S. Peters and Arthur F.
county

the

advertised, the Kquitable
School of Amsiiranee Instnictlon opened March 15. Attendance larger than anticipated,
a*

MAINE LEGISLATURE.
WHAT

WAS

necessitating new accommodation*. School now in session at Kqiiitable hall, fourth
floor. Centennial block. T me

ACCOMPLISHED—TEMPER-

ANCE LEGISLATION—THE
APPROPRIATIONS.

xor receiving new

f«'r

(Augusta Cor. Bangor Commercial )

seventy-second session of the Maine
legislature finally adjourned at 8.40 p. m.
last Friday, after a busy session of twelve
weeks’ duration. The closing hours during which there were many intermissions
The

MEETINGS

HELD

FRANKLIN If. HAZELTON,
Maine Agency,

MM®

SAT

ITRDAY AND TUESDAY.

Commencing

appropriations and taxes THE PRIN-

BE

5, 1904.

Dec.

BAB HARBOR TO BANGOR.

CIPAL TOPICS—COLLECTOR YET TO

applications

scholarship extended to
Yon have been thinknnnAOTi a >tv APrl1
OrrOKTljMTY lug about taking the course.
Send hi your application. It's
your opportunity and may mean dollars to you.

ANOTHER
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Bargor, Ex St....
Brewer June...
Holden..
Lake House.
Green Lake.
Sleolln.
El'swonh Falla..
ELLS WORTH
Wa-h’gton June.
Franklin Road
Hancock.
Waukeag, S Fy
ftlt Desert Ferry..
Sullivan

..

....

•sorrento.

BAR HARBOR

..

*
Saturday nights to Bangor only.
Trains leaving Ellsworth 7.16 a m and 6.1S p
m, and arriving Ellsworth 1166 a m# 9.47 p m
connect with Washington (Jo K U.
tstop on signal or Dotlce to Conductor.
These trains connect, at Bangor, with through
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland, Boaton and St. flohn.

Passengers are earnestly requested to procuvo
tickets before entering the trains, and espeolallp
Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
F. E. BOOTHBY, G. P. A T. A.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vice Pres, and Gen’l Manager.
EASTERN

Steamship Company.
Mount Desert

Itlurhill Dine.

and

a

names

Drink water.
Associated with this group of distinguished Ellsworth men at each term of
court were
Hancock
such prominent
county lawyers as the late Charles Jarvis
Abbott, of Castine, Charles A. Spofiord, of
Deer Isle, Bushrod W. Hinckley, of Blue-

Steamer Catherine leaves Bar Harbor Mob

..

...

—

Mr. Simonton.

bers of

BAPTIST.

ifco. H. A. A.

Killam, pastor.

Morning service at
Sunday, April 2
Sunday school at 11.45. Praise and
preaching service at 7 p, m.
—

10.30.

(.OVOKKOAi'iONAL.
tier. J. M. Aiinmn. viator.
—

was

PROMPTLY

OF

Sttamfcoat*

....

expressed",
Sunday, April 2
Morning service at
Then follows at length the condition j 10.30. Sunday school at 11.46.
and conference meeting on FriPrayer
that “The Goal” shall be built elsewhere. I
day evening at 7.30.
The deed is signed by Charlotte Herbert
UNITARIAN.
and Charlotte Herbert jr., by their attorRev. 8. W. Sutton, pastor.
ney, George Herbert.
Sunday, April 2—Service at 10.30 a. m.
During the following year the county Sunday school at 11.45 a. m.
commissioners, who were John ChamberBQXtff*
lain, chairman, Addison Dodge and Mark

Senator Eugene Hale

SESSION

SEVENTY-SECOND

Kaflroafi* gnh

CITY MEETING.

aldermen, which was called for last Saturday morning, was not held until the afterwhen it was called to order by
Equitable Life Assurance Society noon,
Mayor Hagerthy. Aid. Tripp, Moore,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
in the business routine to await the action
McCarthy and Austin were present.
of one House or the other and finally to
The principal topics for discussion were
consume the same in his family provided,
house, and was repaired by an organiza- iwait the arrival of the last appropriation however, that he shall give notice to the the appropriations, and the electing of a
of taxes. The committee on aption formed for the pnrpose and known as bill to be enacted, were filled in with the commissioners of inland
fisheries and collector
usual presentation speeches and more or
asked for and was granted
the High School building association.
game and the estimated amount of propriations
further time.
Without changing the architecture, Less revelry.
damage done.
In each branch the members manifested
The election of a collector of taxes Is
ample accommodations were provided for
The law' further provides for the buying
the seventy scholars who moved into the dispositions of school boys out for a and
necessarily slow work, and more so this
selling of deer heads lawfully killed.
lark and were seemingly thoroughly glad
their new home in January, 188fi.
No person can keep w hite perch that he year because the board is desirous of
a methlW that shall be an imWith the passing of the years the school to be free after the long and tedious ses- has
caught while trolling for trout or sal- adopting
on the old one, and of procurhas grown larger, more studies have been sion. Both Senate and House reassembled mon
during the close time on white perch. provement
a man who will do the work thoradded to the curriculum requiring addi- at 8 p. m., when the second appropriation The law also makes
the open season in ing
in fact, one who will give a bond
tional class-room, and it has long been bill for 1905 and the appropriation bill for Franklin
county for fishing to begin when oughly;
known that the old building must be 1906 were passed as follows:
the ice leaves the lakes. The protection to collect all the taxes within a given
Total appropriation for(1905,*$2,515,593.84. on mud hens or
enlarged or new' quarters sought.
bitterns, kingfishers and period.
Total appropriation for 1906, $2,224,600.92. blue herons has been
Relative to this it was, on motion, voted
So far as the school is concerned, its best
removed, and there
interest should be
considered witho.it
Making total of $1,740,194.76.
is a penalty of $10 for killing an eagle or that the mayor appoint a committee to
This shows an increase over 1903 of vulture at
formulate a plan for the collection of
regard to sentiment, but one is tempted to
any time.
taxes for the present year, and submit a
ask if the citizens will not take some D42,427.79.
FIRE INSURANCE BILL.
This increase is partly to be attributed
means to preserve for the future our oldest
copy to all persons desiring the position.
A matter w’hich created much interest
On motion it was also voted that interest
to the porcupine bounty act which made
and most historical landmark.
wfas
the bill to eliminate the compulsory be
an expense of some $10,000, and by the
Mary A. Greely.
charged on all taxes not paid on or
recently enacted pauper law which pro- arbitration clause in the Maine standard before August 1, 1905, and that the same
vides that the State be required to as- fire insurance policy. This measure has be added to and become a part of the
E LLSW (> RT IT F A LLS.
been the bone of contention since its taxes.
Rate of interest, one-half of one
sume the responsibility and cost of supC. J. Treworgy was in Bangor Tuesday.
enactment ten years ago. At this session
per cent, per month.
port of alien paupers.
J. O. Whitney went to Boston on Friday
The number of acts passed by the pres- the act was passed by the Senate, w^hile in
TUESDAY’S MEETING.
of last week, returning Monday.
ent legislature is 573, and of the resolves, the House the measure w’as badly defeated.
Tuesday morning’s meeting was called
A bill was presented to prohibit the
176.
Several from here went to Bucksport
to order by the mayor, and Aid. Tripp,
the State
In 1903, 663 acts and 148 resolves were shipping of lobsters out of
Thursday to attend the launching of the
and September, McCarthy and Austin were present.
during
August
June,
July,
passed.
Peary vessel.
The appropriations were again taken
In addition to the fine presentation to but it failed. It was claimed that the bill
up, and after much changing were given
Raymond Steele went to Boston SaturPres. Goodwin and Speaker Drew, Sen. was presented at the request of the lobtheir two several readings and finally
day for a visit of several weeks with his
ster trust, so called, while the measure
Staples in the upper branch and Rep.
passed. The appropriations are as follows,
sister, Mrs. Alma Darling.
was stubbornly fought by the fishermen
in
lower
of
the
Johnson,
Waterville,
with last year’s appropriations
Miss Ashie M. Cottle went Monday to
who claim that the months mentioned are together
as
the
representing
minority
branch,
for comparison:
St. Stephen, N. B., where she will be emthe only ones in the w’hole year when
were
each
with
the
party,
presented
APPROPRIATIONS.
J004
1905
their business is a profitable one.
ployed at millinery for the season.
presiding officers’ copies of Webster’s
oominnen^.
An investigation was made of the way
Miss Helen A. Thomas, who has been
dictionary.
4 400
4 00)
Highway..
in which the State does its printing, and
with her sister and mother here for several
On account of the divided sentiment as
Sidewalk.
1.000
1,200
weeks, returned to her school at Madison to whether or not the prohibitory liquor finally a bill w’as passed abolishing the Bridge
r0)
800
last week.
office of the public printer and placing
law should or should not be enforced,
3 350
3.500
City poor..
The many friends of C. W. Clough
700
800
.fire great interest was manifested in the many the printing before the governor and Insane poor
glad to know that he is improving from hearings before the committee on temper- council on the basis of competitive bids. City school..
3/ 00
4t000
his
recent
critical illness.
His son
Rev. Frank W. Sandford and the Holy High school
2.200
2,300
Arthur E. who has been in Boston for ance. The first matter to be considered
Police
1.200
1,100
Ghost and Us society at Shiloh also came
several years, is home.
was the resubmission of the prohibitory
Fire
department..
1,600
1,800
An
law to the people. After a debate of long in for some legislative discussion.
8U0
800
library
City
an investigation
duration the resolve was overwhelmingly effort was made to have
CHl’RCH NOTES.
Interest on city debt..
2.800
3.0C0
at
that
of
wrongs
alleged
perpetrated
Text book
300
400
defeated, many of the members showing
MKTiiointrr kpiscopal.
place, but was unavailing. A bill was CUy water
indifference to the measure.
2,000
2,000
Her >. t* s*imontfm. pa*tor.
passed, however, defining manslaughter Electric light...
1,800
1.800
THP STURGIS BILL.
400
400
Friday, March 31 Prayer meeting at
w'hich, it is claimed, was aimed at the School bouse.
7.30.
care of cemetery
sect.
Perpetual
bill
The
for a commission of
providing
lots.
33
41
Sunday, April 2—Morning service at three to see that the law was
enforced,
10.30. Sermon bv the
pastor. Sunday
Rock crushing.
2,00)
2,260
school at 11.45. Epworth league at 6.30. did, however, pass both branches, the
NEWS.
COUNTY
State road.
400
600
Preaching at 7 p. m. Communion service Senate by a vote'of 23 to 5 and the House
Discount.
o
Additional County JV«tr«, nee other page•
1,800
and reception of members at morning serby a vote of 77 to 54. The bill was pre550
Supl of schools
Trenton Preaching Sunday at 2 p. m. sented by Sen. Sturgis, one of the memSURRY.
But in the fullness of time the courthouse became inadequate to the needs of
the county, and when the new building on
State street was erected the old one was
purchased by the city for a high school-

etc.

SOME COUNTY

&bfa(Ttistnuntg.

ADJOURNED

...

valued.

In 1837, by a vote of the county, Ellsworth became the shire town, and there is
recorded a deed dated October 18, 1837,

Then

hill, and Theodore C. Woodman and Parker Tack, of Bucksport.
Nor is it only the men of Hancock
county whose names are recalled in connection with the building where their
voices were so often heard. The late ChiefJustice John A. Peters was a familiar figure at the
bar, and afterward on the
bench; the venerable Albert W. Paine and
the late Abner Knowles, of the Penobscot
bar, and the late William Freeman
and Caleb Burbank, of the Washington

the upper branch from Cumber-

county, and, therefore, is known as
the “Sturgis” bill. Not for many years has
land
a

matter created

so

much

interest

as

this

MARRIED.

lngton.
ROBERT80N— GRINDLE— A t\Orland, March
22, by Rev Howard D French, Miss Margaret
G Robertson, of Orland, to Raymond M Griudle. of Bucksport.
WILLI AM9—WOODWORTH—At Bar Harbor,
March 11, by Rev 8 L Hauscom, .Miss Mamie
B V\ ll Hants to Jesse W Woodworth, both of
Bar Harbor.

HIED.
BAKER—At Auburn. March 22, George E
Baker, formerly of Ellsworth, aged 67 years,
6 months.
BRADRURY-At Auburn, March 26, Mrs A M
Bradbury, aged 74 years.
CARTER—At Bluehlll, March 25,‘.Moses Carter,
aged 91 years, 4 months, 2 days.
CONDON— \t South Brooksvllle, March 26,
Richard II Condon, aged 63 years.
March 24, James
CONNOR—At Penobscot,
Connor, aged 77 years, 3 mon hs, 27 days.
March
22. Jonathan Dow,
DOW—At Bluehlll,
aged 76 years, 11 months, 24 days.
FOSTER—At Bar Harbor. March 22, Infant
child of Mr and Mrs W 11 Foster.
FOSTER—At Bar Harbor. March 24, Lillian M,
wife of Win 11 Foster, and daughter of Geo
Whittaker, formerly of Ellsworth, aged 23
years, 11 months, 21 days.
GORDON—At Hull’s Cove, March23, Mrs Alvra
A Gordon, aged 51 years. 4 months, 27 days.
GRIN OLE—At Bluehlll, March 28, Dr Rufus P
Grlndle, aged 59 years, 4 months. 20 days.
11ASLAM— At San Diego, Cal, March 9, John
Ha-lant, a native of Waltham, aged 41 years.
JEWELL-At Orland, March 28, Charles C
Jewell, aged 62 years.
JOHNSON —At Bluehlll, March 22, Joseph H
Johnson, aged 55 years, 11 months, 19 day s.
KENI8TON—At Franklin, March 13, Ella, wife
of George W Keniston, aged 52 years, 6
months.
SCOTT— At Ellsworth, March 24, Patrick W
Scott, aged 70 years, 1 month.
SMALL—At Sunset (Deer Isle), March 24,
R,.lph B Small, aged 20 years, 4 mouths.
SMITH—At West Ellsworth, March 26, James
Lemuel Smith, aged 64 years, 3 months,0days.
SPINNEY—At Little Deer Isle, March 22. Ethel
M Spinney, aged 3 years, 7 months, 15 days.
WEED—At North Deer Isle, March 26, Charles
G Weed, aged 39 years, 6 months, 26 days.

and will

measure, and a senator who came from a
remote corner of the State in a single day,

Motto,

almost, found that his name was a household word in many localities.
The measure clothes the governor with
the power, if he so desires, of appointing

daughter

a

commission of three

shall be

lawyer

a

and

men,

of whom

one

of whom shall

one

the minority party, who,
if the officials in any county of the State
wink at the enforcement of the liquor
law, may go into that county, appoint
deputies and endeavor to enforce the law.
The Sturgis bill was favored by Gov.
Cobb and he made a personal matter of
the same, and it was through his efforts
that the measure was enacted into law.
The platform of the republican party
be

a

member of

CA M I'RKUi—At A mherst, March 26, to Mr and
Mrs Wlnflel*! C Campbell, n son.
COMOI.LI—At Stoning ton, March 19, to Mr and
Mrs Stephen Comolll, a daughter.
DUNHAM-At Amherst. March 21, to Mr and
Mrs Clad. E Dunham, a son.
MARTIN—At Hancock, March 10, to Mr and
Mrs Atwood L Martin, a son.
equivocally stands for the enforcement of
SEWER—At Hrooksvllle, March 22, to Mr and the liquor law and Gov. Cobb, it is stated,
Mrs Frank L Setter, a daughter.
is endeavoring to see that his promises be8NOWDKN-At Sunset (Deer Isle), March 20,to
fore the election as relates to the law are
Mr and Mrs Ernest Dlxuu Snowden, a son.
TRIPP—At Deer Isle, March 25, to Mr and Mrs i carried out if it lies in his power.
Obld Tripp, a son.
The Oakes bill, named from the fact

A91I—IIA RD1SON—At Franklin, March 24, by
Emery W Smith. esq. Mr* -Julia M Ash to
Newell G Hardison, noth ot Franklin.
CARD—DES1SLE—At Bar Harbor. March 11,
by Rev S I. Han scorn, Miss Mattie Card to
Leslie J M DesMe, both of Bar (Iarhor
Bar Harbor,
MAXWELL- REYNOLDS— At
March 20, by U E Clark, esq. Mias Annie Maxwell to George Franklin Reynolds, both of
Bar Harbor.
MOON —MOON—At Bar Harbor, March 11, by
Rev S L llanscom, Miss Myra A Moon to
James Alvah Moon, both of Hancock.
MOREY—JOYCE—At Deer Die. March 18, by
Rev John A Lawrence. Miss Luella S Morey,
of Deer Isle, to Winfield G Joyce, of Stou-

Edith Phillips, of Brooklin, is visiting at J. F. Staples’.
Capt. N. J. Kane has sold his vessel, the
Mrs.

Rev. and
binston

buy

Mrs.

a

larger

J.

D.

account of

the illness

daughter.
Mrs.

Abbie Mills,

house for

a

man

who has been

in Eden

for

a

more, has returned, and gone to
house at her old home.

There

were no

church last

afternoon

account

on

Rev. J. D. McGraw*s having to attend
the funeral of the late Iemuel Smith.
S.
March 28.

of

_

HIGH SCHOOL

them

as

small

as

possible.
The rock-crushing fund has been increased $250.
Mayor Hagerthy believes
of their
in doing a few things and doing them
well, and good work on the roads is one of
keeping the few things; hence the increase.
or
year
The increase in the other appropriations
keeping is for the same reason. The
appropriation
for sidewalks was increased $400, but it

the Methodist

services at

Sunday

making

much time in

EXHIBITION.

Friday evening the school exhibiThe
tion took place in the town hall.
Last

attendance was large, and
paid for attending.

all

felt well

deemed necessary.

was

will

have to

be

concrete walks

Several

built,

Hamilton and his

and

selling

is

another clause to make

liquor

of

in

State

the

the

^hard

a

matter.

A

son was

Kimball
The

THE

Along

“CIDER”SBILL.

on

born to Mr. and Mrs.
Friday, March 24.

ladies’

auxiliary wilt

Mrs. Edward Reed

have

Spec.

Loring
?

meet

with

Thursday afternoon.

Miss Georgia McClench, a former kintemperance legislation a
presented to prohibit the sale of dergarten teacher here, is the guest of
cider containing over three per cent, of Mrs. F. A. Foster.
alcohol, and placing the juice of the apple
Francis Spurling, Hannah Kimball and
bill

will have

bill

with the

class

same

was

as

opposed by

beer and wines.
the

of the State who claimed
ers

would be ruined

The

“cider”

House in

a

bill

canter

by

farming

The

interest

that many farm-

the

measure.

went

through

but it struck

the

snag in

a

that body voting to indefinitely postpone the bill. A committee of
conference was appointed, but w'as unable

the Senate,

to agree,
houses.
A bill

so

the

was

measure

fell

between

the

returned to Kent’s Hill
their studies.

Alfred Ladd have
to

resume

The officers of St.

S., visited Mt.

the

discount

Mary’s chapter, O. E.
chapter at Somes-

new

Schools reopened Monday morning, the
taught by G. H. Morrill, the
intermediate by Miss Grace Frost, and the
primary by Miss Ina M. Spurling.
M.
March 27.

Mrs.

Aurilla

ORLAND.

Higgins

is

in

Bluehill

caring for her grandson, John Parker, who

Falls,
provide
proper is very ill.
labelling of proprietary medicines conFrank Dunham, of Castine, was the
alcoholic
liquors and narcotic guest of his sister, Mrs. Martha BlaiHdell,
taining
was
also
defeated
a
mardrugs
by
large
Thursday.
gin.
Herbert Robinson is home from New
Island

An effort

to

was

made to

for

the

secure

an

taxes

on

has

been

Austin,

Vice-president and
Boston, Mass.

Uen’l Mgr.. Fester’s Wharf.

processional Carfis.

DR. lT

l.

larrabee,

Dentist.
Office:

Room 8. First National Bank Building,
Ellsworth Dental

formerly occupied by
1’arlors.

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

F. SIMON TON, M. D.

done

Residence,

AND

SURGEON.

MANNING
No. 9 Hancock St.

BLOCK.

TKLKPHONU.

aoicrtisemtitts.

are

date interest will be

of Ohio, Ciiy of Toledo, )
Lucas County,
i
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he Is senior
of
the
firm
F.
J
of
partner
Cheney & Co doing business In the City of Toledo, County and
State aforesaid, and that said firm will pay the
sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS tor each
and every case of Catarrh that cannot be cured
by the use of Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
FRANK J. CIIENEY.
Sworn to before me anti subscribed in my
presence, this 6th day of Decern her, A. D. 1886.

State

A.

SEAL

w

7

• a

Porcelain

Work.
Gas, Ether and
Cocaine for Painless Extraction.

H. GREELY
DENTIST.

/A

L. W.

J 0 R DA N,
UNDERTAKER,

—What is it? It

V itse=Ure

THE CRIP
accompanying ills—colds, bronchitis,
tonsilitis, in fact all throat troubles, quickly relieved and permanently cured. A great antiseptic. Can ue used as a gargle or swab.
its

J. H. McCollum, Local Agt.,

ELLSWORTH.

130X8$&&&0&^0<:y

RESTAURANT.
Meals and Lunches at all hours.

Rooms

formerly occupied by P. 8. Bowden.
ESTABLISHED 1848.

inves-

Given

Rug Works

A

Sirs. S. A.
good dinner for 25c.
Moore, Water Street, Ellsworth.

At John Malone’s Restaurant,

Oriental

K1 Is worth.

Main Street,

GLEASON,
Notary Public.

water. It is a
mineral spring brought to you. and saves you
the expense ot going to a mineral spring. It is
nature’s remedy. 11 taken as directed, it can’t
do you any harm, while scores right
possibly
here in Ellsworth are satisfied that it has beuefltied them.

and

Inlays.

The most up-to-date dental
work. Crown and Bridge

W.

Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally, and
acts directly on the blood ami mucou- surfaces
of the system. Send for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all druggists, 7*>c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

MAINE
Hampshire, where he has been working ELLSWORTH
tigation of the conditions as regards the since last October.
prohibitory law in Cumberland county
Seven Premiums
Mrs. Harriet Hopkins has moved to the
under the administration of Sheriff PenSix IHniuK ChiilrN aud
village, and is occupying a part of Mrs.
!
nell, but it was unsuccessful.
Large Ann Itocker
Namoi Perry’s house.
I with $10 assortment of our Soapp
CLOSE TIME ON GAME.
Coffee
Tea,
Extracts,
Spices,
been
househas
who
Mrs. Mary Gray,
The close time on caribou which under
Cocoa, Toilet Goods and Standfor Avery Gray the past year, has
ard Groceries Catalogue ol
keeper
the present law w ill expire next October
OTHER PREMIUMS.
gone to Bluehill to work for a Mr.
is extended six years. No change in the
HOME SUPPLY CO.,
Johnson.
a
AUGUSTA. .UV
l**-|*. V.
present law was proposed relating to
M.
March 27.
close time on deer and moose. Regarding
moose illegally killed, the new’ bill proThe female pickpocket as a rule convides that the penalty be determined by
her operations to the pockets of her
the court up to not exceeding |600 fine fines
husband.
and not more than four months’ imprisonBeautiful, curly fluffy Rugs made from oA
The Lawyer—Do you want a divorce
ment.
Woolen, Tapestry, Brussels or Velvet Caipeti
The law* now gives the farmer the right without publicity? The Lady—Sir, you Carpets cleaned clean. Bend for circular*
to kill a deer doing actual substantial seem to have forgotten that I am an acL, l. MORRISON, SKOWHEBAN, ME.
damage to his crops and also a right to tress.

1

Mouse, Agent, Bar Harbor.

walks

asbtrtisrmcnta,

grammar

EAST

E. S. J.
Calvin

many of the
to be recoated.

Desert

presented allowing druggists

liquor in certain restrictions, but
The
was defeated by a large majority.
bill
introduced by Rep. Milliken, of

RETURNING
From Boston Tuesday# and Fridays at 5 p m.
From Rockland Wednesdays and Saturday*
at ii.30 a m, via way landings.

away with. This year’s taxes will have to
be paid before August 1 without the dis-

ville last Tuesday evening.

to sell

!

appropriations for the
PHYSICIAN
highway fund has been cut $400; the
police fund $100, and last, but not least, OFFICES,

was

in the

j

To offset this the

count, and if they

pupils

sheriff, county attorney or deputy sheriff Young, Mary Billington.
w’ho is found guilty of nonfeasance in
March 28.
office, shall be punished by a fine cf
NORTHEAST HARBOR.
fl,000. This law’ certainly contains lots of
teeth

Steamer Juliette leaves Surrv on Monday*
Thursdays for Blttehll), Brooklln, Sedgwick, D*er Isle, Sargentville, Little Oeer Isle,
South BrookAvtlle ami Hark Harbor, cotinectlug at Rockland ft r Boston.
and

and

not paid by that
charged.
Bids for the cvllectorship were presented
worked hard in school and out.
but not made public. James A. McQown
The following took part: Mrs. Phillips,
asked several questions relative to the
Myra Billington, Mrs. Crocker, Reuben
but did not submit a bid.
that it was presented by a member of the Osgood, Florence McGraw, Miss Beede, matter,
The aldermen finally took a recess until
House from Auburn, and which became a
Hollis Smith, Fred Linneken, Mr. Hamilat 7.30.
law* a
month ago, provides that any ton, Florence Curtis, Lena Sperry, Hallie Friday evening

Principal

for Mot-toft.

McGraw and
called to Rob-

Flossie have been

on

one.

Total.
$34,783 $16,244
While the total of appropriations is, in
round figures, fl,500 more than last year,
the board has taken great care and spent

days and Thursday- at 8 a m, for Northern*
Harbor deal Harbor, Southwest Haibor Stoalnyton and Rockland, connecting at Rockland

WM. FARROW,
SAI L-M AKER.
Dealer In Duck, Bolt-Rope and all
kinds of Trimmings used in making
sails. Everything to work with.
TILSON’S

WHARF.

SAL.EI

FOR
At

ROCKLAND, ME,

UANCOCK HOUSE STABLE,

Several good business Horses, new and secondhand Carriages. Harnesses. Agent for H. ▲.
Moyer’s Fine Carriages. Everything as represented or no sale. Terms reasonable.;
F.

H.

GOURD.

Subscribe for THE AMERICAN.

I

From the Start
been

Amntyl News

deposit-

:

Death of Asa Hodgkins.
Asa Hodgkins, of the firm of Asa Hodgkins A Sons, died at his home on Main
street, March 18, after an illness of two

Let

hear from

time.

months and sixteen days.

Hodgkins

Mr.
and

He

twenty-eight

Harbor

Bar

to

came

years ago.
builder of

native of Lamoine

was a

was

contractor

a

The First National Bank

and

prominence, and built up a
large business, taking his two sons, Hoyt
C. and Harry, into partnership some years
ago.
Of the

cottages in Bar Harbor

summer

this firm built many. They also carried
on a saw-mill on School street and two

stores, one on Cottage street and one on
West street
The news of Mr. Hodgkins’ death was
received with sorrow
throughout the
town. Prayers were held at his late home
March 20 at 12 o’clock and were attended
by a large number of relatives and friends.
The remains

interment,

taken to Lamoine for

were

where the funeral

held at

was

the afternoon.
Hodgkins is survived by a widow,
two daughters—Miss Helen, of Bar Harbor, Mrs. Frederick Reynolds, of Portland; two sons—Hoyt C. and Harry, of
Bar Harbor; one sister—Mrs. Grover, of
Marlboro; and three brothers-J. F., of
Bar Harbor, Thomas C., of Chicago, and
Roland H., of Marlboro.

the church in
Mr.

The board

of

health

has awarded the

disposal of garbage to
Frank Spratt, of Nickerson, Spratt &
Greely, for the term of five years. At the
last annual meeting it was voted to incontract for the

board to make a contract.
To carry on the wor'c Mr. Spratt has

struct the

purchased

of

Charles

?S.

Mneo

lot

a

on

West street, containing a little more than
three-fourths of an acre. The lot adjoins
the Bar Harbor steam laundry on the east
and is sixty-two feet on West street, and
has

shore

a

eral

acres

frontage

of 150 feet with

sev-

of fiats.

Mr. Spratt’s contract begins April 1. He
will build a furnace capable of taking care
of all combustible material, and the noncombustible material he will fill into a
crib.

price

The contract

$3,500

is

for the

first year and increases $100 each succeed-

ing

COUNTY NEWS.
“'nr

a-l/litional

purchased recently by

\V. M.

about completed. It was a big
Roberts,
undertaking, but has been accomplished
in a first-class manner by John E. Clark.
The hotel is the largest building ever
moved in Bar Harbor. The house was
is

built in two

wings,

one

wing being 75x40,

72x40, with a circular tower
six-foot radius extending to the

and the other
a

of the

building which has six stories.
The building was moved 160 feet in an
easterly direction, and carried about four
top

south.

feet to the

There is

a

ten-foot

the new site, and in
the distance of 160 feet the building was
dropped five feet. When it reaches th
foundation it will be lowered five feet

grade

from the old to

more.

The moving was done by six jack screws
pushing at the rear of the building.
Twenty men are employed, and an average
day’s move was eighteen feet. The building will be put in first-rate order and used
as a lodging-house in connection with the
Newport house.
The

other page

new

board of selectmen

have made

following appointments on the regular
police force: Granville Hamor, chief; F.
P. Guthrie, Ira K. Hamilton, Charles W.
Murray.
thi

March 23.

Spec.

HANCOCK POINT.

From there he
entertainment there.
to South
Surry to visit Howard
Cunningham and other friends.
March 23.
Spec.
the

went

Fred

Rev. Mr. Whitmore spent several days

Bangor

in

last week.

spent last week with his
velia

Phillips,

was

in town last week.
been

have

put in

with the grip at

ill

the home of her mother.

Miss Addie Maddocks, of North Ellsworth, is visiting her grandparents, R. R.
Emery and wife.

Rev. D. B. Smith attended the Free Bapquarterly meeting at North Hancock

tist

last week.

Charles Hall and wife, of Glenbum, are
spending a few weeks with their sons

at

George

State road.

and Lewis.

Sylvia Leland,

Harbor,

of Bar

guest of relatives here for
She returned Saturday.

been the

days.

Northeast Harbor,

Bar

Emery.

Miss

of

Several telephones
Harbor, working order of late.
aunt, Miss AltaMrs. Idi9 Bracy is

George Karst, of

Master

FRANKLIN.

WEST

Harbor.

a

has
few

Among the other appropriations
the town meeting was one of |200

made
for

a

Many were disappointed when the sun
crossed the line because they did not hear
an

earthquake.

Everett Higgins, of Seal Harbor,
and her sister, Mrs. Willard H. Liscomb,
of Bar Harbor, visited here last week.

The supervisor of schools reports that
there will be 100 fewer scholars in town
this year than last.

flourishing

Forrest Woodworth has moved with his
family from Bar Harbor to the Moses
Abbott house, Beechtand.

Mrs.

grange is still in
condition. The first degree

Bay view

a

was

conferred

three candidates Wednesday evening.
An interesting programme was carried

on

out.

Some are afflicted with a peculiar disease
that they call wood-saw cramp. They are

Four young ladies from this place cele- taken the moment their eyes rest on a
brated St. Patrick’s Day Friday by a trip wood-pile.
across the
bay on the ice, visiting the ; It was voted at the town meeting to
coaling station at lamoine and other i exempt from taxes for a term of ten years
points of interest. The most enjoyable any manufacturing concern that will enfeature was the picnic dinner in the magage in any business not now carried on
chine-shop, in which the assistant-engi- in the town, providing the pay-roll for a
neer

kindly

gave them

permission

to eat

their lunch. The tea furnished by Mrs.
Quinn was delicious, and the ladies were
grateful. The party returned in the

part of the year will equal
per month.
March 25.

afternoon.

exceed

or

|750

Ch'e’ek.

R. C. Smith, who has been

list,

SOUTH GOULDSBORO.

on

the sick

is able to be out.

and wife.

William H. Ball,

n

pneumonia, is
proving.
Howard Hodgkins,
the past two weeks,
with

the

been very ill
reported to be im-

who has been ill for
is still confined to

house.

This community

by

!;o has

the death of

was
one

saddened last w*eek
of

our

oldest and

most respected citizens, George R. Young.
Mr. Young was a man well and favorably
known in this vicinity, and much refor his moral worth and
character. Mrs. Young is very ill with
pneumonia, but is reported to be somewhat improved, and hopes are entertained
for her recovery.

spected

upright

March 27.

Miss
as

going

Mrs. Alfred Hamilton is ham» fro n a
visit.to her cou3ia, M*3. Ja n?s A. Hill, o!
West Go olds boro.

one

Mrs. E. F. Kay, with] her dmjhter
Fannie, is in Milbridge, hoping the
change will benefit the latter’s health.
Clarke Blance, a student at Coburn
classical institute, is home from Waterville, being unable to finish the term on

ot

account of illness.
Wm. E. St. Johns, of Portland, accompanied by two ladies, organized^ an order
of Daughters of Pocahontas last
4Monday
evening. The V. I. society furnished the

midnight

account of the

supper.

March 21.

C.

SURRY.

reported last

Boston, w as detained on
grip, but expects to go to-

to

day.
Capt.

High School Notes.
Paul Clark is

on

the sick list.

school will close Friday after
of eleven weeks.
The

a

term

muscle.

and

ibies

ime of

need.

comfortable.

up fo.

They
they

lappy because

The

rounds their little
and cushions them.

they

Fa;

liappv ; they dr
they are rich

are

cry ;
heir fat is laid

art.

C.

LINIMENT
It may be rubbed on the skin or taken Into the stomach, as occasion may require, with equal efficacy.
Inflammation cannot resist it.
Price asc ; three
times as much 50c.
At all druggists.
8. JOHNSON A OO. Boston, Mass.

ball games next term.

Rodney Emerton and her little all in Portland this winter, and she waa
daughter Ada, of Morgan’s Bay, are seri- living with her youngest son Gardner
ously ill, so, also, Mrs. Emerton’s mother, Funeral services were held in Portland
Mrs. Phebe Torrey, who has pneumonia.
Monday and at Atlantic last Thursday.
She was a kind and indulgent mother, a
DEATH OP CAPT. C. B. COOGIN8.
good neighbor and the sympathy of all
Capt. Charles B. Coggins, whose death
goe<|out to the family.
occurred at South Surry March 14, after a
A.
March 25.
short illness, aged seventy-two years,
was the son of Levi and Orrinda Coggins.
EGYPT.
He was a life-long resident, his birthplace
Miss Lula West has returned to the Casbeing that recently purchased by Col. H.
tine normal school.
E. Hamlin, of Ellsworth, and known as
Howard Hodgkins is visiting ihis broththe Coggins place.
In early life he followed the sea, success- er Fred in I«amoine.
Mrs. George Eddy, of Seal Harbor, was
fully sailing as captain vessels to Baltic,
Mediterranean, South American and other calling on friends Tuesday.
Retiring from the sea about
ports.
Herbert Clark, Mrs. Grade Savage' and
twenty-five years ago, he engaged in Milo Clark arc on the sick list.
which
he
carried on until failing
farming,
Miss Mae E. West, of Lamoine, has
health obliged him to quit. He was for
been visiting friends here the past week.
many years a member of the Baptist
Mrs. Reuben Williams was the guest of
church, always helpful in the support of
church and Sunday school, as long as one her daughter, Mrs. Fred McKenzie, last
Friday.
was maintained in the place.}
Mrs. Fred McKenzie gave a party to
He leaves a widow—Abby H., and four
children-Capt. Willie V., of South Surry, the young people March 17, which was
Mrs. Ida Bellatty, of Ellsworth, Frank C., greatly enjoyed.
of Stonington, and Emory Clifton, of HalJosiah Bunker, who has been clerking
lowell, who were all at home and helped in E. G. Burnham’s store the past year,
to care for him during his illness.
has returned home.
Besides the own sons and daughters
A large delegation from here attended
there are three daughters-in-law and one I
the singing school concert given by Mrs.
son-in-law, eleven grandchildren and one Victoria Butler, at North Hancock.
half brother—Capt. Erastus P. Coggins, of |
Percy Clarke, w*ho has been spending
Brooklyn, N. Y.
his vacation at home, left Tuesday to
Funeral services were held at the union
1 attend the spring term of school at the M.
church March 16 at 1.30
m., Rev. R. L.
p.

Olds,

Bluehill, officiating.
Interment was at Bay View cemetery,
the sons acting as bearers.
March 23.

COUNTY NEWS.
for additional

,

Tramp.

Williams and wife, Lizzie Grant
Nelson Pomroy attended the Ellsworth Free Baptist quarterly meeting at
North Hancock.

many friends here of Curtis Perry
to learn of his death in
Northeast Harbor last week.

Everard

of

command

Young’s
Alley,

Louise

THE

1
1

The

LATE

AHA

are

It

is

as

sweet

as

wholesome to them.

NORTH SULLIVAN.
Mrs. Talbut Butler has been quite ill
with the grip.
John Tracy and
home after

an

wife

absence

have
of

returned

about

three

months.

Mrs. Florence Blahdell Springer was the
guest of Onias Sprirg?r and wife over

Sunday.
Mrs. George 8. Hooper
for

a

left

here

Friday

visit with relatives and friends in

Send for free sample.

in the hall over the
achoolhouse was the towm meeting,
but those who attended consider that the
ball of last Thursday night was really the

dedicatory

;

Be sure that this picture in
the form of a label is oe the
wrapper of every bottle o!
Emulsion you buy-

Scott 4- Boivne
Chemists
Pearl Street
JV#*’ York

4A0.4/.?

is

other for

U

50c. and $1-00
All DruggMi

a

parsonage.

March 20.

R.

EAST FRANKLIN.
Miss Lent, daughter of Warren Rlaisdell, who has been quite ill, is .some
better.

HODGKINH.

Mrs. Orren York has gone to Sullivan
Center to be with Mr. York’s parents,
A.

Perry

and wife.

The East Franklin Granite hand gate
a concert at Fast Sullivan March 24, and
after the concert enjoyed a dance.
Prof. Carver and wife, of Buckaport
seminary, who came with Vivian gcammon to spend a week of their vacation at
her home, have returned.

March 27.

R.

3hbrrttsrtnnttB.

Seeing Thin;;.? la The Day Time.
There rrc Thousands of Persons Affile ed Ti is Wzy. Ninety Nine
Times Oui of One Hundred It Is
Caused by liltlicr the Liver, Stom-

ach, Doveis

or

I

i„estlvo Organs.

j

Saturday.

William Newman and Charles Ward,
who have been ill, are recovering
slowly.
Mr. Ward is with his aunt, Katie Newman, and last Saturday Miss Susie Dunbar
came from Bar Harbor to assist in
caring
for him.
March 27.
Dolly.

A POSITIVE CURE FOR RHEUMATISM
AND ALL FORMS OF KIDNEY AND
BLADDER ILLS.
AT ALL OEALE.RS-25 ^ENTS.

A CURE AT THE PEOPLES PRICE

MARLBORO.

Eugene Gordon returned to his home in
Ransom Hodgkins is quite poorly.
Boston last Wednesday, having been
Maynard Ford, who has spent his vaca(■ailed here by the illness and death of his
tion at home, has returned to his school at
mother, Mrs. Maria C. Gordon.
Charleston.
funeral of Mrs. Maria C. Gordon
took place at her late home last Tuesday
afternoon. The floral offerings were the
The

most beautiful ever seen here; they came
from friends in Ellsworth, Bar ‘Harbor

M.
ATLANTIC.

The Merry Workers met last week with
Nina Staples.
The young men started out Thursday
morning to try camp li*s and dig clams
for the factory at Bass Harbor.
Otis Albee is taking them ::» kts sloop.
This place has been saddened by the
of Mrc. iiairiet Joyce at'Portland
March V*'. lLe remains were brought
urial. Her children were about
•wye f’or

death

•

service.

The old schoolhoutes and fixtures in
districts Nos. 1 and 2 were sold on Saturday. The house in No. 1 was bought by
Capt. Warren A. Sparling for $56. The
house in No. 2 was bought by Edward J.
Stanley for fllO. It is sincerely regretted
that the houses could not have been retained, one for a parish house and the

In no pert nt t’w
ere the effects of conBti| Alton Wion; cuicklv noticed t!mu in the condition of the ey,a. They quickly respond to
the poisono-.ii’elements wh;ch are absorbed
into the blood in chronic cases of liver torpidity and sluggish bowel act «»n. When you see
a ycliowisu tinge in the whites of the eye* it
! shoe's quickly the biliousness which pervades
the wfto’.e system; but it is t!ie rjccka and tbtj ting
objects iu the v siun it-e'.f t. .it are ewo
more quickly apparent. Thousands of people
see things iu the du*ilmc; tluir vision is
t
blurred, spots come between them and
objects which seem quite Intanglb’c, a!.n ot
imaginary, and as they tarn their b.aus they
vanish as with a flash.
Such conditions c-n
bo traced to a torpid liver and a conalways
living with his mother, Mrs. Julia j gested condition of the l»owel«# yet can always
be cured by the we l-adii-cd u o of Smith's
Stanley.
Mrs. Mary Doliver was surprised last Pineapple and Butternut Pills. which enr» eonstipatloQ a* if by magic, Ibcy regulate tlio
week with a visit from her sister, Mrs. functions of the liver, cleanse ti»e poisons from
Ellen Sargent,
ibc blood. remove the b: i >:is el aments from
and her husband from
the circu.ution and s’ren'rh n the wrvu. If
Goulds boro.
yonr eves sto c’una d without nn appreciable
Mr. Jackson’s little girl Fidelia, who
cause, if you have specks and fl •ttiugobj t*
before your vision, u»e Smith's Pineapple and
was so ill with measles, died after a short
Butternut nils and get the poisonous .!crr e:
attack of pneumonia March 16.
She was out of
your blood. Remember they a! a s
a favorits with all, and will be missed
euro
sick headache, constipal >n and bdiouaby
all w’ho knew her.
ness in one night,
i" cents, all Oca... rs.
All genuine signe ’•? W. F. Smith.
Fairfield Moore, assistant keeper at
White Island light, has taken his family !
to the island. The government boat took

Mrs. Maria C. Gordon.

March 27.

the schooner Monitor for

new

funeral

them last

Onias

and Boston.

Y.

Principal Hamilton gave a farewell
The Examiner, of New York, is respon- reception to the students and a few invited
friends last Wednesday evening, Music
sible for the following: Rev. John Barand gam. 8 were indulged in. Refreshbour and Rev. R. N. Toms, the latter chapments were served.
Lain of the United States naval coaling
station at Lamoine, Me., were introduced
Principal Hamilton went to Morgan’s
tnd greeted the conference.
Bay I* nday evening to give a reading in

E.

March 15.

Springer is having his father’s
fat sur- house thoroughly renovated preparatory
to moving in to care for his father,
nerves Ambrose Springer.
Miss Tillie Martin, of
Bar
Harbor,
When and T. F. Mahoney, of Ellsworth, were
in
town Tuesday to attend the funeral of

ungentle touch. They
delight in Scott’s Emulsion.

soon.

of

fishing.
The first gathering

mackerel

services of Asa Hodgkins,
who have been ill for some time, are im- ! who died at Bar Harbor March 18, aged
seventy-two years, were held at the
proving.
church last Monday, Rev. Herbert Tildcn,
March 27.
Tramp.
pistor of the Bar Harbor Baptist church,
MANSET.
officiating. A quartette from Bar Harof Miss Olie Ash, Clarice
Reginald King went to Bar Harbor bor, consisting
Getchell, Bert Young and R. H. Kidder,
Wednesday for a short stay.
sang three selections.
Mrs. Loren Rum ill, of West Tremont,
Mr. Hodgkins was a well-known conwith her children, spent a few days last
tractor and builder, the proprietor of a
week with her sister, Mrs. I A. Clark.
and

pained

Rev. A. P. McDonald, of Seal
Harbor,
preached in the union meeting-house last
afternoon
and
Sunday
evening.
Miss Frances M. Spurting, of Booth hay,
is at the home of her grandfather, William
P. Preble, very much improved in health.
Capt. Benjamin H. Spurting expects pi
leave next Monday for Gloucester to take

1

Flora

student at Kent's Hill, ia

The

were

the sick list

members

a

Lewis Whitaker, who has been in Ellsworth, is home.
Capts. Willis E. Bunker and Warren A.
Spurting are getting their vessels ready
for trawl fishing.
The ladies' aid society, assisted by
many
outsiders, furnished dinner on town
meeting day, and $45.07 was cleared for
the benefit of the society.

and Mrs. Amanda

The

other paffn

home.

are Eddie Curtis
Irving Scaminon left Tuesday to visit !
Young.
his aunt, Mrs. Delia Page, and while there 1
Mrs. Martina Treworgy came yesterday j he slipped on the street and injured his
to help care for the sick at E. C. Young's. hip. He returned Thursday.
March 27.
Spec.
Mrs. McCollum is ill with the grip. |
Her daughter, Mrs. H. H. Harden, is car- \
EAST LAMOINK.
ing for her.
on

m>«,

CRANBERRY I8LEB.

Carl

and

County A>

Alfred I.*dd,

C. I.

of

Others

ANODYNB

t—

arrived at the home of Hol-

Machias.

scrawny those
are hurt at every

arc

nerves

The school will give an entertainment in
A. B. Holt and wife, who have
the town hall March 24.
spent the greater part of the winter at
Miss Esther L. Emery, a former
their cottage, the Elms, return to South |
student,
Gouldsbo.ro to-day for the season.
j is attending the normal school in Castine.
Mr. Hamilton wishes to thank
■Mrs. Amanda Hastings, who has been
Superinassisting in the care of her brother, Wil- tendent McGraw, the students of the high
liam Young, during his recent illness, has school, and the people of Surry for all aid
returned to her home in Franklin.
Mr. and kindness given him during his stay
in town.
Young is much improved.
March 28.

son

JOHNSON’S

few

a

W.

Babies

E.

Gertrude Bragdon,

Mrs.

For Thin

NORTH LAMOINE.
week

spend

Croup,Hoarseness, Tons!litis. Bronchitis,has been

McCauley, a student at Colby, is
spending his vacation at home.
Fred Boyd left Monday to ’go in the
S. E. Gould and family, who have spent
schooner Ralph K. Grant.
the winter in Waltham, are home.
Miss Leone Ilanna has gone to West
Leonard Wooster lodge received through
store and owner of a mill at Bar Harbor,
Goulds boro to stay with Mrs. Elizabeth C. A.
The signs of spring are in evidence here. and
Moore, an invitation from Jefferson
although that was his place of busiShaw.
lodge, I. O. G. T., at Port Townsend, A large number of boats and naphtha ness, and where he had resided most of
Miss Mildred Noyes, of West Goulds- Wash., to attend its
thirty-eighth anni- launches are being put in readiness with the time, he always remained a citizen of
boro, has been spending several days here versary. Mr. Moore instituted Leonard paint and repairs. All ihe docks are beLamoine, and by his death this town loses
with friends.
Wooster lodge live years ago when a ginning to look like places of business.
one of her most enterprising men.
Manset.
Elliott Sperry has returned froraGoulds- resident of
Its members are
B. H. Mayo’s factory for preparing
Interment was not made until Tuesday
boro where he has been visiting his sister, pleas *d to hear that he is still engaged in smoked fish is open again with a small
on account of the arrival
Monday evening
the cause of temperance.
Mrs. Henry Tracy.
crew at work.
Frank 8. Dolliver, who has
of hi9 brother Thomas, from Chicago.
March 120.
W.
b en in company with Mr. Mayo for sevA. B. Bunker and E. C. Sargent are reHe is survived by a widow, two sons
eral years, has supervision of the work.
pairing their boats. They will soon begin
Harry C. and Curtis H., of Bar Harbor;
ilabmisnncntB.
work on their weir.
The government boat Geranium was two daughters—Miss Helen and Mrs. Fred
here last Thursday to move the family and
The friends of Drs. A. E. Small and C.
Reynolds, of Portland, and three brothers
household goods of Fairfield Moore to the
C. Larrabee are anxiously waiting to hear
—Thomas, of Chicago, Fairfield, of Bar
Isle of Shoals, where he has accepted a
that they have fully recoveredffrom their
Harbor, and Roland, of Marltoro, and one
position as assistant keeper in the light- sister—Mrs. Caroline Grover, of Marlboro.
recent illness.
house service.
Tne sympathy of the entire community is
Mis3 Sybil Hammond, of Winter HarMiss Mary A. Carroll is making a short extended to the bereaved relatives and
bor, who visits her grandparents, J. C.
visit with her sister, Mrs. C. C. Stanley. friends.
Hammond and wife, frequently, went
Miss Carroll is a veteran in the service of
March 27.
home Saturday.
H.
public school teaching, having taught
Little Thelmi Tucker, of J Steuben, has
SEAWALL.
more than 100 terms.
She
has spent the
come to stay with her cousin, Mrs. Charles
Fat is of great account
winter teaching on Baker’s Island.
Mrs. Lizzie Moore, who has been in
Myrick. Her father, Herbert Tucker, is
to a baby; that is why
Schooner Lillian arrived last week with Massachusetts since November, is home,
spending several days with her.
the
and other machinery for the
March 23.
Mrs. Amos Newman, who fell and dislcSwiped.
babies are fat.
If youi newengine
glue factory. The proprietors are cated her elbow and wrist, is doing as
soon.
The building is in the well as can be
PROSPECT HARBOR.
expected.
baby is scrawny, Scott's 1 expected
hands of the painters, and it looks as if
Mrs. Nelson M jrse is quits ill.
£lmer Stanley has moved his family
would
be
for
business
j
everything
is
ready
Emulsion
what he
home to Southwest Harbor. He has been
H. N.

John McGregor is ill.

Lounder, who has been in BosMrs. W. H. Mwre and son arrived home
ton the past winter, is home.
from Stonington Sunday.
wants.
The healthy baby
Mrs. C. A. Penney is visiting her son
Miss Maui Colby, of Stonington, U visit* |
and other relatives in Bangor.
iI stores as fat what it does
ing her aunt, Mrs. W. H. M jors.
Mrs. S. C. Penney, cf Bangor, spent
Mrs. J. B. Cols ani daughter Cathryn
; lot need immediate!}' foi
Sunday with her parents, C. F. Chester have returned from Winter Hirbor.
Arthur

Mrs. Abby Coggins will
with her daughter,
Bel! a tty, in Ellsworth.

family—Dexter,

SOUTH HANCOCK.
R.

_

was

having

tee

SALISBURY COVE.
Mrs. Nancy Emery i9 home from Bar

The work of moving the Marlboro hotel,
which

County Newt

March 23.

year.

is/iaiisie:.

eil-l-sworth,

Free the Throat
For nearly a century the successful rented** foe
throat troubles, such as Sore Throat. Coughs,

Mrs.

that

by

you

»iw

80UTH SURRY.
Mrs. James C. Young, who has been
very ,ill is improving, while Miss Flora
Young is no better.

der for the

us

rc*

Bonaey last week. Its weight was six
and one-half pounds.
Volney Coggins is home from Bluehill
academy, and with the aid of a large woodpile and saw is getting his muscles in or-

April 1, 1905.

eight

years,

Ommm» ISav*

lis

draw interest

now
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in Maine and

from
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weeks, aged seventy-two

opened
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COUNTY NEWS.
For Additional

have
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several counties

in

ors

tVe

a success.

|

has

Savings Department

Om

aoliettt*nnrnti

I COUNTY NEWS.

SfDbtrtistmmtg.

The American has subscribers al 107
of the 117 post-offices in Hancock county.
All t'te ether papers in the County combined do not reach so many. The American ia not the only paper printed in
Hancock county, and has never claimed to
be, but it is the only paper that can prop
erly be called a County paper; all the
rest are merely local pavers The circulation of Tar. American, barring the Bar
Harbor Record's summer list, is larger
than that of all the other papers printed
in Hancock county.

Grace Stratton, of
Lamoine, is
with Mrs. S. H. Remick who is
recovering
from an attack of the grip.
Miss

Thomas

Hodgkins, of Chicago, was here
day last week the guest of his brothRoland, and sister. Mrs. Warren Grover.

a fewer

This^is his first visit

here for many years.
Walter Kelley and his brother
Ralph
were called here last
Wednesday by the
death of their father, Frank E.
Kelley
Walter remained for the funeral, but
to Bar Harbor Wednesday
Ralph returned
night, to his mother, who is very ill.
News has been received here from Allec
Hodgkins, who went to Colorado last fall
for his health, that he is
failing. Much
sympathy is felt for him among his friendt
here. John Wright, of Bar
Harbor, haf
gone to Colorado to accompany him home
March 27.
Are.

orm

Hundred* of children and adult* have
worms, bat are treated for other disease*.
The symptoms are-.—indigestion, with a
variable appetite ; foul tongue; offensive
breath; bard and full belly with occasional gri pings and pal ns about the navel;
eyes heavy and dull; itc hing of the nose;
short, dry cough ; grinding of the teeth :
starting during sleep; slow fever; and
often Id children, convulsions.

^

TRUE’S

_ELIXIR

is-the best worm remedy made. It bas
been In use since lS5t. is purely vegetable, harmless and effectual. Where
no worms are n resent it acts as a Tonic,
and corrects the condition of the mu
cous membrane ot the stomach anil
bowels. A positive cure lor
tion and Biliousness, and a Constipavaluable
remedy In ail the common complaints
of children. Price 85 eta.
Ash yoor
m
druggist tor U.
Dr. i. r. THI'P A CO., Auburn, Me.
apodal treatmentforTtp. Warm*. Fr*-<- PniupMet

'VmMMil

Omnti

^umal

ollin^pnfrt

NORTH CASTINE.
a»»rd Varnum

to-day

to

join

Annie B. Conner has entered the
her third term ol
miI school to begin

rjss

50l-work.
Carpenter, the trained nurse emreturned Satved for leroy Wardwell,
iss

,y to Bangor.
home from
,vid M. Dodge is
here he has l)een employed
A Dir shipyard,
of Castine
boat sirty patrons
Highland grange, North

Bueksin the

g'av

jted

March 1".

t

They

were

grange

Penob-

royally

nbor.
for Vinalforman Conner left Thursday
schooner Lizzie Maud,
reii to join the
Howard Churchill, to engage in

pt.

R. L. Allen

jury

the

drawn

was

at

Saturday

to

Gardiner Hinckley has gone to StoningHe will be employed on a quarry.

A. W. Bridges has been confined to the
house for the past week with a sore foot.
Frank Herrick returned Satuiday from
Portland, where he has been for medical
treatment.

The central office of the telephone

K. Dodge and family, Mrs. Clara
st. and Bert Bowden and wife attended
launching of the Peary ship at Bucks-

Thursday.
special meeting of Castine grange
t Thursday evening proved to be a
Visitors from
0t enjoyable affair.
t last

rbland and Rainbow granges added to
interest of the occasion. A fine prounme, consisting of dialogues, charades,
w'ell carried

out.

itations, etc.,
trumental music by the Heath brothers
Supper was served,
t much enjoyed.

serve

the April term of court.

ton.

fishing.

com-

pany in town has been changed from G.
F. Gott’s store to the Brooklin postoffice.

Charles

family, who have
spending the winter at Rockland,
are at home.
They came via South Bluehill.
Parker and

been

Mr. Cochrane, State evangelist, who has
conducting revival services at the
Baptist church, with the aid of the pastor,
Rev. E. S. Drew’, leaves to-day for a new
field of labor.
been

Cards

have

been received

announcing

the marriage of Delle Reed, elder daugh-

fcpt. James Conner, aged seventy-seven ter of Capt. Elijah Powers, formerly of
rs, a respected resident of this place, this place, to Clarence Edwin Billings, of
d March 24, after a lingering illness,
I Winthrop, Mass., on Monday, March 20,
was for many years a successful seaat Boston,
Miss Powers’ many friends
for
sailed
twenty years in this place wish them much happiness
,Uin, having
of
A
Castine.
of
Witherie
firm
the
Co.,
in their new life.
er he went to New York where he reMarch 27.
Unb Femme.
two
About
ined twenty years.
years
aceomhis
native
to
returned
> be
place,
EAST BLUEH1LL.
nied

by

daughter Margaret,

who has

thfully cared for him through his illm. He leaves besides his daughter two

js-Capt. Arthur,

Jersey City.,

of

and

New York. Impressive funeral
rices were conducted Sunday afternoon
Rev. T. W. Fessenden,
L.
llarch 27.

frton,

of

FRANKLIN.
the spring term of high school com*
{nces its session Wednesday, Percival
bb teacher.
Mrs. Lula Havey Peavey, of Bangor, was
town last week the guest of her grandrents, Thomas

Havey

•Mlfft

and wife.

Hiss Elsie Keniston, who left for Guil-

several

months',

and rest,

Dwelley, Sarie Homer, Mr. LowFrench, Evelyn Dwelley*
rs. L. Tyler Banker, Mrs. Fickett, Miss
idys Bragdon, Mrs. Petersen, Miss
rni
Dunn, Mrs. Bartlett,
tasenger and freight trains on the
C. H. R. were delayed Saturday by a
ecked freight from the west, nearly

Vegetables.
Potatoes are way down, and vary greatly in
quality; hence the wide range In prices.
Potatoes bu
35 350 Turnips, bu
50
05 Beets, bu
Lettuce,
75
2
Cabbage.
02
Spinach, pk
Sweet Potatoes, lb,
02 Carrots, bu
60
Beaus^perqt—
Yellow-eye
12&15
■

Pea,

Apples, pk
Cranberries, qt

men

ite work for H.

spread,

twisted and torn

up.

and

they

Four

were

lay

cars

their sides, off the track, others were
“oss the track.
Altogether it was a bad

ash-up.
March '27.

.08

•16 #-25
35
SR

-45#.65

OoVong,

.80# 68

Sugar—per ftGranulated,

Matched

and

W.

of

Henry
bought last

Saulsbury,

E.

wood

a

fall of

lot.

Whitcomb Cousins
greater part of the

S.

For the

winter he has employed sixteen men and
horses.

He

wood,
1,200 logs.

has landed 300 cords of

700 cords of stave wood and

cord

27.

March

G.

SEDGWICK.
B. Carter is quite ill at hi* home
the east side.

Rev. A.
on

Mrs.

Bowden returned to her
West Surry the 22d.

Annie

home in

l#ouisa,
very ill
vester.

Win Lufkin has
and

Capt. Hardy I.ane,

wife of

is

with pneumonia, also Willie Syl-

will

come

out

of the

woods,

go to the mill in North
to work for Curtis Durgain.

soon

Brooksville

the blue water
March 27.

and

B.

rapidly breaking
looks good.

river is

"

extra

!!

No-

o

•»

Lemons dos

25330

Rice, per ft
.06#.08
Pickles, per gal .45#.65
Olives, bottle .25#.?5
Vinegar—per gal—
Pure cider,
Cracked wheat,
.05
.04
Oatmeal, per ft
Buckwheat, pkg
.04
Graham,
.04
Rye meal,
Granulated meal,ft 02>%
Oil—per gal—
Linseed,
.65#.7'>
13
Kerosene,

12 4.25
.IO4.18
.t6 4.-«
18
.n8#08

Corned,

Tongues,

Veal':'6’

Steak,
Boasts,

SUmk.
Chop.

lb

Pigs'feet,
Ham, per ft
Shoulder,
Bacon,

20
108.lt

tongues,
'i uiton,

Eaton

as

academy

returned to her school.

They received a handsome toilet set
asides many other presents.
Moses Carter died March 25, aged about
inety-twTo. He had been smart and
t'tive almost up to the time of his death,
b leaves one
daughter—Mrs. Ed. Ingalls,
ith whom he had lived for some years,
his makes the fourth man over
eighty

ears of age w'ho has died here this winter.
gave an entertainment
who took part were

'Irs. C. B.
Henderson, Mrs. M. H. Henk-rson, Misses Alice Eaton and Flora
At the close cake, coffee and horaeQadecandy w-ere sold. Mrs. Benjamin
Sylvester drew' the quilt, and Mrs. God*5eyi of Old Town, drew the other prize.
f° "as netted.

Mr. and Mrs. Ernest

Miss Angeline Robbins is
living at Deer
le with Mrs. Selina
Scott, who has been
ill
'ery
with pneumonia.

Friday from Haver1' where he has been
spending the winr
James Short and wife.

Rodney

came

Mills has moved

from

C.

a

canker that is

Bangor.

The salvation

C,

the very

in its
Theories play no part in its programme.
They may be well enough in their way,
but a library full could not heal one
broken heart, nor lead one poor girl back
to virtue’s path. The Salvationists are
face to face with stern facts. They see perishing women drowning in a horrible sea

| of

iniquity,

tender

and with

hands they

loving

hearts and

rush to the

women

they

meet

rescue.

as women

evil, and in this lies the secret of
great success.
Most people would be astounded to

not

as an

know that a moderate and conservative
estimate of the number of these fallen
women in the United States alone is over
250,000. We wish it were possible to believe this to be a mistake. It is, alas, too

sadly

true.

Think of it!

million girls and

women

A

quarter of

a

ruined and ruin-

ing.
Think of their mothers!

homes,

and

welcome to

army has been peculiarly
rescue work for women.

successful

Think of the

they represent; the empty chair,
the bowed-downed, gray-haired parents.
Think of the anguished
fathers still
searching the highways and byways of
the world for their girls!
Think of
thousands of these girls longing for a day
of escape from this living death.
Think once more of the Saviour, saying
homes

giving

printed

a

those who will not

card

of

come

at

Debt, lack of clothing, and many
other things hinder some from coming
when they would like to, but they promise
to come afterwards and often keep their
once.

word.

Midnight suppers are occasionally held,
too, for fallen sisterhood, and through

open.
Then he heard

through the telephone the
locomotive whistle, and a few
seconds later the sound came through the
open window in the usual way. Looking
up, he saw a locomotive half a mile away,
passing the house.of a friend.
The mystery was solved. The telephone
that was open was that at the distant
house, and the sound of the whistle had
come through its transformation into an
electric current quicker than it had travelled through the air.
shriek of

a

treasure-seeking expedition to the
Vigo, Spain, using the hydroscope
and the compressed air elevator invented
by Cavaliere Pino, of Italy, has located
also accomplished, and thoughtless girls
nine of the sunken galleons.
Gold and
who leave their comfortable country
silver worth f140,000,000 are said to be ia
work
is
obtained
homes, thinking
easily
the galleons. Permission to search for
in a large city, and who are in great
treasure sunken at five other places, inare
sent
back
to
their
homes—
danger,
cluding Trafalgar, has been granted, and
too
to
only
glad
go.
the sunken ships at Port Arthur are to be
If space would permit, most heart- raised by the process when war ceases.
tales
be
could
told
of
rending
poor girls
who have been rescued just as they were
uijbmiBniuntB.
about to end their lives by their own
hands, and who are now leading virtuous
lives again—some restored to homes where
AN ORDIHHRY
a loving father and mother wept tears of
joy in welcoming back their darling child. :
Once inside the rescue home, the entire
atmosphere is one of love. Every rule is
enforced by love, and very soon the cleanliness and helpful surroundings influence
even the hardest cases.
Every girl has to
work, and needle work is taught them-no
easy task, for some of them never handled
Quickly yields to the specific
a needle before.
Fancy work is also done,
ction of Brown’s Instant Reand the proceeds of the sale of the articles
lirf. All dealers 25c.
made go far towards supporting the
Norway Medicine Co., Norway,Me.
homes. Each girl is taught housew’ork,
these many have
been
reached
and
influenced. A large preventative work is

The

bay

of

COLD
COUCH

as soon as they have evidenced a real
change in their lives, and are competent,
they are sent out to situations, care being

and

Subscribe

for

Tlie

American

a&tjrctiecmentg.

160.20

1*
18
10

Salt

10 S12

Lard,

Xew»

*ce

ether

payee

sea

San Francisco,
every day, March i to May 15, 1905,10
other
and
Sacramento
many
points in
Los Angeles, Santa Barbara,
Rate for double
Tickets good in tourist sleeping cars.
California.
to San Francisco, Los Angeles, Santa Barbara, Sacramento
berth,

From

wall has left the shores of the

have

traces of the brown-tailed
yet appeared here.

The

moth

sleighing

were seen on

Sunday.

is about gone; wagons
the roads, for the first time,

Chicago,

Chicago
aptfrnany other points

Mr. Green, of Gorham, preached at

Union

the

California, $7.

in

Passenger Station, Chicago,

Through

train service from

via the

Grant,

Reuben

who

received injuries in

mill at Franklin last

winter,

is able to

be out.

Alvah and Sibley Moon went to New
York last week to join the schooner J. V.
Wellington.
Arthur Jellison, who has been spending
bis vacation at home, has returned to
Charleston.
Spec.
March 27.
CENTER.
Powers is home from

Bowen
a

Washington.

R. Ober is very ill with the

Stanley caught

a

black

George Stewart have

Ansel Harper
gone to Bar Harbor to work.
E. R. Reed and son Mark, of Northeast
Harbor, were in town last week on business.

March 27.

In

June, Thomaston

AND

Union Pacific-Southern Pacific Line
If you are thinking of such a trip, this is your opportunity to make
it at least expense.
Handsome book descriptive of California sent for six cents’ postage.

H.

Ten thousand demons gnawing away at one’s
Vitals couldn’t be much worse than the tortures
uf itching piles. Yet there's a cure. Doan’s
Ointment nerer falls.-Advt.

and several other

towns in Knox county are to celebrate the
landing of Weymouth on their shores in
ItiOo. The people of Cape Rosier, which is
a part of Brooksville, should be interested
in this celebration, as it was named from
a companion of Weymouth who visited
this coast 300 years ago.
The
a

hot

F. A. MILLER,
General Passenger Agent,
1x45 Railway Exchange,

W. S. HOWELL,
General Eastern Agent,
381 Broadway,

or,

NEW YORK CITY.

CHICAGO.

Geo. Brooks lodge, I. O. O. F., gave
bean

supper and entertainment
There was a large at-

Friday evening.

At the close of the entertainment several of the members made up a
hamper, consisting of hot beans, brown-

tendance.

bread, doughnuts, apples, oranges, cigars,
ice-cream and cake, ana took it to the
home of Horatio Bowden, an old gentleman who lives alone in a small house far
away from the main road, on the northeast shore of Henry’s cove.
March 27.

fox last

trap.
and

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul

dealers.

Mary Crabtree is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Cora Frazier, in Ellsworth.

week in

threatening

of this and every nation.

WE8T BROOKSVILLE.
The

Mrs.

grip.

and w'ife, of Vinalhaven,
his parents, M. P. Gray and

Francis Stanley

life

put the receiver to his ear he heard the
click of another telephone. Another receiver had been removed and the line waa

at Rluehill.

tine horse in

a

thifher

of theories.

08 §15

i\d-\ilional County

Rev.

Miss Jennie Grindal has returned to the

Mrs. E.

homon Gray

wife.

set

rewarded

driven

COUNTY XEA>».
*»•

Thursday.

on

Myra

C.

SOUTH DEER ISLE.

'Siting

a

or

IP
12
.06

Congregational church Sunday morning and evening.
Roy C. Smith, Philip and Myrtle F.
•Jonathan Dow died March 22, aged
Arthur Nevels has gone to Stonington,
Tapley, Edward and Edith Skelton went
bout eighty years. He leaves one daugh- where he has employment.
to Bluehill this morning to resume their
r-Mrs. Otis Candage. Mr. Dow' was a
Calvin Billings, Oscar Hooper, Maynard studies at the academy.
fteran of the Civil wfar.
Grant, Willie Simmons and Hugh Brown
The first excursion of the season was
Miss Edith Hutchins, of Penobscot, and have gone to Boston, where they have em- made from here on the Silver Star last
f. 0. F.
Thursday to Bucksport to attend the
Candage, of this place, were mar- ployment on the steamer Rockland.
k'd March 18. Their friends wish them a
launching of Peary’s Arctic ship.
M.
March 28.
Miss Abbie JL. Tapley and her brother
)ngand happy wedded life,
MT. DESERT FERRY.
Paul left this morning for Boston; Abbie
ihe friends of Edmund Sylvester and
there to visit friends; Paul has a
ife gave them a house-warming March
W. W. Jellison recently purchased a goes
position with Crimmins & Pierce, wool

are

by

led hither

—

No

The chapel circle met with Mrs. Groves

to

reina/ided,

a

the

Kgg,6'

SARGENTVILLE.

Miss Beulah Eaton, a student at the
luehil I-George Stevens academy, who
m been
spending her vacation at home,

Born, March 16,
Snowden, a son.

or

that the homes they are sent to ara
good Christian character.
world’s wickedness -and when some
There are failures, of course, girls who
engaging scroundrel professed love, vowed go back to the old life, when once they
sincerity and promised marriage, they have left the restraining influence of the
foolishly trusted themselves, only w'ben rescue home, but these form but a very
too late, to find out they had been be- small percentage of the whole, and even
Shame did the rest, and they of these, many come back again.
trayed.
were lost to all who knew and loved them.
The girls are kept in touch with, and
The tales these poor girls pour into the once a week come to the home to have tea
ears of the army rescue officers make one
with the workers, those who go too far
long for the day when the inhuman away for that are regularly written to.
brutes who brought about their downfall, They have formed an “Out-of-Love”
will be rightly known as “fallen men”, league amongst themselves, and out of
and ostracized from society
as
their their wages ^contribute gladly towards
victims are now. Seldom is there a case saving and rescuing others. Truly this la
where
one
entered this life through ] a commendable work.
wanton wickedness. It is generally that
they loved not wisely, but too well.
By Wire and Air.
It is many years now since the salvation
An accidental experiment in the velocity
home in of sound is recounted by a correspondent.
army opened its first rescue
London, Eng., and since then, these He went to his telephone, and just as he
taken

of

Fr«»li KU»».
Fresh fl-h Is In fair supply this week, but no
change in prices.
06 (’lams, qt
20
Cod,
o*»
Had lock,
12 <» 14
Hluefl*»*»,
16 318 Smells tb
15
Halibut,
.vOysters.
Scallops, qt
f innan Hadd'e
12
30
Shrimp, qt
Fuel.
W ood—per cord
Coal—per ton—
8 00 §« 50
7 50
Dry hard,
3 00 95 00
750
Dry sort,
7 50
Roundings per load
1 00#1 28
750
Nut,
5.00
Blacksmith’s
70f
Buttings, hard
flour. drain and Feed.
The supply is good and the market steady.
50
Flour—per uul
Oats, i»u
5 75ft7 50 Shorts—bag— 1.25 §1 4C
1 2u Mixed teed, bag
140
Corn, 1000* bag
Corn meal, bag
120
MlrinMnge.bng 1 SOflltC
Cracked corn,
1 ‘20 Cotton seed meal, 1 ‘C
Cluten meal,
1 50

C.

The ice in the Reach is fast breaking up.
Walter Sargent returns to the M. C. I. at
Pittsfield to-day.

are a

with, improved or reproved,

Bagadlice.

SOUTH BLUEHILL.

March 27.

dealt

which

abstract way.
quantity, an X, to be

Brought up in happy innocent
homes, many of them knew nothing of

C5

each

Spring iamb.

up

Mrs. Nellie Pierce and Miss Ethel Pierce,
t North Sedgwick, are the guests of Mrs.
enry Hendrickson.

The sewing circle
larch 21. Those

Human beings

problems
an

Clear pine,
25 #5
Extra pine,
50
Laths—per M—
8 25
2.Ro
Spruce,
2 75
2 00
Hemlock,
2 25 Nalls, per lb
.019.0* of old to the sinful woman: “Go in
peace,
1 60 Cement, per cask
1 V
1 25
0?
and sin no more,” and then you will unLime, per cask
.75 Brick, per M
7 #11
White lead, pr lb .Ofta.or derstand why the salvation army, with its
great heart of human pity, seeks to save
Provisions.
these erring ones. Oh no! they are not all
I'ork, tt>.

Steak,
Boasts.

The wild geese passed here last week on
their way down east. If they had waited
till to-day they could have found a resting

place as the

the age in

treat the
.353.45 They

20
0
an #28

pine,

Beef, ft:

Ellsworth,

of

with the moat serious
confront

their

Thursday Miles H. Long delivered
at the Sedgwick cemetery some fine gran-

miles east of the

dly

10£25 Oranges, dos

Coflee—per ft
Rio,
Mocha,

Last

Mrs. Grace

station. Maine GenW. C. R. R. working crews went
duty Saturday and Sunday. AccordJ to first accounts, frost and rotten ties

10

Fruit.

of wood.

nine cords

ther

ii and

8 311
16

..'.I'.’.’.*.’.!'.

Baled..

boys gathered at Shingles—per M
Mrs. Nora White’s dooryard last Friday
Cedar, extra
clear,
afternoon and sawed and split for her
"
2<J clear,

six

musical© and ice-cream sale at the
11 last week was a pleasant occasion. A
The follow•ge audience was present.
C. E. Dwelley, Miss
if took
part:
fhe

used the rails to

(‘routing Sketch of the Rescue
Work of the Salvation Army.
People nowadays are far too apt to deal

In.

to be

loose, per ton...12 <314
Baled..if-

Strout.

hall.

ibenSmith and wife returned to their
Mrs.
me at
East Sullivan Monday.
tith, who has faithfully cared for her

o

■ fcASCUAa.

Hay.
Best

Pine,

Twenty-seven

Sargent,
SargentSaturday, will stop with her brother ville. Three double teams were required.
and family for an indefinite time.
George B. Cousins and boy arrived from
It is proposed to have an old-folks’ con- Harrington last Wednesday for a few days’
rt Tuesday evening, April 4, at the hall. visit.
married at
Mr. Cousins
Har5o’clock supper will be served in the rington last December
Mrs. Fostena

Keniston,
of change

WBIQBT8

AND

hardened.

Flesh and blood, however, have an inherited averson to those theories. There were
theories in the days of our forefathers and
time has exploded and made a laughingstock of them, and so it will be with many
of the theories of to-day.
George Meredith may propose limited marriages—
Creamery per ft...
30333 someone else propose something else, but
t>alry.,28330 on the whole the world
will go on just as
Best factory (new) per ft.I6#i6 it did before.
Best dairy (new)..,.18
The questions of the “social evil” so havens of mercy have been established
Dutch (Imported).90
called—of the fallen sisterhood to be all over the civilized globe. The home in
Neufchatel.05
found in such nambers in any of our large Boston is in Dorchester and a maternity
■**».
cities—of illegitimacy—these are living hospital is connected with it. In both
The supply of eggs has materially Increased,
and the price Is etlll downward.
problems that have to be faced. They these institutions there is accommodation
Fresh laid, per do*...15 318 cry for solution.
Intrigue, suicide, mur- for forty girlB and for children as well,
Poultry.
der, infantcide and other crimes connected and the homes are generally full.
The supply of chickens and fowl Is good, but
The workers visit the
houses of ill
with this evil serve to bring it constantly
prices are still high.
before the eyes of the public, and think- repute, and talk to the girls they meet on
Chickens.
22«25
the streets at night, inviting them to the
^OWl.1»4*J ing men and women have long realized it

ink

ter, Mrs.
Is the need

RKGARIXNG

•C6*
Stephen D. Conary is seriously ill.
Coffee—A i B, .08s
Miss Alice White, who has been at home
.05
Yellow, C
Molasses—per gal—
on a visit, returned to Ellsworth to-day.
Havana.
.86
.50
Porto Rico,
Frank I. Candage came home from Hall
.60
9yrup,
Quarry last Saturday. He will return toLumber and Katldlng Materials,
1 it
day.
Soruce,
Lumber—per M—
1 3
Hemlock,
18#)4 Hemlock,
U. L. Candage has been ill for several
Hemlock boards, IS <*Jl Clapboards—per M—
16 #-.0
Extra spruce,
ia 92*
weeks, but he is now able to leave his | Spruce, door,
20 925
Spruce
Spruce, No. 1, 20 4 to
room.

rd

rer

LAW

founds;

enter-

and son Maynard
ic. Lillian Grey
to Brooksville, after an ext returned
ded visit with her sister, Mrs. Isaac

his

S>ME MOTHER’S DAUGHTERS.

MARKRTN.

WlDMUDAT, March 29, 1915.

A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turks Island salt snail
weigh 70 pounds.
H. J. Nutter was at Stonington Tuesday.
I hc standard weight of a bushei of potatoes
in
and lit for shipping, Is 60 pounds;
The ice is leaving Eggemoggin reach of good order
apples, 44 pouuue.
The standard weight of a bushel of Deans In
fast.
*ood order and Ht for shipping, Is 62 poundsThe church aid circle met with Mrs. P. 01 wheat, beets, ruts-bag:: tnrulps and peas, 60
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions. 52
S. Herrick
Wednesday.
of carrots, Kngllsn turnips, rye and
J. J. Bridges, E. H. Bridges and W. H.*) ndlan meal, 50 pounds; or parsnips,45 pounds;
fc>f barley and buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats.
Tibbetts are ill with the grip.
32 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.
The prices quoted below are the retnll prices
H. 8. Kane returned home Saturday at Ellsworth.
Farmers can easily reckon from
these what they are likely to receive In trade
from a business trip to Boston.
or cash for ihelr products.
Miss Mildred Smith goes to Naskeag toCountry Produce,
day, where she has employment.
Hatter.
Ernest Foster, of Deer Isle, w'as the
Butter Is very scarce. Good dairy will bring
from 28 to S< cents.
guest of Miss Mildred Smith last week.

on

was

KLIjSWORTH

BROOKLIN.

ill.

la

Conner leaves
,pt Kara
vessel in Boston.

Warren’s tenement into Orrin Sylvester’s
house. He has rented the farm for a year.
March 27.
G.

Complete information will be sent free on receipt of
thia coupon with blank lines filled. Coupon should
be mailed to-day.

Tomson.

GREAT POND.

Edgar Mclninch returned from'Norcross
Thursday.
Mathew Laughlin returned from Machias Friday.
J. 8. Archer is home from Nicatous
where he has been employed this winter
Mrs. Ruby Mace is with her sister, Nellie Haynes, who is critically ill at hei
home m Amherst.
Mrs. Florian Fisher, of Hampden, cairn
Thursday. She will visit her mother
Mrs. Mclninch, for a few weeks.

March 27.

E,

To Cure
Take

Laxative Bromo

a

Cold in One

Quinine
This

Seven Won boxes sold in pest 12 months.

Tablets.

signature,

Day

^
^ rv//

Cores Grip
In Two Days.
on

every

box. 25c.
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New Supt. of Schools—Basket BullXot After the Office.
Recent Heaths.
Bn eh ilk Mr., March 29, 1906.
to
their country, but it is criminal
Bah Harbor, March 28 (special)—At a To the Editor of The American:
claim martyrs in times of peace and meeting of the school board held last week
I notice that the Portland and Lewiston
rejoicing. Congress should be com- Clinton J. Richards, of Walpole, N. H., papers haw me “slated" for a place on the
matter
at
no
the
was elected superintendent of schools to
people
pelled by
kStar^is commission, eo called, and I am
what cost to its indolence to change fill the vacancy caused by the resignation informed that there is and has beefo quite
the date to April 30. the date upon of A. A. Heald. There were some twenty- a good deal of talk in this connection
tive applicants.
Mr. Richards came to Bar
which Washington took the oath of
locally.
Harbor Thursday, and after discussing the
Kindly allow me through the columns
office, and which could almost with matter
with the member* of of the
thoroughly
“only county paper” to say that I
certainty he counted tfpon to produce the board, was
unanimously elected.
have not been, am not, and shall not be a
weather which would offer no menace
Mr. Richards is a native of Franklin candidate for any one of the places on this
to the health and lives of the great
county and received his education at commission.
are
to
crowds woo
subject
exposure Kent's Hill and
Wesleyan university. He
Any talk, newspaper or otherwise, that
that day.
has had
connects my name with this commission
many years* experience ss a
teacher, and was for several years princi- is entirely without my authority.
COtNTY GOSSIP.
Edward E. Chase.
pal of W’ilton academy. For the past
Brooksville has two stags drivers who three years he has been superintendent of
haven’t missed a trip this winter. One is schools of a district in southwestern New
A Patent Medicine <‘a«e.
Jesse B Gray, from Cape Rosier to Castine, Hampshire, containing four towns.
BiUlHIU, Me., March 26, 1906.
He
is
about twelve miles, one-half of which is
highly recommended by prominent
To the Editor of The Amerxean:
of
to
educators
and
is
Maine,
Bar Harbor
across an open river; he has not missed
I notice in your last issoe, among the
be congratulated upon
a trip in the nearly four years that he has
obtaining his
Bluehill items, your correspondent wrote
Mr. Richards' contract in New
been carrying the mail. The other is Mell services.
that Sheriff Webster had seised a barrel of
Green, from South Brooksville to Blue- Hampshire expires May 1, and he expects
liquor belonging to parties in town.
hill, twenty-eight miles. Mell says it is to begin his work here in a short time.
1 would say that Mr. Webster seized a
owing to his size.
A large crowd attended the two basket ! barrel of California port wine belonging
! to this company, which is used in the comMark C. Deveretrx. of North Cast ine, ball games which were played at the Y.
of our medicine, and not to sell
has a collection of relics, among which is M. C. A. gymnasium Friday evening, both position
for people to get drunk on. There has
Mr. Devereux was plowing of which were won by the Bar Harbor
a barred shot.
in this locality
teams. The first game was between the Y. been at times some talk
on his field near the shore when he came
talk
M. C. A. second team and the Northeast about this medicine. However, the
upon the shot. It weighs about twentyhas been by persons who were entirely
five pounds; there are two large iron halls Harbor team, and was won by the former
of the facts of the case; we are
connected by an iron bar, about eighteen by the score of 25 to 10. The local boys ignorant
not
responsible for persons putting
inches long. It is supposed it was fired by were considerably outweighed by their
or other strong drink into botthe English at the house which was there opponents, but they made up in skill and whiskey
tles bearing our label.
Mr. Devereux has smaller knowledge of the game what they lacked
in
1779.
This has caused all the trouble and gosin weight.
cannon balls found near the same place.
and people not
The second game was between the West | sip regarding these goods,
He also has some old copper coins.
to
Sullivan high school team and the Y. M. C. knowing the facts of the case are ready
medicine we are putting
A. first team, and w*as closely contested | believe that the
Senator Hale and The Navy.
up is being used as a beverage for people
and very interesting.
( ITntthznffton Cor. Ken nr be* Journal.)
who desires
The two teams had met once before this to get drunk on. Any person
to do so can get drunk on water by addSenator Hale, after his vigorous and in- winter, the Sullivan boys winning by a
to it; so he can also on
dependent stand about expenses for the close score, and the Bar Harbor boys were ing whiskey
Morrison’s tonic by adding Jamaica ginnavy, during the Congress just closed, has eager to retrieve themselves. Both teams
But to
alcoholic liquors.
the gratification of finding the navy de- played a hard and fast game, and the crowd ger or other
drink our tonic for the purpose of getting
their
and
the
administration
effort*
At
the
coming
applauded
excitedly.
partment
drunk any adult will get drowned before
straight around to his way of thinking. end of the first half the score was 10 to 6
medicine of oura.
President Roosevelt has recently told the in favor of the visitors, who had all the getting drunk on this
I have purchased the right to manufacsenator that the programme, agreed upon better of the contest up to that time.
and must use *x>rt
The local team started the second half ture patent medicine,
by Congress for the building of new warwine and alcohol in its composition, and
had
was
in
which
Hale
determined
to
and
the
score
soon
Mr.
win,
fashioning
ships,
me from
more to do than any
other half dozen 12 to 12 with the ten boys playing for all if there is any law prohibiting
these goods which constitute our
senators or members of the House, meets they were worth. The West Sullivan boys getting
I am in possession of a
scored only two points in this half, and medicine, then
with his (the President’s) full approval.
and have no right to comFurther more the President has stated the locals msde a great spurt and won 17 bogus plant,
The game was a little rough in pound medicine.
that he is satisfied that the sentiment, ex- to 12.
There are medicines selling in Maine
pressed in the debates of Congress against spot*, but was well played throughout.
to-day that contain from fifty per cent, to
but for
an enormous
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This week’s edition of
American is 2,300 copies.

The

Average for the year of 1904.
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Gowns for Graduation.

The informal talk at the last meeting of the school board of Ellsworth
in relation to the apparel worn by
the girls at graduation ought to meet
with the hearty approval
of the

public.
In substance it rdvopated less ex

pensive

..ty because the
gowns, not
occasion in itself does not warrant a
lavish display of dress, but also because of the well-known fact that a
class rarely graduates some of whose
members cannot afford expensive

building

To same the event is
the “time of their lives”, and to have
it marred by the feeling on the part
of even one that she cannot keep the
pace in the matter of dress set by
others, is a source of regret that a
life-time cannot remove.

the world.

But, because of

our

location

Edgar I. Lord, C. E., is a candidate for
newly-created office of commissioner
already authorised a sufficiently large of highways. Mr. Lord has had ten years”
This subject has frequently been navy and that, with forty armored ships experience as a practical civil engineer,
exploited in these columns; the opin in comjnigsion, our efforts should be to and during that time has been the e ngineer
ions of many whose opinions are maintain that navy at the highest pos- in charge of all the municipal improvements in Eden.
worthy of consideration have been sible standard. rath?r than to enlarge it in
He has made ^ special study of road
the number of ships.
given. And now that the hope has
building, and has been very successful
been expressed by both the superinResumption of Service.
with this kind of work on Mt. Desert
tendent and the school hoard, that
Commencing Tuesday, April 25, the island where an engineer’s skill is put to a
on

he

the world’s map and for other reasons,
is fully convinced that Congress has

the

their sugges- steamer Frank Jones will leave Portland, severe test.
be hoped weather permitting, at 11 p. m. Tuesdays
Mr. Lord has the support of the business
that they will be sustained by pnolic and Fridays, or after arrival of train leav- and professional men of Bar Harbor and of
Boston Union station at 7 p. m., for
ing
prominent republicans throughout the
opinion, and that parents will co- Rockland,
leaving there at 5.15 a. m.
and in various parts o! the State.
operate in bringing about a much- Wednesdays and Saturdays for Islesboro, county
needed reform.
Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick. Brook 1 in.
R. A. Eddy returned Monday from
Ellsworth is not alone in this desire. Southwest
Harbor, Northeast Harbor, Bar Augusta, where he has been during the
Other Maine towns are striving for Harbor, Mil bridge and Jonesport, arriv- session of
the legislature. Mr. Eddy is a
the game end. And in Massachusetts, ing Bar Harbor U5 p. m., Jonesport 5.30 member of the
committee of

given

to

earnestly

to

the demand for simplicity in p. m.
Returning, will leave Jonesport Mondress is being made. In Dedham the
and Thursdays at 5 a. m., touching at
superintendent of schools has taken days
Mil bridge, arriving Bar Harbor in season
the matter in hand, and with the aid
to connect with ferry steamer leaving for
of the principal of the high school
Mt. Desert Ferry, connecting for all
and several influential parents hopes
points on the Maine Central railroad, arto bring about a reform.
riving Portland 5.35 p. m. and Boston 9X5
In Malden the school board has p. m.
to
the
The Frank Jones leaves Bar Harbor at
gone
length of suggesting a
limit of c>st beyond which graduates 8.40 a.m., touching at all landings, and
should not go.
The board went so arriving Rockland 4.39 p. m., where confar as to issue a circular which read-: nection is also made with trains of the
Maine Central. Steamer leaves Rockland
“in taking this action the committee
at 5.15 p. m., arriving Portland 11.15 p. m.,
has no desire to infringe npon the
in season to connect with 1.50 m. m. and
undoubted right of parents to do
morning trains for Boston.
what they will with their own.
The
committee, however, wishes to go on
W KST KLLSWO RTH
record as opposed to nndue display
Crockett's mother visited him
Raymond
at the graduating exercises of the
fora few hours last week at the horn? of
schools
under
its
and
to
public
charge,
B. B. Davis and wife.
state its desire :o have these exercises
Miss Annie Mitchell and her fri?nd,
simple and entirely free from ostenta- Miss Helen
Campbell of Ellsworth, are
tion and rivalry.
The public school
spending vacation week in Boston and
graduates from all walks in life should Beverly, Mass.
meet together on a plane of common
One of
the signs of spring in this
equality.”
vicinity is the music of the wood-saw and

too,

the

Change

the Date.

accumulating piles

wood for home

Hie inaugural ceremonies held on
March 4 have claimed another distin-

guished
Azpiroz,

chill, and last Saturday he died.
The doctors in attendance from the lately bought
colt

near

He

lyn.

Lemuel Smith, aged eighty-four
March 25 about 2 a. m.
Mr.
born and always had his home
here. He served three years as a volunteer
in the Civil war.
He was the youngest
and only surviving member of the
family
of the late William and
Polly Smith. He
married Miss Isabel
who
aurMaddox,
vives him. Of their four children two are
living—Mrs. Mabel O. Drake and Mrs.
Kwiarrt.JK.emp, who with her husband,
William L. Kemp, have cared for him
daring his many weeks of illness. Funeral services were at his late home Sunday. Interment at North Surry.
James

years, died
Smith was

attributed to the same cause. Several prominent men. among them Sen-

Louisiana, experienced

severe

the exposure will never be known.
The sacrifice of lives on this occasion should at least have the benefit

Shepherd’s wharf in
bought a fine six-year-old
of
^Barton
recently
Carter, of Brook-

Ellsworth.

first held out no hope of
recovery,
and his government was notified.
Senator Bate, of Tennessee, died a
few days after the inauguration as a
result of exposure, and the prostration of Secretary of State May is

and confining attacks of the
grip after inauguration day, and the
number of less conspicuous victims of

and for the market.

John A. Meade r and wife went to South
Surry last week to move their household
goods from there to the house they have

severe

Foster,

prepared

stove-

Irvin Stackpole went to Bangor on Sat
for medical treatment. He came
home Sunday. He reports his friend Asa
M. Barron as more comfortable than when
he visited him a few weeks ago.

victim in Don Manuel de
the Mexican ambassador to

of

use

of

urday

this country. While on the east front
of the capitol during the inauguration the ambassador was taken with a

ator

S
]

j

Light-Keeper Transferred.
Stoninoton, March 27 (special)—WTilliam C. Tapley, keeper at Deer Island
thoroughfare light station, Mark Island,
ha* received notice of his appointment as
principal keeper of the new light and fog
signal station at Ram Island ledge, near
Portland head, at the entrance to Portland
harbor.

Mr. Tapley is the son of the late William P. Tapley, of West Brooksville, one
of the famous Tapley brothers.
He has
been nearly twenty years in the lighthouse service, having served six and onehalf years at

Saddleback

ledge station,

three and one-half years at CJoose Rocks
station and the remainder of the time at
his present station.
The Ram Island ledge lighthouse is conceded to be the most mt»dern and best
equipped light along the New England
coast, and one of the finest ever constructed, as it includes all of the most
modern improvement*, and is constructed
of the finest material.
It requires three keepers, and consists of
a white flashlight and fog bell.

afctcrtisfmmtg.

NOT A PATENT

StJICINE.

Hyomei, thi Guaranteed Catarrh
Cura, Pre cribed by Physicians.
No out* should confound Hyomei
with the patent medicines that are
advertised to cure catarrh. It is as
far superior to them all as the diamond is piore valuable than cheap
glass. Their composition is secret,
but Hyomei gives its formula to all

reputable physicians.
Its base is the valuable eucalyptus
oil, famous for its antiseptic qualities.
This is

combined

|

legislative

the Maine branch of

board of selectmen has made
following appointments: John Bilk,
sewer commissioner; Roy Hamor, assistant
chief of fire department, in c harge of the
engine-house, George Parks and Everard
Alley, drivers at engine-house.
The

Elder

Woods,

the schoolhouse

_

new

the

on

South street

will

Mrs.

Lillian

M.

Foster,

wife of W\

H.

Foster, died Friday of pneumonia, aged
twenty-three years and eleven months.
The remains were taken to Ellsworth for
burtal.

funeral of Mrs. Francis T. Gordon,
Hull's Cove, whose death from pneu-

The
of

monia

at

curred

Thursday,

terment

the age of

was

at

was

fifty-one years ocheld Sunday. In-

Beech Hill.

use

going

in

Extensive experiments in the effect of
electric light on the growth of plants are
being undertaken by the horticultural soof

England.

Experiments

in Amer-

have shown marked effects, bat not
desirable ones in all cases. Cauliflower
and radishes ran largely to top. Melons,
cucumbers, strawberries, beans and other

vegetables were quickened in growth by
days. Flowers are invigorated and
produce deeper shades of color.
Women Who Wear Well.
Ill* astontsbiag bow great a
change a few
years 01 married life wJJ make la me appear
•nee and dlspodtion of nun
women
The
1 resale#*, the charm, the tirtSitarce vanish like
the bloom from a peach which U rudely handled.
The matron Is unit- a dim shadow, a taint echo
of the charming maiden. There are two reasons for this change, lgoornr.<* nod
neglect,
ftw young women .ppreeinte the shock .o the
system through the chance which cornea with
marriage
noelect
to deal with the nnMany
pleasant artiDi vakfi are often consequent on
marriage nod motherhood, not umiomand.
Ur that this secret drain Is robhteg the chock
of Its treatment and the form of its fairness.
As sorely as the general health suffers whoa
there Is derangement of the health of too deBeate womanly organs, so
surely when three
organs are established la health the face and
form at one* witness to the Ik* In renewed
Iblf n mllbea women nod more
*—**!—**:,
hero fooMhealUl nod happiness u the nee of
Dr. nerve's favorite Prescription. It
wren women strong and sick women wall

”"*•

Mr*. Lcttic B. Prior ha.
returned to J
home at Round Pond alter a
Ti.it with her parent., John
'**'««
wife.

three-.!*

Jeremiah

Moore,

who ha*

*

winter with relative* at

To lAe

Supreme Judicial Oort, 7. g ^
undersigned, Loer. B.
0(
Hancock county, state De.„
01
l0e- n
spectf ully represents:
Pim: That he ia receiver of the
*
»ern Hotel and Land
Improvement
appointed a* inch by decree of 0n„
».
A.
D.
.«&,
u
January
such r«taken possession of the
°Otb rtj
•
net naraAaal nf
and
aald cor peuattou
peraoual, ol a.M
Second: That the property ol
laid canon consists of two parcel* of
land
R.r Harbor.
14
rhnr
in
TUU •‘Util
at B.r
In
..,5
with the Malvern
ioK.
lonr collages,
.***«
lag. fonr
cottages. and several
*ever.l
and together also with fnrnitnrr and
Inr* iu said howl, and other buudlnn
Third: That the property of
tton. including

|,

THE

«,?'**«
fw*!

ind

’propertv^hl^?'11
»

e~__

Howl,theTal.ejraodSS

outbalfc

inlwJ
said’ci
IS* B^idU, M

l*hou^Ml.‘1r.?Mr
mud tXSjg
by said Malvern Hotel
Laud

l”.'1'

and

Company to the Metropo.uin 2.
Company of the City of New York
January 25. A. D. 1WT.
January'25.
>**T. aud record*
h!
recorded ha
Hancock County, Maine, Hegi-trv
rli
in Book 112, Page MS, and in the
nrortm
records of the town of Eden aforessld
£
ia. Page iO, aald mortgage having bees' r.
to secure the payment of one
hundred km
for one thousand dollars each, which hi
ment

ovetj

have been more than thirteen years
and unpaid.
Fourth: That by aald decree of Cosrt
dab
aa aforesaid. the subscriber wit
authorial
receiver of aald corporation to
gotiate receivers certi float ex io ibe iao«
of seventy-seven hundred dollar*, the at
ceeda of which to be used lor purpow*
forth in said decree; that in pursuance of a
decree, the subscriber sa such rec irtr i
issued and negotiated receivers certlfcatf.
the amount of thirty-three hundrtd
fort? a
and forty-three one-hundredths dollars,expended the proceeds thereof iu then
ment of taxes. »u«uraucc, lien claim#
siH
peoses as set forth in said decree: that ecu
cates for the remainder of said
»eveaiT-irt
haudred dollars authorised ooui-i oot be
gotiated by the receiver without, the iMest
the said mortgagee, the Metropolitan
fn
Company. *od sale mortgagee i« uawiiltss
give its unqualified assent to the '.'suaoct
certificates be>ot>d those already ,«sae4 «
negotiated •• aforesaid.
rum.
iu» m»»Don awcnwd
bttltcM
of said Malveru Motel and Land InaproTeoifi
oro party at and !n need of
immediate repsis
to preserve them from waate and
decay.
Sixth: That the eaid Malvern Hotel ki
summer hotel, the cottage* above deicnhi
ore summer cottages used Id connection vitk
it. and all said buildings are adapted toll
aaed for eunmer occupancy only, and thewfy
revenue to be derived fram themudenat
from such use.
Seventh: That the said property i« in tfe
opinion of the subscriber capable of beio(*
run and managed as to produce
revenue: that it has a value great.y lutzcva
of the mere value of the land, buildininui
furnishing*, in that auco value is greatly enhanced by its patronage and reputation; tint
anch enhanced value would he lost if tfc
property should remain unused duriof tfe
coming summer, and that it is importantui
indeed essential in order that thr property
mat be sold at its full value to have the urn
run and occupied daring tne coming *.imne.
Eighth. That in arder to fit the proptrtye
that the same may be run and operated probably during the coming summer a* well safe
the purpose of preserving tb
saiue fr«e
waate aud decay, as above
set forta, it I
necessary to expend the sum of Twelve ihel
sand flee hundred dollars in repairs taersel
Ninth: That the only praciiabU metM
of rataing money for such repairs is bydf
issuance of receiver's certificate to be asfcfl
lien upou said property prior to the uH
mortg«ge held by the Metropolitan Trart

^aueinT,

period.

lesjt

As

where

employed

he will be

sary to you.

March 28.

Many
capable

a

of

the

Chi mbs.

man

who

never

saw a

ship

time

for spring housecleaning approaches it is proper that
we should call your attention to a line
of goods that will be absolutely neces-

summer.

Wall
is

We refer to our

Papers

and

Carpetings.

It must be necessary for you to have a
new wooler. carpet or matting.
Our

handling schooners.

are new this spring—not carrier!
from last year—and we, of course,
SAL*: OR RENT—The A
W. Cush- have, the new patterns and
designs.
man house on Franklin street.
Apply to i
The wall papers we have in large
J. A. Peter*, Ellsworth
promising two-year-old colt by j quantities. Other lines of necessary
Haley; he by Nelson. A bargain. O. ti.

goods

jfor Sau,

over

FOB

COLT—A
Hardman, Ellsworth, Me

house-cleaning articles

Crockett cottage *t Cot.ten lion Cove.
Inquire of Ra leu H.
Chockett, Rockland, Me.

Paints, Oils

COTTAGE—The

j

NSAIL-Dog cheap—My make, almost
500 yards No. 1 Woodbury duck, cost |
•219 cash. Size of sail: Hoist 47-4, foot 57 3. j
head 28 8. Only ran three trips on vessel to
New York, lime coasting.
Wm. Farrow, j
Rockland, Me.
to change of location, I offer for sale at a bargain, all
my stock of goods of general merchandise,
located in Lamoine Grange Store, situated in
W. F.
Lamoine; also rent of said store.
HtrrcBuros. Lamoine. Me.

MERCHANDISE—Owing

ica

several

Ellsworth

(d) To fix and determine the terms
conditions of such employment on sock
To insure the said building* and for*
(e)

to and from his work at

MAI

Thomas F. Moran is seriously ill at his
home on Cottage street.

ciety

this

Saturday, aged sixty-two

years. She was the wife of Alfred Robbins. The funeral was held W ednesday.

of Sorry, held services in
Sunday. Miss Lizzie Gray

played the organ.
Mrs. B. H. Candage. daughter and husband, R. H. Colson, are home from Dorchester, Mass., where they spent the winter. Mr. Colson brought a team which he
Parker Point

Mrs. Mary A. Robbins died at her home

of

dollars.
(e). To lea*e the said property for » ter*
not toexiend beyond January 1st. iW.or*
stead of leasing the same, |»employ sa sgwt
to ran and operate said property with is **>

Addison Webber, of East Bluehill, is
spending the week with Irving Candage.

the federation of

labor.

h»rp

Bhorey,
recently.

with aromatic aud
gums aud balsams, making
a pure liquid, which when
used in
the Hyomei pocket inhaler, dlls the
air you breathe with germ.killing,
disease-destioying and healing powers
Unit
kill
all catarrhal germs
there may lx* in the throat, nose and
iungs.
How foolish it is to trv and cure catarrh by swallowing tablets or liquids.
The
only natural way to cure this disville March 19 to attend the funeral of
ease and all other dise;»ses of the resGeorge O. Gray who died March 15 of
p-ratory organs is to breathe Hyomei.
pneumonia. They joined with twelve This treatment has been so
successful,
others at North Brooksville and marched
curing »» per cent of all who have
to the Methodist chape* where services
used it, that Hyomei is now sold by Company.
Tenth: That the said Metropolitan Tnrt
were held by Rev. Mr. Carter.
They ac- G. A. Parcher under an absolute
Company U willing to consent to the Usuua
companied the body to Ml. Rest cemetery, | guarantee to refund the money if it of certificates for the above amount teM
Von run no risk prior liens on said property, provided tb*
where the masonic aervice was said by W. does not cure.
If it the rentals and profits alter payment of «•
J. Creamer as W. M., and B. H. Cushman, ! whatever in buying Hyomei.
penaes. taxes an t insurance for ct rreet jnt
did
not
unusual
ixissess
powers to and certificaua issued and to be issued, h
marshal. The pall-bearers were Charles
it could not be sold upon this applied toward the principal aud :merest*
cure,
Leach, A. J. Staples, Ernest Babson and
aatd mortgage.
plan.
Eleventh: Wherefore, the petitioner pr»p
Neil Dow. Mr. Gray was a charter memThe complete Hyomei outrtt costs that he
may be authorised
ber of Rising Star lodge. He was seventy- *l.no
and comprises an inhaler, a
To ia»ue and negotiate receiver’s «r
(a)
two years of age.
bottle of Hyomei and a dropper. The titicates bearing interest not ex-ceding as
cent, per annum, on such terms utb
March 28.
Sl'BA.
inhaler will last a lifetime; and addi- per
subscriber rosy determine, to the snoot*
tional bottles of Hyomei can be ob- Twelve thousand five hundred d ..kit. na
certificates to be a first lien upon the propsfif
tained for .V) cents
of said Maivern Motel and Lacd lniprvw
BLCEHILL FALLS.
merit Company
Brooks Gray and w-ifewent to Bucksport
(b) To make repairs on said property
the amount of Twelve thousand five huwitw
to the launching of the Peary ship.

healing

COUNTY

graduations.

tions, it is

afternoon at the home of his daughter
i Alice on School street at 2 o’clock. Rev. J.
D. O’Brien, officiating.

Monday evening a meeting of the Con- eighty per cent, of alcohol, while the
gregational church and parish was held in Morrison’s tonic, that such a breeze has
contains less than
and building are completed, is about the the vestry to consider the matter of in- been raised against,
Rev. A. M. MacDonald, five per cent, of alcohol.
correct thing.
corporation.
Truly yours,
The arguments which Senator Hale pastor, read the report of a committee
John W. Kane,
drove home with unanswerable logic, previously appointed to investigate the
Manager of the Morrison Medical Co.
have convinced the President. Of course subject, and the report was adopted.
After some discussion it was voted that
the senator had practically all the strong
influences of Congress with him in his the rhorch be incorporated, and a comNEWS.
light, but he deserves no less credit for mittee, consisting of B. E. Clark. Dr.
ot
atrotiu pmt f»***»i* |V«r» iff "»a#>» pa^i
D. \Y. Bunker and William Clark, was
what he accomplished.
As he has iterated and reiterated, Mr. appointed to attend to the legal details of
PENOBSCOT.
The
Hale wants a splendid navy, more effi- incorporation.
meeting was adcient in fighting units than any other in journed to Monday evening, April 3.
Twenty Masons went to North Brooks-

trasting with their more well-to do
classmates.
Little argument is needed to support the advocates of less ostentatious

1.AKKUOOD.
MIm Clara

ROOTT.

Orono, ,.*rae h
He waa
Saturday.
accompanied
skillful workman.
daughter, Mr*. Alice G. Finn, ,Dd ,
I He is survived
by a widow, who was Miss niece, Kulatie Finn.
, Hannah
Carney; three daughters— Lizzie,
wife of Capt. Herbert 8. Higgins, of Bositgal Notices.
ton, Mary, wife of G. F. Campbell, of fit.
Louis, and Alice, of this city; also two
STATE OF MAIM:
brothers and two sisters—Mrs. Hartley
Hancock rs:
Parks, of
Minneapolis, Minn., Miss FRANKLIN A. WILSON. Elector I.
M. A. 8cott, of Bangor, William H. Scott
MALVERN HOTEL AND LAND
and John Scott, of Ellsworth.
luw,^
MENT COMPANY
The funeral services were held Monday

keep-

navy,

W.

Pit rick W. Scott died last Friday morning. March 24, the result of a stroke of
paralysis which h? received the night before. He was seventy years of age.
Mr. Scott was born in Ireland. He came
to this country early in life, and had lived
in Ellsworth for many years.
HG was a
j carriage blacksmith by trade, and was a

ing the present navy up to its strength, as
it will be when the ships now authorized

dresses, and yet who naturally do not
wish to appear in gowns strongly con-

heed will be

PATRICK

as

▲ LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
mUMOD
EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

WXrvcn

OBITTABY.

Comspffitftrwf.

FROM BAR HARBOR.

preventing another inauguration
early in the season as March 4. In
times of war men may die gladly tor

of

$t)f <£Usu)ortl) American

JOtlp CQantrt.
work for

good
in growing
miles
of New
CARPENTERS—Steady
York. Wages 83 and •3.25 per day;
hours.
town

For

particulars

worth.

20

address P. O.

men

out

Box

8
482.

time will be

here in a few

j weeks now, and it is high time far! mers were
getting their seeds into line.
j
Of these goods we have everything in

Field and Garden Seeds.
Experience teaches many things.
It has taught us to carry nothing but
the best, and more especially in the

__

—^
a

w-J

_

lhe^’

_

tnsuranre

seed line.

NOTICE..
HEREBY release to my minor son. Percy
Tborsen. hts time during the remainder
his minority.
I shall claim none of his
earnings nor pay any bills of his contracting
S. C. Thorssm.
after this date.
Hancock. Me March 2fi, 1905.

I
of

SPECIAL NOTICE.
not trespass in Cnntculocus Park. I
demand protection to life and property
from the county of Hancock, the State of
Maine, and the Unite4 States of America.
Mait C. Fun A cm*.

xiaxranus.

_

Whiting Bros.
MAIN ST.. ELLSWORTH.
DO YOU WANT TO

Me.

Spinal Xotins.

DO

b

BOSTON

STEADY

Cherry field,

Planting

(f) To apply
following purposes
of priority, to wit:
Taxes, insurance, expenses of re eiverw
receiver’s tcMimrairi,
rwoiwi
heretofore ■***«■» m
certificates, ntirwuuiw***
to be authorised, balance to be ap;
;!i,rW
the principal aud Interest of a»
held by the Metropolitan Trust Company.
March 22. 190S.
Lcbsb i
STATE OF MAINE
oart. *
Hancock as:-Supreme Judins
Vacation
March It. I**
r»
Upoo the foregoing petition < >rd« red: aom
a hearing be had thereon, at the Court
rhursrt*
in Ellsworth, in said County, on
o’docl®
the «ih day of April, A. D. 1W6. at
the afternoon, aud
Ordered: That said petitioner esase
of the time aud place of said hearing w"
given to each of the following partus
iug upon them at least seven (?) dayw
the time an
appointed for said hearing
aaid petition and of this order of ca,n
thereon, attested by the Clerk:
Metropolitan Trust Company of the tuy*
New Tors,
Franklin A. Wilson, one of the Executors*
the Will of tin late De Oisaae Fos,
Benjamin Strong and Sarauet M Fox.t*»
mittee of the Bondholders:
and it is further
Ordered: That notice be given to all
persons interested by pnblishi“K ^
tion and this order off court thereon id
issue of the Ellsworth American. * Tper publiahed in Ellsworth a!oreaaia»
publication to be seven (7) days at
ore the time of said aearing; th*t
^
all persona interested may appear »
time and place and show cause. if *Dsm*have, why the prayer of the petitioner
not be granted.
Andrew P ^ I
Chief Justices J
A true copy of the petition and ora*
Court thereon.
Attest;—John F. K-nowi.to»'
Clerk Supreme Jndioai i*
—

and Varnishes.

What a mistake the weather prophets
made in predicting a late spring I

Ells-

EMPLOYMENT-Big Pay-If out
of employment, or making leas than #3
per day. write to me and I can place you in a
position where you can earn from *3 to *6
per day in your own town. I want an agent
In every town. Samples and particulars for
W. B. Lewis, Manufacturer’s
Sc stamp.
agent.

are our

the rentals and profits u>
and In the following om*

Sell Your Farm?
If you do, send a description of it,
with number, size and condition of

buildings, productiveness, etc.;

rate of

tax, and price, to

T. F. MORAN,
BAB

HABBOR,

MAIN K.

INSURANCE

BOSTON.

CO.

MASS-

ASSETS DEC. 81. 19W
#
Heal estate.

1M«8

Mortgage loses.

Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds.
Cash io office and bank.
Agents’ balances,
Bi Is receivable.
Interest and rents,
A11 other assets.

um.28

uSjg
S3

Tsodj

ivg!

Cross assets.
Deduct items not admitted.

5,99.**
Admitted uku.
LIABILITIES DEC. *1, isw.
*
napaid loaaes,
Cnearaed premium*.
sL’«;ai
AH other llabilitiea.
£5«
Ca*h capital.
I'froS*
Barplu* oeer all lUblliile*.
Set

*3A9‘al1

Total liabUitie* aad ,orpin,.
OTIS HIKMAN. A*«ut.
di.LUV.lX, MB.

NEWS.

health. Her many friends were pleased
yetrt, ten months and one day,
COUNTY NEWS. to
daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. Israel
greet her.
o
AttrUtinnnl fVmnft/ New*, *ee nth** pnoe$
P.
I*
March 23.
B.
Grey, former residents of this place.
The deceased was an estimable
young lady |
FHOaPBCT HARBOR.
BROOKS
VILLE.
SOUTH
whose early death is mourned by brothers
WALTHAM.
(
of Steuben, is in and
Mail-Carrier Mell Green is ill with the
sisters Harry, of this place, Clarence, |
Jli«s Annie Handy,
John Haslam, a native of this town,
Workman.
Ira
Mrs.
of Bucksport, Mrs. Della Doohsn, of. grip.
died in San Diego, Cal., March 9, aged
^ with
was entertained last
Fredericton, Mary, a nurse in the Massa- 1 The rain Saturday night partly filled the forty-one years. Mr. Haslam went to San
fhc V. I. society
Hamilton and wife.
chusetts general hospital, and Susie, a wells.
Diego two years ago from Bar Harbor
week by Alfred
of Gouldsboro, student in Northfield, Mass., seminary,
Hew Billings has moved into one part of where he had followed the carpenter’s
ui*a Elizabeth Pherson,
trade. His death was due to neuralgia of
C. besides a host of friends. The brothers Willie Bates’ house.
a recent guest of xMrs. C.
has been
the heart, and he was ill but a few' days.
accotnpan’ed the remains to Somesville,
W. Gray is putting a 'bay
Capt.
j^armbt-e.
George
He leaves two children—Leslie G., aged
whera the interment took place.
who has been
window on his house.
\jr*. Marcus Handy,
eighteen, and Grace C.. aged fifteen. His
March 25.
H.
the winter here, has returned to
The
Foresters had an entertainment at father, John Haslam, lives here, where he
spending

COUNTY
addiii"-''*1

rountv *>»*■

*•<*•*•

««*

in Marblehead, Mass.

her home

classical institute.
ing the Coburn
returned from LewMrs. L. P. Ode has
she went as a delegate of
iston, where
of P. 8. at a special conHalcyon assembly
vention held the 24th.

Miss Jennie Davis
worth Tuesday.

Seth E.

March 23.

EAST SULLIVAN.

C.

THE JETNA
OF

MINTURN.

NORTH BUOOKSVILLE.

Capt. Frank Perkins has gone to Boston
join his vessel.
George O. Gray was buried last Sunday

with masonic

-1

Gipson Hanna
dangerously ill
with pneumonia, is gaining rapidly.
The dance at the hall Thursday evening
was
given under the auspices of* the
Fran Jin band, and was a pleasant affair.
child of
so

Biuehill-George

at the

A dance

day night

Eh n Smith and wife have returned
from Franklin, where Mrs. Smith has so
faith fully earod for her sister, Mrs. Kenfcrton.

resume

Herrick

was

held at

their studies

Grange

March 23.

Rainbow

for the

Whereas,

third

present.

•eag' n.

J.

RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT.

the fourth

grange conferred

degrees on three candidates
Thursday evening. At the close all enjoyed a harvest feast. About sixty were
and

the move; the schooner
Shipping
Susa Frances leaves this week; Howard

j

Our IL

avenly Father has In Ills
wisdom taken to a higher life our dear slater,
Mrs. Sarah I Havey.
Resolved, Th.»t the members of the Golden
Rule society will greatly miss our helpful
friend, but rejoice in the thought that ter eyes
are now opened to the joys of the beautiful life
beyond, where all shall see toe glory of the

|

i Lord.

Phebe and Ira Durgain gave a party
Resolved, That we appreciate the faithful
chopping bee at Capt. O. P. Bragdon’s
Monday night at Grange hall to about service of our dear sister,
Mar. h 28; a house-warming in the evenand trust that her
thirty-five
young people. After carrying
example may be an Inspiration to us In th;
ing in the mill-house where Lynwood out a
ice-cream and cake were
A

programme

Martin and wife have commenced house-

served, and all went home at

a

late

keeping.
pronouncing it a good time.
The congregation was small at the hall
March 27.
D.
bad
to
the
walkSunday morning owing
O.
weather.
Rev.
G.
and
ing
threatening
OTIS.
Barnard made a strong appeal for misOrin Salisbury is very low.
and
collecnext
the
sions,
Sunday
yearly
Miss V. Wilbur, of Eastbrook,
tion will be taken for that object.
Arden Yuuns s family last week.
March 27.
H.
Kincaid

Bert

SOUTH'wESr HARBOli.
Sawyer

home

j

Mrher

son

Mi

Helen

clerking

this

Sawyer will commence
morning for J. T. R. Free-

The robin which remained here all winis welcoming a few of his relatives

I ter

j

man.

Waller Lurvey and family leave to-day
for Boston where he expects work for the

are

last

C. Norwood has been visiting
ut West Tremont.

A.

|

which

were

not

as

brave

he.

as

Charles Royal, of Brewer, and William

Stanley, of Holden, were in town last
week fishing. They were guests of E.
and wife.
J. Edwin Hersey and John Tinker go j Gaily
Charles Kenney and wife, of Eddington
to-day to Isle au Haut where they have
Bend, returned Tuesday, after spending
work for the spring at carpentering. 4
here with Mrs. Kenney’s
Mrs. Abbie Lurvey and daughter Dora the winter
Isaiah Jordan.
leave to-day for Boston. Mrs. Lurvey will father,
Wallace Tibbetts is filling his dooryards
remain two weeks, but will leave Dora untill fall. She will make her home with w ith his next year’s wood, which is ather brother Ezra, and will attend the tracting some attention by the enormous
size and novel shapes of the many piles.
«ame schooljthat she attended while there
Davis.
March 27.
twofyears ago.

Manner.

March 27.

T.

Philip

visiting his

Capt. E. N. Moore and family, who have
l>3en in Bucksport through the winter,
home.
The snow and ice, of which we have had
abundance this winter, are fast disappearing.

Howard Staples and wife, of Atlantic,
visiting at Philip Moore’s. Miss Vera
Tf»ak is with them.

*re

^8pt. Charles Gross, Amos Staples
went scalloping one day

Irving Gross

Week* and captured 240.
March 27.

j

and
last

Chips.

BASS HARBOR.

Clarence Joyce,

of Bar

Harbor,

'nK a few days here.
Miss Flossie
Hancock, of
visiting Miss Helen Jackson.
J- S. Rowe went to

is

spendis

Smith

has

Northeast Harbor band gave a fine
Masonic hall the 17th.

High
evening
give an

March 24.
In the
Masonic hall the pupils will
entertainment for the benefit of
the school.
school closes
at

Mt. Desert chapter, O. E. S., was invited
St. Mary’s chapter at Northeast Harbor to exemplify the work on March 14.
Twenty-six went from this chapter.

by

The remains of Miss Violet Gray were
brought here from Fredericton, N. B., Saturday by her brother Harry. Interment
was at Brookside cemetery Saturday afternoon amid a profusion of beautiful
flowers. Rev. Miles Hemenway conducted

the burial service at the grave.
March 23.

J.

NORTH B ROOKS VLLLE.

rented

gave its entertainment at Tow n Hill hall
farce “The
last Monday evening. The

Minister’s Wife” was nicely rendered.
The following took part: Lettie Paine,
Oetavia Hamor, Eleanor Kittredge, Mildred Mayo, Leonice Paine, Mabel Smith.
Miss Mae Abbie Taylor, of Kent’s Hill,
gave

a

reading.

home-made

Manset,

The

concert and ball in

Solon A. Long and wife, of East BlueAbigail
Mayo’s farm and moved his family there hill, and Mrs. Augustus Gray and son
last week.
Hillman, of West Penobscot, were guests
Jesse Hayward, who has been seriously of Edgar Blodgett last week.
ill with an attack of appendicitis, is able
Capt. George O. Gray, who died of
The
to be out.
pneumonia, was buried March 19.
Miss Ellen Reed, of Somesville, was the funeral was held at the Methodist chapel,
conducted by Rev. A. B. Carter. Capt.
guest of her sister, Mrs. Delia Lurvey,
Gray was a member of Rising Sun lodge,
last week.
F. and A. M. About thirty Masons from
Miss Mildred E. Emery, of Salisbury
his lodge were present besides members
Cove, is spending her vacation w ith her of
Eggemoggin and Ira Berry lodges. His
grandparents, N. W. Higgins and w ife.
He went to
age was seventy-two {years.
The Washington league, S. I. L. M.,
California when young, and accumulated
Freeman

Moore is ill with German measles.
are

SOMESVILLE.
Melville L. Allen has been chosen superintendent of schools.

WEST EDEN.

GOTT’S ISLAND.
Arthur Lewis and wife
Mnt, Mrs. L. S. Trask.

Mu-*. Ella YVoosier
Committee on resolutions.

a

Miss Gertrude .Lally wviit to Lamoine
Tuesday to be with her si3tcr. Mrs.
Everett Higgins, who is ill.

Ifrom Seal Cove.

Resolved, That we extend our heartfelt sympathy to the sorrowing relatives and friends,
and that a copy of these resolutions be placed
on our records, also copies sent to the Ells
WORTH AMERICAN and Bangor Commercial
for publication.
Mas. G K. MITCHELL,
Mas. S M Batchkn,

visited

Howard

son

J.

cottage on their land which
borders Beec h Hill pond.

building

are

and

W.

hour

The

Ice-cream,

candies

proceeds

are

were

for

cake

and

also for sale.

the benefit of the

considerable property.

opened a general
March

He

came

store.

21.
BLUEIIILL FALLS.

Joseph

Redman is

Hiram Eaton

driving

the

for

again.

The many friends of Harry Cc
glad to hear of his safe arrival i

are
un-

j^aine

Interment

was

at

Cedar

^unetery, Center. Mr. Nutter and
^cn
C!rone ^‘hild, little
Herbert, have the

Empathy of

the entire community,
ihed of typhoid fever at
Fredericton, N.
*> March
16, Miss Violette
aged

Grey,

March

27._
Norway Pine Syrup

seems

B

espec*
tally adapted to the needs of the children.
It 1b
In
its
Influence.
to
soothing
take;
Pleasant
the remedy of all remedies for every form of
throat and lung disease.— 4dvL
Dr. Wood’s

*9

'2

910 92

Boston to meet

J. Robertson
his mother, Mrs. Georgia Robertson, who
went with her sister. Mrs. Sarah Coughlin, when she returned to her home in
Big Rapids, Mich., la; t fall. Mrs. Robertson enjoyed her vteit and returned in good
E.

went

0

op

Beginning on the west side of the town
road at a stake at the southeast corner of a
lot of laud of J. D. Phillips on which he has
erected a building and f« Rowing said road in
a southerly direction forty three leet to an
iron bolt at the northeast corner of a lot of
land owned by Stephen Smallidge, uow or
formerly; thence following said Smaliidge's
land westerly eight rods to a stone post in the
ground on line of land of Selden K. Tracy,
now or formerly; thence by said Tracy’s land
in a northerly direction forty three leet to a
stake: thence south seventy-three and onehalf degrees east by the southerly line of
said Pniliips’ laud eight rods to point commenced at. containing twenty square rods,
more or less, and it being the southerly half
of a lot of land deeded to J. D. Phillips aud
Emily F. Robinson (now Farnsworth) by
Adelina F. Joy by deed dated June 15, 18*7,
and recorded in Hancock registry of deeds, in
book 214. page 501.
Also another .ot or parcel of laud situated
in said Northeast Harbor, bounded aud descri cd as follows, to wit:
Beginning on the west side of the town road
leading to Kimball’s at the northeast corner
of a ot of land owned by said Bunker (being
the lot first above described) and following
the west side of said road njitherly seven
feet tj an iron bolt; thenc south eighty
three degrees west eighteen feet to so iron
bolt in the ground; tuence south seventythree and one halt negroes east nineteen aud
tour-tenths feet to point commenced at and
containing sixty-three -quare teet.
Reserving also a right of way to be used in
common with J. D. Phillips .-ml hi> heiis ana
assigns and the said Nellie S. Bunker, her
heirs and assigns, said right of way to be
four feet wide and on the north side ot said
described lot and eighteen feet long.
Also a right of way four feet wide and adjoining said reserved right of way. being
eighteen feet long and four feet wide; said
right of way to be used in common with the
said Phillips, his heirs aud assigns, and the
said Bunker, her heirs and assigns. Said described rights of way together to be eight
feet wide and eighteen feet long; said right
of way to be used by the owners aud occupants of the lots of land on the north and
south of said right of way.
Also excepting and reserving a certain lot
or parcel of land sold by the said Nellie S.
Bunker to J. D. Phillips by deed dated December 8, 1898, recorded in Hancock registry, in book 330. page 407, which lot is out of
the first lot above described. The buildings
on the land hereinabove described are also
expressly included. Said real estate is subject to a moitgage giveu by Albert H. Lynam,
of Eden, in said county of Hancock, to Danfortb J. Manchester, of Mount Desert aforesaid, dated November 1,190:, recorded February 14,1901, in book 358, page 319, of the registry of deeds for Hancock county, Maine,
which mortgage was for the principal sum of
fifteen hundred dollars and on w hich there is
said to be due about eighteen hundred dolDated at Mount Desert, aforesaid, this 24th
B. H. Mayo.
Sheriff.

day of February, 1905.

subscriber hereby
rJiHE
he has been
X

gives notice that
duly appointed admin*
with the will annexed of
the estate of H» n ry M. Spring, late of Bucksport, in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
/given bonds as thie law directs. All persons
here and having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the sume for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested *«» make payment immediately
£.
March 7
Frank S. Pierce,

/
bra, Cal.
schoolroom.
#
Harold Chatto, of Granite, is spending
Mum.
March 27.
last week
Friendship
bj
a
few days with his sister, Mrs. Lena
arrange for having a be at built.
Duffee.
DEDHAM.
George Billings has rented the Cough
Hermon Conary, of Sunshine, and Elmer
Miss Alice Black has returned to the
grocery store, and will open it soon.
Conary, of Swan’s Island, were here on
Ezra Cough, of Bar fHarbor, was here normal school at Castine.
business last week.
181
week, closing up the business of his
Guy Burrill, Carr Foss and Eugene
Charles Parker, of North Brooksville,
ather, the late Daniel Cough.
Phillips have gone to Boston, where they
Benjamin Murphy and wife have been are employed as conductors on electric called to see his cousin, Mrs. L. P. Can® *iar
dage, before going to Portland to be
Marbor the past week with Mrs.
on the Burling lumber wharf.
H. P. Burrill and wife celebrated the employed
urPhy’s mother, Mrs. A. J. Gott, who
Crumbs.
March 23.
“** been ill.
twenty-fifth anniversary of their marriage
March 27.
March 24. Many friends were present, and
X. Y. Z.
A3IIVTLLE.
the occasion was an enjoyable one. Music,
Fred Bee.fs horse Ann died of heart
and poems prepared for
hall quarry.
recitations
songs,
trouble recently.
Flora, wife of Daniel Nutter, died at the occasion were enjoyed, also selections
refreshL. M. Bunker, who is spending
the
general hospital, Portland, March from a phonograph. Bountiful
ageci twenty-nine years. The remains ments were served and the guests left winter with her daughter in Skow began,'
will return home the first of April.
bought here. The funeral was Sun- many valuable and useful gifts.
the 19th.

31,190;

EH IFF’* SAI-K.
Maine. Hancock sh.—
I'PAKEN on execution when in R S. WentX. worth. trustee, ot Boston, Suffolk countv, Massachusetts, is plaintiff aud Nellie S.
Hunker, of Mount Desert, Haucock county,
Maine, is defendant, aud will be sold oy p nlic auction on the 30th day of March. *Wt)5, at
ten o’clock in the loienoon, at the office o!
the sheriff in Ellsworth, in said ccunty of
Hancock, all the right in equity, which Nellie
Bunker, of Mount Desert, in the county of
Hancock aforesaid, has or had on the 12th
day of December, 1903, at eleven o’clock aud
fo.iy-five minutes a. m when the same was
attached on the original writ, to redeem the
following described mortgaged real est ate situated in Northeast Harbor, in the s id town
or Mount Desert, .n saia county of Hancock,
State

WEST SULLIVAN.

hall Tues-

the management of the
brothers.
A large crowd atunder

tended.

on

$602 128 31
227."80 25
139,568 52
3,75536
423 12

KII

academy.

Stevens

1904.

ILtrpl ITotios.

honors.

turned to Bluehili to

COMPANY,

CONNECTICUT.

mercial

college.
Harry A. Johnson, who is attending the
Wesleyan seminary at Kent’s Hill, is at
Harold and Chester Perkins left here for home. He will go back by April 1.
Boston Monday morning, where they will
Thomas Stock bridge and wife, who
join their vessel.
have been spending the wnnter with Mrs.
The students from this place have re- Stockbridge’s parents at Orland, are home.

Miss Helen Hill attended the Peary reception in Bucksport, and s.wvthe launching of the Roosevelt March 23.

Mirie and Clarion

INDEMNITY

HARTFORD,

Total liabilities and surplus,
L. F. GILES, Agent,
ELLSWORTH, ME

Emerson Sadler has returned from Rockland, where he has been attending a com-

to

permitting.

u11

u

.4 •«•(;< iv««ut

4*

1*4

»i

o^m

|/Ci'
Ellsworth, in said county, that
pear at a probate court to he
worth, in said county, on the
April, a. d. 1905 at ten of the
forenoon,

and

he

L.

u

IjjioiiCii

a-

tney may aphe’d at Ellsfourth daj ol
clock in the
heard thereon if they see

one of the executors named therein.
Annie E. Spring, lulu of Buck port, in said
A certain insi.rumeat pur
county, deceased
porting to he the last will and ie-Lament of
said d-ceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented!). Elijah P. Emerson
and Frank 8. Pierce, the executors named
therein.
Luiher Haven, late of Hancock, in said
Petition that George P.
county, deceased.
Haven or some other suitable person be appointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased, presented by George P. Haven, a
son of said deceased.
Henrietta C. Wilkins, late of Philadelphia,
state of PencayIvania, deceased.
Petition
filed by William Wilkins Carr, one of the
executors of the will of said deceased, that
the amouui of c lla eral inheritance tax upon
said estate be determined by the judge of

probate.

Ensurance Statements.

operations for appendicitis.
ASSETS DEC. 31,
Alonzo Bprague has gone cook on Samuel Stocks and bonds.
I^ast Tuesday evening a party of about
Cash in office and bank,
Kent’s seining vessel.
forty went to the home of Elisha Hadley
Agents* balances,
Alpha Stewart has finished his hou3e Interest and rents,
and wife and passed a most enjoyable
All other assets,
and will move into it next week.
evening.
Gross assets,
Calvin and Myrtle Stanley, who have
Friday morning, after a lingering illDeduct items not admitted,
been visiting in Deer Isle, are home.
ness, Flora, only child of James Davis and
Admitted assets,
wife, died, aged one year, eight months
Raymond Tinker left Monday to be emLIABILITIES DEC.
and twenty days.
Mr. and Mrs. Davis ployed on the yacht Malay for this sumContingent fund,
have the heartfelt sympathy of the entire mer.
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums,
community.
Miss Alice Sprague is home for the All other liabilities.
March 27.
Anon.
spring vacation from the seminary at Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities,
Bucksport.

first session of Sunday school w ill
be held in the church April 2, weather

shipped

California

Chicago

dally, March 1 to May 15,
1905, to San Francisco, Los Angeles, Santa
or
Barbara
Sacramento.
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Kailway, Union Pacific and
Southern
Pacldc
I.inc.
Through tourist
sleepers leave Union Passenger
Station,
Chicago, 10.25 p. in. dally, fo- principal
point* In California.
Double berth lo tourist sleeping car all
the way costs only $7, and affords a'coni
fortablo and economical manner of crossing
tne continent.
K. A. Miller, General Pas8.
senger Agent. Chicago, or W.
lluWell,
381 Broadway, New York.—Advt.

his

Milton Walls and Granville Hadley have
the Bangor hospital to undergo

The

and ! letch?r Martin have

S33 to

from

Bates is visiting her
grandmother at Cape Rosier.
Local merchants haul large loads of
freight from Tapley’s wharf.

gone to

Williams. The V. I. society furnished the
sapper.
C.
March 27.

is

near

Miss Addie A.

Ells-

to

house

Blake, of Cape Rosier, is visiting
daughter at Buck’s Harbor.
AlberCF. Cousins, of North Penobscot,
is in this neighborhood on business.
The W. C. T. U. held an ice-cream
The little eight-year-old daughter of
sociable in the vestry last Wednesday
John B. Gray and wife is dangerously ill.
evening.
Mrs. Ilrusilla Gray, a very old lady, died
The school in this district will comat the home
of
her
daughter, Mrs.
mence March 27, taught
by Oscar WilMargaret Gray, March 14.
liams, of Georgetown.

of the

been

returned

a

the shore at Buck’s Harbor.

Mrs. Greeley Walls went to the Bar
Harbor hospital Friday for treatment.
Miss Ruth Davis will teach the school at
Bartlett’s Island commencing March 27.

Degree of Pocahontas was instituted here by W. E. St.
John, of Portland, on Monday evening
with fifty-three members-twenty men
md thirty-three women. Following is a
list of officers for the ensuing term: Pocahontas, Bertha Newman; Wcnonah, Susie
Workman; PflWhatan, Ernest Rice; keeper
of records, L. M. Bbnker; keeper of wamcollector of wampum. Emma Stanley;
Stanley; first scout, Josephine
pum. i
Blame; second scout, Mary Blanoe; first
councillor, Rebecca E. Robinson; second
councillor, Hannah Cole; first runner,
Inez. Cole; second runner, Bessie Crowley;
first warrior, Emma Tracy; second warrior, Ada Handy; third warrior, Bessie
Ray; fourth warrior, Eunice Tracy; guard
of the tepee, Emma Stewart; guard of the
Noonan; cowboy scout,
forest. Celia
Charles Blance, jr.; prophetess, Mary A.

Th youngest
and wife, w’ho

hall Thursday evening.
Capt. Irvin Gray is building

Frank’Davis is quite ill with the grip.
Miss Annie Davis has gone to Boston
for a visit.

Hegal Notices.

To all persons interested in cither of the estates here'inafter named.
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in *nd
for the county of Hancock, on the seventh
day of March, a. d. 1905.
rPll£ following matters having been pre
JL sented for the action thereupon herein
after indicated, it is hereby ordered that i»o
Hoe thereof be given to all persons interested
oy causing a copy of this order to be pub
li*hed thrr>#» weeks successively In the fell*-

i cause.
W. Wood, l°te of Eden, in said counhas also a number of brothers and sisters. ity,Joseph
deceased. A certain instrument purport
Mr. Haslam’s wife died last November.
I ing to he the last will and testament ol said
[ deceased, together with petition for probate
tneriof. presented by ba ry 8. McFarland,

the

OTTER CREEK.

Ernest and Wilbur Cole are home from
Waterville, where they have been attend-

Winnetka council

ilcgs: Retires.

seventeen

pnf/ea

isjtrator debonis

non

rriHE subsciiber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed executrix
X
of the last will and testament of Joseph H.
Gilley late of Bucksport, in the county of
Hancock, deceased, no bonds being required
by the terms of said will. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to
present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to mak' payment immediately.
March 7, 1905.
Lydia J. Gilley.

rpHEhe subscriber
has been

hereby gives notice that
duly appointed executor
the last will and testament and codicil of
Mary T. Pond, late of Bucksport, in the
county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds being
required by the terms of said will. All persons
demands
the
estate
having
against
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imBenjamin P. Blodget.
mediately.
March 7,1905.

X

of

subscriber hereby
rpHF.
X she has been

gives notice that
duly appointed executrix
the last will and testament of
John
late
Clement,
of Bucksport, in thecoun v of
Hancock, deceased, no bonds being required
by the terms of said wil*. All persons having
demand* against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settle
ment, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
March 7, 1905.
Charlotte A. Clement.
ot

subscriber
rpflE
he has been
1

hereby gives notice that
duly appointed adminisof the estate of Abigail McCasliu, late
of Penobscot, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs
A 1 persons having demands against the estate cf said deceased are desired to presen.
the same tor settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imroedisteiv.
Harry L. Crabtree.
March 7,1905.
trator

Charles F. Mayer, late of Baltimore, state
of Maryland, deceased.
Petition filed by
Annie B. O’Farrell, executrix of the will of
said deceased, that the amount of collateral
inheritance tax upon said estate be determined by the judge of probate.
Mar.a L. Crabtree, late of Hancock, in said
Petition by filed Alfred B.
county, deceased.
Crabtree, one of the executors of the will of
said deceased that the amount remaining in
the hands of th executors of said will, upon
the settlement <f th^ir final account, be distributed among ihe heirs of said deceased according to the terms of said will. Also petition filed by said executor that the amount of
collateral inheritance tax upon said estate be
determined by the judge of probate.
Wellington 8. Dunham, late of Orlaud, in
said county, deceased. Second and last account of Tbeodo e H. Smith, administrator
with the will annexed, filed for settlement.
Amanda Smith, late of Bucksport, in said
county, deceased. Second and last account of
Theodore H. Smith, executor, filed for settle-

George A. Page, late of Buclcsport, in said
First account of Preston
county, deceased.
W. W’ood, administrator, filed for settlement.
Wesley T. Bates, an insane person, of
Brooksville, in said county. Fiftn account
of Wheelock C. Bates, guardian, filed for settlement.
John D. Whittaker, an insane person, cf
Third accfoutu of
Franklin, in said county.
George J. Whittaker, guardian, filed for set-

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Albert H. Lynam, of Eden,
Hancock county. Maine, by his mortgage deed caied the firs- uay of November,
a. d. 1900, and recorded in the Hancock county. Maine, regUtry of deeds, book <T>8, page
319, conveyed to me the undersigned, a ceruiu lot or pared ol land, lugeiuer with the
buildings thereon, situated at Northeast. Harbor. town of Mount Desert, Hancock county,
MM nr. bounded a d described as follows, to

WH10REAS

on the west side of I lie town road
stake at the southeast corner oi a lot of
J. I). Phillips, cn which he has erected
a
building; and following said road in .t
southerly direction forty-three (43) feet to
an iron bolt at the no theast corner of a lot
of land owned by Stephen Smallidge; thence
following said Smaludge laud we terly eight
(») rods to a stone po»i in the ground on line
of land of Stldon R. Tracy; thence by said
Tracy’s land in a northerly direction fortyihree feet to a stake; thence south seventythree and one-had degrees east by the southerly line of said Phillips’ land eight (8) rods
to point commenced at, containing twenty
square rode, more or less, ar.d oeing the
southerly half of a lot of laud deeded to J. D.
Phillips and Enuly F. Robinson (now Farnsworth) by Adelma F. Joy by deed dated June
15. 1887, at,d recorded in the Hancock county
registry of deeds in book 214, p.»ge 5ui, and
reu reuce is hereby given to said records.
Also another lot or parcel of land situated
in said Northeast Harbor, bounded and described as follows, to wit:
Beginning on the west side of the town road
leading to ••Ivimoalls” at the northeast corner
of a lot of laud formerly owned bv Nellie S.
Bunker (being the lot ;-oove described) and
following the west side oi said road northerly
seven feet to an iron bolt; thence south eighty three degrees west eighteen leet to an iron
bolt in the ground; thence south seventythree ami one-half degrees east nineteen
and four-tenths feet to point commenced at,
and containing sixty three square feet. Reserving a right, of way to e used in common
with Josepti D. Phillips and his heirs and assigns and Nellie d. Bunker, her heirs and assigns; said right of way to be four feet wide
and on the north side of said descrioed lot,
and eighteen feet long. Also a right of ilvay
four feet wide and adjoining said reserved right
of way being eighteen fi et long and four feet
wide. Said described right of way to be used
iu common with the suit Phillips, his heirs
and assigns, and the said Bunker, her heirs
and assigns.
Said rights of way together to
be eight feel wide and eighteen leet long.
used by the owners
Said right of way to b
and occupiers oi tne lots of iana on the north
and south of said right of way.
Also excepting and reserving a certain lot
or parcel of land deeded by N. S. Buuker to J.
D. Phillips by deed dated Dec. 8, a. d. 1898, and
being out of the lot first above described.
Being the same ptemi-es described as conveyed in the deed from Nellie S. Bunker to
the said Albert H. Lynam, and recorded in
said registry of deeds, in book 3/9, page 497.
And whereas the conditions of said mortgage have been broken, now, tnerelore, by
reason oi the breach of conditions thereof,
l claim a foreclosure of said mortgage, and
give this notice f««r the purpose as by law proDankoktu J. Manchester.
vided.
Dated at Mount Desert, Me., Maich 14,1905.

Beginning

ht

u

land

ol

George W. Clements. and insane person, of
NOTICE OF f’OKECLUSUKE.
Buckspcrt, in said county. Second account
Rufus C. Tu-ner, then of
of Warren L. Clement, guardiau, filed for setBurk-port, county of Hancock, State
tlement.
Helen R. F. Davis, a person of unsound of Maine, but now deceased, by his mortgage
mind, of Castine. in said county. First ac- de..d bearing date the seventeenth day of Aua. d. 18.»4, and recorded in the registry of
count of Charles hi.
McCluskey, guardian, gust,
deeds fc the county of Hancock, in book 276,
tiled for settlement.
f43. mortgaged to Oscar F. Fellows, of
DeUrasse Fox. late of Eden, in said county,
u< ksport,
Hancock, State of
couuiy of
deceased. Petition filed by Franklin A. WilMaine, a certain piece of land situated in said
son, ex> cutor, for license to sell certain real
estate of said deceased, situated in said Eden, Bncksport, aud bounded and described as
Beginning on the line of
and one parcel s tui'ed in Mount Desert, de- follows, to wit:
land of this .rantor at his southeast corner of
scribed a* follows, viz.:
First lot. Equity in lot known as "Coruers- his old field on the northerly si. e of the
rntet” being p»rcel No. in inventory of said Bucks Mills road so called; thence easterly
For more particular description see on said highway to land formerly of Israel C.
estate.
theme north* ily on sain Page land to
registry of deeds for said county, book 283, aPage;
slake and the Gross lot so cal ed; thence
page 321, subject to t*o mortgages, one to
on said Gross lot about 30 rods parwesterly
u
for
at
Emit
and
interest
Ellen
$3,000
Phillips
allel with said highway to land which came to
6 per cent, from April 5, 1901, the other to Bengrantor from his father; thence following
jamin Strong. $ 1.000. and interest at 6 per cent, this
from April 5, 1901, together with such taxes or said liue southeily to said highway, containing seventeen a.-ies, more or les>; and the
other liens as have been paid by such mortsame property c uvejtd to William Wilson
gagees or either f them.
Also another lot situated in
in
Second lot.
“Hardy Lot” so Ly F.ben Starr. aun
Equity
described as follows, to
Bucksport,
called, together with Hardy Cottage & Ger- said
anium Cottage & Hardy Stable thereon, be- wit: Beginning on the Bucks Mills roa* so
at southeast corner ot land oi William
called,
ing parcel No. 2 in inventor* of said estate.
For more particular description see registry W. Wilson; thei.ce northerly by s. id Page
of deeds for said countv, book 216, page 421, laud about forty rods to land of Mark Gray;
and book 226, page 182, subject to mortgage to thence easterly on land rf ‘•aid urav aud
F.btu Bridges nd the Gross lot so called to
Bar Harbor Banking & Trust Co. for $4,000,
and iuterest at 6 per cent, from July 1, 1904, lands formerly of widow T.truer and William
W.
Wilson; thence by s.ii Tu’i.erar.d Wilsubject to taxes or other liens on said prop- son land
to said Bucks Mills joid so
l.crly;
erty paid by the mortgagee.
by said high wav wiste. ly t<* the place
Third lot
Equity in lot on Kebo street be- theme
of
c niaining -l.out twc ty acres,
beginning,
ing parcel No. 3 iu inventory of said estate, and wnere.-s said
F.
Oscar
Fellows
uv
deed
of
being a portion of lot described in and recorded in said registry, book 180, page 340, assignment dated the tenth dav f May. a. d.
ano recorded n
Hancock
190*.
county
registry
su ject to mortgage to Ann* D. Scott, reof deeds, iu book 416. page 481 assigned transcor
ed in said registry, book 291, page 84, for
ferred and conve\ed uuto humid our. y and
the sum of $8.00u, and iuterest at 6 per cent.
Daniel R. Coureey, both of said Bucu.sport,
11oin April 27, 1901, said mortgage being now
the said mortgage deed, the note thereby seheld
George Harrison Fisher.
Fourth lot. Equity iu “Fox Home Cottage” cured togt ther with a; the interes, he had in
the premises by virtue of said mortgage, and
so called, numbered No. 4 in inventory of
said estate. For more particular description whereas the conditions of said mortgage have
been aud now remain broken, w. claim aforesee Hancock registry of deeds, vol. 159, page
aud give bis n nice tor
128, vol. 169, page 129. vol. 160, page 498, vol. 193, closure of the same,
that purpose.
Danihl CoCuCky,
page 256, and vol. 235, page 317, subject to mortDaniel R ioubcev,
recorded
in
said
to
Johnston
Livingston
gage
By T. H. Smith, their attorney.
registry, vol. 324, page 391, for $15,000, with
Bucksport, Me., March 15, a. d. 1905.
interest at 6 per cent, from May 5, 1898. Also
subject to taxes for 1903 and 1904.
Fifth lot. Fquity in "Jared Emery Home- To the Honorable, the Court of County Commissioners for the County ol Hancock,
stead” numbered No. 5, in said inventory.
Maine.
For more particular description see registry
of deeds for said county, vol. 180, page 173, "1TTE the undersigned, residents of the
town of Deer Isle, Maine, respectfully
ff
subject to mortgage to Fraukliu A. Wilson,
for $2,000. with interest at 6 per cent, from pray that Charles H. Scott, of sa d Deer Isle,
July 21, 1904, subject also to taxes on said may be appointed and licensed by said Court
property for year 1004, paid by said mortgagee. to keep aud maintain a Ferry across Egge
Sixth lot. Equity in three jots described in moggiu Reach, between North Deer Isle and
No. Sargentville, with boats propelled by hand,
the inventory of said estate as follows:
A. O. Gross
6, equity in the Eden Swimming Pool Club sail or power.
and One Hundred aud Eighty-six others.
Lot & Building. For more particular description see registery of deeds in said county, vol.
STATE OF MAINE.
293. page 463, e ubject to mortgage to Bar HarriAncucik
as.,—'.yun ui
v-uuuiy VyUiuuiisbor Banking & Trust Co. for $5,000, with
iuterest at 6 per cent., from Sept. 30, 1903; to sioners, January Term, A. D. 1905.
Upon the foregoing petition the CommisLouise Este King for $2,000 with interest at 6
sioners being satisfied that the petitioners
per cent, from May 1-', 1904; a mortgage to are
responsible, that an inquiry into the
George L. Wescott for $6,000, with interest at merits
is expedient, and that the petitioners
6 per cent, from Oct. 29, 1903, subject to all
to be heard touching the matter set
ought
taxes and all other liens.
order that the
Seventh lot. The Batch lot, so called situ- forth in their petition;
ated at corner of Cromwell Harbor Road County Commissioners meet at the Lynnmore
at Sargentville, Me., on Tuesday, the
House
& Harden Road numbered No. 7 iu the invent
Second day of May, A. D. 1905, at 10 o’clock
tory of said estate, more particularly described in deed recorded in said registery, vol. A. M., ana thence proceed to view the route
mentioned in said petition, immediately after
341, page 199; said premises are sold subject which
view, a hearing of the parties and witto all taxes or other liens existing at time of
nesses will be had at some convenient place
in
the
vicinity, and such other measures
so called,
Eighth lot. Jordan's Pond lot
numbered 8, in the inventory of said estate, taken in the premises as the Commissioners
shalljudge proper. And it is further
more particularly descrined in deed in said
Ordered—That notice of the time, place and
registry, book 176, page 256. said property
purpose of the Commissioners’ meeting aforeto be
as well as all the foregoing property
sold subject to all taxes and liens existing said be given to all persons and corporations
interested by serving an attested copy of the
thereon at time of sale.
and this order thereon, upon the
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of said court.
lerk of the Town of Deer Isle, a like copy
A tru ecopy of the original.
upon the clerk of the town of Sedgwick, a like
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.
copy upon A. O. Gross, one of the petitioners,
and by posting
attested copies as aforesaid
rT^HB subscriber hereby gives notice that iu three public up
places in each oi said towns.
he has been duly appointed administraJL
Deer Isle and Sedgwick, thirty days at lea*,t
tor of the estate of Edmund L. Young, late
before the time appointed for said view, and
of Eden, in the
county of Hancock, deby publishing the petition and order thereon,
ceased, and given bonds as the law directs
three weeks successively in the Ellsworth
All persons having demands against the esAmerican, a newspaper published at Ellstate of said deceased are desired to present
worth, in the County of Hancock, the tirst
ilie same for settlement, and all indebted
publication to be thirty days at least before
thereto are requested to make payment imthe time of said view, that all persous and
Frank D. Fobteb.
mediately.
corporations interested may attend and be
March ?, 1905.
heard if they think fit.
Attest:—John F. Knowlton, Clerk.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
npH-E
1
A true copy of the petition and order thereon.
he has been duly appointed adminis
trator of the estate of Daniel Cough, late
Attest:—John F. Know lton. Clerk.
of
Treuiont, In the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
ri^HE subscribers, Charles F. Hardy, of the
All persons having demands against the esX
tate of said deceased are desired to present
city, c unty and state of New York,
the same for settlement, and all indebted
Alpheus H. Hardy, of Boston, Suff k county
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, and Arthur
thereto are requested to make payment imS. Hardy, of Hanover, Graf.on county state
A. Bird Cough.
mediately.
of New Hampshire, hereby give notice that
March 7,1905.
they have been duly appointed executors of
rf',lIE subscriber hereby gives notice that the last w’ill and testament and codicil thereto
A she has been duly appointed adminis- of Susan W. Hardy, late of Boston, in the
tratrix of the estate of John W. Malone, late county of Suffolk, and Commonwealth of
of Ellsworth, in the county of Hancock
Massachuset's, ceceased, and given bonds as
the law directs. Not being residents of the
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs
All persons having demands against the es- State of Maine, they have appointed I,uere
B. Deasy, of Eden, Hancock couuty, Maine,
tate of said deceased are desired to present
w’hose postoffice address is Bar Harbor,
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imMaine, their agent and attorney for purposes'
Mary F. Malone.
mediately.
specified in Revised Statutes of Maine, Chap.
6*J, Section 43. All persons having demands
March 7. 1905.
against the estate of said deceased are derriHE subscriber hereby gives notice that
sired to present the same for se-tlemeut, and
he has been duly appointed adminis1.
all indebted thereto are requested to make
trator of the estate of
Reuben W. Smith
payment immediately.
late of Bucksport, in thecouuty of Hancock
Alpheus U. Hardy,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
Chas. Francis Hardy.
All persons having demands against the esJan. 24. 1905.
Arthur S. Hardy.
tate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
subscriber
hereby gives notice that
fJ^HE
thereto are requested to make pavment imhe has been duly appointed executor
1.
Fred W. Smith.
of the last will and testament of Her: 11a
mediately.
Match 7. 1905.
B. Gott, late of
Surry, in the county
of Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the
HHHE subscriber hereby gives notice that
law directs.
All
having demands
JL she has been duly appointed adminis- against the estate persons
of said deceased are detratrix of the estate of Miles T. Kavanagh, late
sired to present the same for settlement, and
of Edeu, in the county of Hancock, deall indebted thereto are requested to make
cease'!. and given bonds aa the law directs
payment immediately.
All persons having demands against the esMarch 7.1905.
Joseph E. Gott.
tate of said deceased are desired to present
the name for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment i:u
mediate!..
Sarah E. Kavanaoh
:
I March 7.1905.

WHEREAS

Sag?

<

Setitiou

American

\

A

A SUCCESSFUL

LAUNCHING AT

BUCKSPORT THURSDAY.
ROOSEVELT—CHRISTENED

MAMED THE

BY MRS. PEARY—A GREAT CROWD
PRESENT—TOWED TO PORTLAND.

hall of the Peary Arctic dab’s ship
was successfully launched at Bucksport
last Thursday, March 23, from the shipThe

yard

of

McKay «£

Dix

Verona

on

World
And
should

island.

left the ways she was christened
the Roosevelt by Commander Peary's wife.
The launching was witnessed by the
crowd that ever assembled at
Bucksport, estimated at anywhere from
3,000 to 5,000 people. No such crowd was
anticipated, and hotels, boarding-houses
largest

groceries together

meet

the

were

unable

For additional

to

demands for food.

a

ten feet above

other

ore

yxxqet

DR.

R.

P. GRINDLE.

The community is saddened by the
of Dr. R. P. Grindle, which oxurred

And

death

Monday abont midnight.
there

ago when

he and

by Columbus.

Dr.

few weeks

A

Coughs, Colds, Grip
Restores Nervous, Dyspeptic Catarrh Wrecks.

The Hand That Wards Off

BLUEHILL.

much sickness that

was so

Littlefield

were
busy both
day and night, he had an attack of the
grip, but he did not givemp his work until he was seriously ill himself, and being

should

not be

so worn

pneumonia set in, his
considered doubtful. He

was

greatly

will be

"During the recent Grip epidemic,
churning a million victims or more, the
efficiency of Peruna in quietly relieving
this malady and its after-effects has been
the talk of the continent?'—N. K Journal\

down when

recovery

missed

everywhere.
fifty-nine years,
four months and twenty days. |He had
practiced medicine in Btuehill for thirtyeight years, and was one of the bestknown physicians in Hancock county.
Dr. Grindle's age

platform built at the bow* about
the ground the christening
party was seated-Mrs. Peary, in a trim
either to this expedition or my prevl>us one*
blue suit, her almost priceless blue fox
hare all Uen backid and carried out by
Commander
and
a
furs
Peary They
picture hat;
private enterprises.
of
concerned
than
less
many
apparently
TCWED TO PORTLAND.
the spectators; Robert Peary, jr.. sevenThe Roosevelt sailed Friday towed by
1'
Miss
Mari-.
teen months old.
ary. eleven
on
years old. and her particular friends and the tug Portland for Portland, having
Mr.
guests. Miss Margaret Sn«".v and Miss board Capt. and Mrs. Samuel Bartlett,
Florence Homer; Capt. and Mrs. Chas. B. and Miss Bartlett, Mr. and Mrs. H. F.
Dix: Capt. Bartlett, the old Acrtic skipper Nvwcombe, of New York; Joseph Milland his daughter. Miss Edith, and Mrs. burn, Edward Porter, Benjamin Jennison
Mary Evans, of Portland, an aunt of Com- and E. Stackhouse.
left
Commander Peary and family
mander Peary.
The christening was unique, a novel Buoksport for Portland. Friday.
At Portland the ship will receive her
Idea originated and carried out by Capt.
Dix, who reasoned that as the craft was machinery and rigging, and will be ready
essentially an ice-breaker it would be to sail for the North in June.
filing and proper for her to break ice on
AT At Cil STA.
the very start. Then there was the baptism of champagne —that couldn’t be lost
sight of. so he cleverly combined the two. Matters Relating to Hancock County
A huge block of ice was scooped oat,
—Doings of the Past Week.
and the bottle of champagne placed inTUESDAY, MARCH 21.
side. This block was suspended in front
In the Senate the following bills were
of the bow on a level with the platform
passed to be enacted: An act to regulate
Upon

County Yw

OF

DEATH

obtained. It
these ob jects be
forgotten that li was taro ugh the
generosity and public spirit of the-e men of the
I'eary Arctic clu » that the nation became the
wlr ner of this a rent prise.
Thi expedlt on has the ux »r.*I support of the
gorernmeat. Ills to Judge Charles H l*a*l
In*, assistant secretary of the navv, and his
deep Interest In Arctic matters, that t owe the
leave to enable me to undertake the work. And
ti txpenl'lon has enll-ini from tm* first the
persona) interest and approval of that magnificent figure who stands at our head today—
But, had
President Roosevelt, Go I bleu* : im !
here It U |> w»lb!e that 1 may *;isabuee some of
my hearers from ih.tr previous Ideas, wIkb
I s..v the government does not and has not
conuibutod ore dollar of financial a*s1tancc

As she

and

COUNTY NEWS.

aiton of generous and pab#a#p'Ttt*d men who
lute made i*er construction po**lbleThe expedition for which she baa
Seoond
beeu built la not the Peary expedition, not a
personal. BOt a local penj-wt, but a national
should bare the suppro poo til >n and one wtotca
cWien of
port. appr val and tntrrwt of every
If
the
courtrv
for.
areai
;
otJecs» of the ex
this
that this country
pe it*ton are attalne I, It means
wll: hare marked a mile atone In the history of
the alo es, which In the future wi’l aland forth
as distinctly as does the discovery of the New

THE PEAKY SHIP

He had served
and

House.

was

the State in both Senate

Three children survive— Mrs.

Forrest Snow, another daughter
His wife died

son.

brother is Dr.
Desert.

K.

The funeral will
2

') V..

a

A

Mt.

Grindle, of

L.
be

and

few years ago.

a

held to-morrow at

p.m.

So recently was Dr. Grindle mingling
with us in social life, giving his goo.i word
of greeting to all whom he met, visiting
the many sick in their homes, working
for the best interests of the town, that it

hard to realise we shall see him no
in the various places of responsibility which he has filled so faithfully and

is

more

well.

so

For

than

more

a

quarter of

a

century he

family physician in many
homes in this and adjoining towns, and
in his relations to other local physicians
there has always been friendly interc hange
of opinions and interests.
The Baptist church, and especially the!
Sunday school, have lost one whose work
and help can never be fully estimated.
rail in such a way that at the proper time >
the use of roads in Castine.
For more than twenty years he had ably
it could be sent crashing against the bow
An act to extend close time on deer on
a».
and acceptably filled the place of Sunday
—uiu u
Swan's Island.
SHE'S OFF.
school superintendent, and with every
An act to incorporate the Trinitarian
The ship left the ways at 12.35 p. m., an
child he was personally acquainted.
of Castine, and to
Congregational
parish
boa: after the time set for the Launching.
Th“ Blue hill-George Stevens academy
the doings of the parish heretolegalize
She took the water gracefully, went arrow
has lost a strong and helpful friend. He
fore known under the name of the Trinithe channel and brought up in the mud on
was interested in education, and aLl the
tarian socity of Castine.
the Bucksport shore, whence she was
were sure of his encourageAn act authorizing Prank G. Spurling young people
easily extricated by the tug Portland and and others to build a wharf into tide ment and assistance in everything which
towed to Nicholson's wharf where she w as
meant advancement. He was a trustee of
waters in the town of Cranberry Isles.
made fast, and
hundreds
of
the Georg Stevens academy, and a mempeople
An act to amend chapter 257 of the pri•warmed on board to say that they had
ber of the executive committee.
| vale and special Laws of 1903 relating to
once set foot on the resse 1 that discovered
Ur. Grindle was also a member of the
the protection of deer on
Mt. Desert
the north pole, etc.
Bluehill lodge, L O. O. F. He was always
island.
As soon as she was clear of the ways,
He served two
An act to enable Edwin
W. Doyle interested in polities.
has been the

«

from the house

_

staff

raised

her

as State senator.
He has served on
the board of health for many years, and
great pennant
stream in the town of Sullivan.
moment and broke out with “Boose velt"
for six years he was a
member of the
Finally passed: Resolve in favor of the
in blue letters on a white ground.
school board.
tows of Mariaville.
The great cheer which burst spontanIt is in the home that the loss falls most
WEDNESDAY. MARCH 22.
eously from the vast crowd on the star;
heavily, where a daughter, fifteen years of
Senate: Bill from the House disposed of
arms hushed for a moment and then burs;
age, and a son of five are left fatherless and
forth again still greater and long con- in concurrence. Bill an act to amend an motherless. Dr. Grindle was twice martinued. as one “grand stand" after another act entitled an act to set off a pan of ried; his first w ife was the daughter of
caught the name on the flag, now flat- Pianist ion No. 7 and annex it to the town Hon. H. W. Sargent. One daughter surtened in the stiff breeze, and its signifi- of Gooldsboro, of the private and special vived her—Lena, w ho is now the w ife of
laws of 1S96, relating to the adjustment of Forrest Snow.
cance.
This bill
received
in the
It was a well-kept secret. Not a half a valuation.
Dr. GrLndle's second wife was Lula,
dozen people knew what the craft was to House, under suspension of the rules, youngest daughter of F. K. McIntyre and
rsad three times and passed to be enbe named until they read it on the penwife. She died of consumption a year ago
grossed without reference to a committee.
nant.
House amendment A adopted in the last Thanksgiving. The children and othAbout twenty persons launched on the House.
On motion by Mr. Staples, of er relatives have the sympathy of all in
Boose veil, all bat three being workmen. Knox, the bill was tabled.
this sad affliction.
On motion
Mr. Clark, of Hancock,
Hliott N. Benson, of Bar Harbor, Capt. ; bill, “an act toby
March 29.
M.
authorize the town of CasSawyer, of Mil bridge. Capt. John W. | tine to construct for itself, persons and
i
a
of
water
works
Kane, of Bloehill. Capt. Littlefield, of the corporations
system
DEATH OF JOSEPH H- JOHNSON.
U. S. training ship St. Mary's, and Gapt. within said town." under suspension of
i the rules took its second reading, and was
By the death of Joseph H. Johnson,
Cobb, of Bath, all dose friends of Capt. I passed to be engross -d.
which occurred March 22, this town has
IHx. enjoyed the sensation.
I In the House the bill an act to extend
iost one of it* most respected citizens.
After it was all over Commander Peary ! the charter of the Blue hill A Backs port
! Electric Railway Co. came from the Sen- He had been superintendent of the White
and a party of invited guests went to the
received
in
that
branch
under
susate,
Granite Co. for years. He was a member
Bobinson house for dinner.
I pension of the rules and passed to be en- of Bluehill
lodge. L O. O. F., of Ira Berry
grossed.
COM. PKAJtY’S STATEMENT.
lodge, F. and A. M., and of the East BlueTHURSDAY, MARCH 23.

deck, and

a

was

on

fluttered

a

to

maintain the dam

on

a

upper Flander

terms

s

following statement was given to
the public immediately after the launching:

TOWN

Senate a bill an act to gram certain powers to the town of Eden took its
two several readings
under a suspension

He

service
ness

Moderator, George

department, under my personal supervision
Upon the plan* thus prepared, X hare obtained as wide expert opinion, both theoretical
and practical, aa I was able.
Finally, Cap;. Dix. with bis long experience
a* a practical seaman himself, and lance owner
of ships engaged in the Greenland trade, has
clothed the unusual strength and solidity of the
■hip in toe lines which yoat have seen to-day,
and it is only proper to say that the graceful
lines and, as we all believe, fine model which
enclose and mash the massiveness of inis new
Arctic ship, are doe entirely to Capt. Charles
B- Dix.
Capt. Dix has felt as deep and personal an interest in this ship as I my seif, and tegardies* of
cost or trouble has put into her the nest mate
rial obtainable.
In carrying out Capt. Dix’* ideas and my
own, Capt- Houghton, his assistant, and Mr.
Kewcombe. his master bulkier, have devoted the
utmost of their energies an J abilities, atd have
supplemented the first-cass material which
Capt. Dix has tarnished, wits firs .’-class wors■tan ship.
WELL

I

believe

no

ship

RCILT.

was ever more

“Build me straight, O Worthy Matter,
Staunch and strong a goodly vessel.
That shall laugh at all disaster.
And with wave and tae-fi oe wrestle.*"
And never before, I am sure, has a “worthy
master-' responded more truly to tne call than
has Capt- Dix.
The details oi the ship thus* present hare
been able to obtain for themselves. One or two
main paiets, I wish to sow here
Firs*. The ship is not the Peary ship, she 1*
the ship of the Peary Arctic dub, that organ ix

closed.

were

The service

sympathy

the

The town schools will

The final dissolution

w*»

preceded by a communication from
Excellency Gov. Cobb that he had no

fur-

The
the

additions

Prof. J. F. Brackett spent the school
cation at his home in

Quite

a

va-

Limington.

number went to

Bncksport

to

the launching of the Boose veil.
Fred Harden and Wallace Hinckley
were in Bangor a few days last week.

see

;

Mrs. Frank Davis, who is being treated
for lupus at the Bangor hospital, is borne
for

a

two-weeks' rest.

George Nevills wishes to express his
gratitude and appreciation to those who
aided him in purc hasing a cow.
Mr. White, senior partner *of the White
Granite Go., with his wife, came from New
P. S.

Parker, who during the illness of

In the Senate twe
tie enacted.
An act

March 27 with

acted

in his

place

White Granite Co., is at present
that position.

for the

The

spring

term

grantiag certain pom
the town of Eden.
An act to amend an act entitled an act to
A ten-cent sapper was served in the
set off Plantation No. 7 and annex it to Congregational
vestry. Thursday. The
the town of Goulds boro.
ladies entertaining were Mrs. E. A. Chase.
In the House an act to amend an act en- !
titled. fc*an act to set off a part of planta- Mrs. E. E. Chase and Mrs. O. T. Hincklay.
tipfAJte- iM& OOfiX ■$ to the town of
The band hoys have resumed practice.
* Tould* bovo.
of thi private and spec ml
They met last week and after a sapper ai
laws of 1906. rdfetMrto the
of their valuation 'was passed to be en- clans, coffee, etc., decided t« have a prac*
acted; also an act granting certain powers lice meting each week. There are sixto the town of Eden.
teen members.

ere to

adj&«toi«f

NO.

F E

Pe-ru-na for Catarrhal Nervousness
and Stomach Troubles.
Hon. W. J. Par man, ex-member of
I Congress from Florida, write* from 143
! Q street, X. W., Washington, I>. C,:
“From representations to me, and
| from my own experience, I feel
in neommcodlng your Peru;.•» to
any
and all persons suffering with catarrhal
nervousness or stomach troable*.”—
W. J. Purman.
Addreti T>r. S. B. Hartman, President
of the Hartman Sanitarium, Columbus,
I Ohio.

n inw was Staples.
The family f which ;
I of tfs
she was a member was com;
fither and mother and fifteen children..
to C*p«;
married she v.
locality called Horsenkn]
thereuntil about
year* ago, when she went to liv* wiichtf i
daughter. Mr*. Margaret Gray, f Sonl4|

When she

Rosier

at

the

foar]

Brooksville.

sit at the table with th? fifth ]
Her age was eighty-mai :
month and thir:
daja \
rears,
\Vhile living at her old home
gavtto
the Methodist church a lot f : «chard
iiw beo
upon which a beautiful edit!
She lives! to

33.

generation.

selectmen and

one

treasurer and collector, F. E. Mate; school
committee, J R Shuman, E X Williams,
Edgar Mclninch;
superintendent of
schools, F E Mace* constables, George
Garland, Guy Chick, Edgar Mela inch.

erected,

sc bool house.

dating.

Appropriations-Schools, |68; repairs on
|75; books, flO; contin-

and in which

a

loyal

plexor

p

ship from week to week.
She leaves one sister, one br
one daughter.
The funeral t

t

her.

«k

pi****

the home of her daughter at South Brook*
arter d*
ville, March 15, Rev. A. B.

March 23.

COUNTY. NEWS.
For Additional

was

creek, and lived

Connty'

.Vnn

other pope*

i«

NORTH SEDGWICK.

BUCKHPOKT.
Otto D. Partridge has been
truant officer.

h.

poiBtid

Arthur Groaa, of Orland. ha* bought Ik
•*
property known a* the Oarleton plK*
Buck s Mill*.

Mrs. Mabel Allen is quite ill.
Eugene Allen has been ill for a week
The selectmen are waging war agaio*
with the grip, but is now improving.
the brown-tail moth, and hiring men K
Mr. Pervear, of Sedgwick, was in town collect the neat*.
charges, (7TO; highways and bridges, |300; Saturday taking orders for wall paper.
Guy Richardson ha* commenced *****
State road, fttt; text-books, £25.
dre**
Miss Tillie Marks, of East Bluehill, is hi* mill on the carding-mid
Fred Forsyth is engineer.
EjLSTBBOOK.
her
Ira Page
visiting
grandparents,
The annual examination of candid*1
Moderator, L W Banker; selectmen and and wife.
for teacher* will be held in the
assessors, L W Bunker, A P Bunker, M W
Mrs. Myrtle Cloason has gone to Bluehill school-rooms
April 8, beginning*! »»•••
Wilbur; clerk, A P Bunker; treasurer, G [ to
stop a few weeks w ith Alfred Staples
It is rumored that shipbuilding *^ *
V Butler; collector, J R Butler; school
and wife.
resumed at the McKay A Dix yard,
committee, G S Googins, J D Crimmin, G
Harry Thurston and wife spent Sunday that a four or five-maater will be b-ijjV Butler; superintendent of schools, to be :
in Brooklin at Mrs. Thurston’s mother's, A large lot of material was left over
appointed; road commissioners, J C Wil- Mrs.
the Peary ship.
Bracy.
bur, J R Butler, Adel Merchant; constaembtff*On her first trip since the
G. W. Staples, who has employment at
bles, H W Kingman, F L Joy.
on Saturday, the Penobscot brought
Bluehill
has
moved
his
village,
family
Appropriations-Schools, (250; roads.
00
Italian
work
laborers to
there for the summer.
t
(450; poor, (100; other purposes. (250.
Northern Seaport railroad Ttv?y
Richard
Grindle
is
ill
with pneu- quartered over night in the town halii
very
WALTHAM
monia at G. M. Allen's. His
sister, Grace taken down river Sunday.
Moderator. Wilson A Googins; select**
March 2S.
Xevels, is caring for him.
men and assessors. M K Has lam. Alden
James Snow, of Sedgwick, was in town
K Hasiam, 8 L Jordan; clerk, M K HasHe has been away all
Bttotatniuii*winter;
iam; treasurer, Wilson A Googins; col- Saturday.
lector, Berman H Jordan; school commit- all are glad to welcome him back again.
March 27.
Rae.
tee, B V Jordan, H L Jordan, Wilson A
Googins; road commissioner, B F Jordan;
NORTH DEER ISLE.
town agent. W B Jordan; constables, Asa
Mrs. Georg? Small ia ill of
ton Haslam. Lcxrin J Jordan.
C Colby,
grip.
Appropriations—Schools, (330; roads
Capt. Jack Stinson has gone to Boston.
and bridgei. (350; Stale road. (JOG; town
Mra. Sarah E. T'orrey ia quite Ul from
charge*, flaO; free text-books, (50; tuition effects of a cold.
coni
Pear Sirs:—
f&4;
urgent ex^ensea, (75.
t
Lin wood Coe me y. of
Bangor, was a guest
We have used "L. F.“
of Samuel Lowe last
Wednesday.
the last thirty years ami al»av>
H T Silsby; selectmen and
Emery Haskell arrived home from New it in the house. Could r.
j '.j,
H A Rowe, F S
assessors, JHtkT Silsby,
York last week to visit his
mother, Mrs. it. It’s the best spring Mcdittiu
Rowe; clerk, ^harlea P Silsby; treasurer, M try J. Haskell.
find.
,,
George R CroSby; collector, E E Rowe;' Frank Weed and
H H FARNHAM,
wife were in Brooklin
school committee, Charts P SUsby, W G
Me j
8ia Water St, Gardiner,
to visit their ancle,
Capt. Nelson
Richardson. E .4 Richardson: road com- recently
Feb.
Freetbey, and family.
2j, 1904.
missioner, L Palmer; constable, George R
Montatord Haskell, wife and
The True ”L. F” Atwood’s
\
daughter
Crosby.
have returned from Boston
I’, Jjt
where they cure dyspepsia and headact.Appropriations -i- Schools, f!40; roads,
u
colds. A family friend you can
have been the past two months.
foO; other purposes, f366.

Family Friend for
Thirty Years

Moderaioi.

filling

of the academy opened
the usual large number in
attendance. Miss
and Miss Edith
j Chase spent pan of Fardy
the vacation in Oroac.

passed to J

P1AVTATIOX

Lonsresstnan Powers ot uruiwt
Uses Pe-ru-na in Mis family.
! Hon. U. Henry Power*, writes froa
Morrisviile, Vt,:
“IV run a I have used in my family
with success. I can recommend it aias
; excellent family remedy, and \ ry good
f> r coughs, colds
and catarrhal af*
,foctions.”— H. Henry Powers.

A

York to attend Mr. Johnson’s funeral.

during"

Sup*. Johnson

were

a

to his

the last two years has cost
the State
neary $40,000 and by the pauper law whk-h
required the Stale to assume the respoa- ;
sibiiity and coat of support of alien
paupers.

bills

10.

Mias Nellie Douglass returned from
to Boston Saturday.

over 1908 and UKM. $142,427.79.
increase is accounted for largely by

act which

begin April

some

road, f»00.

i

—

trip

MSB...;-glAUJftS SI
1906.UOtjm »*

porcupine bounty

Moderator, A N Jewett; selectmen and
assessors, Horace Watts, 8 E Nickerson.
B W Silsby; clerk and treasurer, J H Fatten: collector, to be appointed by selectmen ; school committee, 8 E Nickerson:
superintendent of schools, not yet appointed; road commissioners, CM Smith;
town agent. W G Orcutt; constables. W G
Orcutt. F O Silsby.
Schools, (325; town
Appropriations

Cum me normal school.

arrijji

Total appropriation for
Total a* proprsatioe for

con-

M.

Franz Kneisel will make
cottage this season.

Salisbu-y,

gencies. f25.

John and G!ady* Parker are improving.
Mi** Emma Hinckley is attending the

His

ther communication to make to the two
bodies. Both President Goodwin of the
Senate and Speaker Drew of the House
were
presented with the gavels which
they have wielded during the suasion.
While the member* were waiting for the
hour to
for adjournment much revelry was indulged in and there was a general exhibition of good nature.
At 8 o'clock the
mem here of
both
branches reassembled after a recess from
the afternoon session and passed the
second appropriation bill for 1905 and the
appropriation bill for 1906 as follows:

textAppropriations—Schools, (275;
books, (25; repairs on schoolh* uses, flO;
roads and bridges. (400; tow n poor, (175;
town charges, |210.

F. H. Butler continue* quite ill.

FRIDAY, MARCH 24.
At 8.40 Friday evening: the aevemyseetmd session of the Maine legislature
adjourned tine die after a session of
twelve weeks.

Grover, N C Jordan.

busi-

was

State

road

Aielbert

Mace;
Moderator,
Dunham, George S Dority; roacj, commis- assessors. John R Shaman. Raymond WilH
Edwin
liams.
Geo
G Frost; constables, C F
Garland; clerk, J. F. Emery;
sioner,

of many friends.

March 26.

Passed to be enacted: An act authorizing the town of Gaatine to construct for
itself, and for persons and corporation* a
system of water w orks within said town.

Black; selectmen

commissioners, O W
W W Tibbetts; constable, E L Orover.
Appropriations—Support of the poor,
flO; common schools, |12f>; school property, flO): r aids and bridges, £250; town
charges. *350; discount on taxes. f&0;
Grant;

R

collector, Nathan C. Jordan:
school committee, Frank W Frost, E C

acad-

Saturday afternoon place* of

Eden.

Increase

faithfully or

•ottsdentiously constructed than this one, and
tn behalf of the Peary Arctic club, 1 wish to express my deep appreciation of the iabon and
interest of Ca* t. Dix and his assistant, Caut.
Houghton, and Master Builder Newoombe.
Never before, I am sure, have LoagfeJ*w.
words been m >re appropriate

George Stevens

\V

J

Johuson,

treasurer and

ducted by Rev. R. L. Olds, assisted by Rev.
C. G. Harwood. The bearers were P. 8.
Parker. I. E. Stanley. H. H. McIntyre, M.
P. Hinckley, A. J. Grindle and Arthur
Wood.
Mr. Johnson leaves a widow and one son
by a former wife; one sister—Mrs. Grave*,
and one brother—Prank, all of whom have

pending

These general KJeaa were pot into for*
by
W1 I'an E. Wlnant, naval architect of the
bureau of construction and repair of the navy

trustee of

MEETINGS.

and assessors, Joseph C Frost, C K Brewer,
George 8. Dority; clerk. Joseph C. Frost;

emy, and member of its executive committee. During the hour of the fnneral

The ship launched to-day is the first ship ever
of rules and was passed to be engrossed.
constructed on this hemisphere for polar work.
In the House an act to amend an act
It i* believed that she will be toe ablest ever
entitled an act to set off part of the planbuiH anywhere for this purpose.
tation No. 7 and annex it to the town of
A few words in regard to her seem approp.late at this time. Tbt ideas embodied In this Gooldsboro, came from the Senate with
ship are the result of a careful study of the va Senate amendment. Act adopted. (Tabled
the adoption of the amendment
ric w Classes of ships which have been used in
Ice navigation, and of those ships which have j on motion of Mr. Hastings, of Bethel.)
An act for the better protect ion of lobbeen >peeUiiy built by other countries for the
sters having been passed to be engrossed
purposes of Arctic sod An tactic eapioratioc. in the House, came from the Senate Lndefle~.nu.ined with a personal experience of nearly
nitely postponed.
First reading of printed bills:
An act
twenty years in that portion of the Arctic re
to
which
will
form
the
field
of
actios
of the
grant certain powers to the town’ of
floes

coming expedition.

was a

scores]

MAKJ A VILLK.

hill grange.

In the

oar

Officers Elected nnd Appropriations
Voted in iiiinrork County Town*.

j

The

Curer of Obstinate La Grippe.
DEMON grip has crossed
behind
Henry Distin, the inventor and maker
of physical wrecks.
of hand instrument* for the Henry
Victims of catarrh of the head, catarrh Distin
Mfg. Co., a: William sporty Fa., is
of
the
of the throat, catarrh
lung*, probably the must active old man in
the
of
catarrh
catarrh of the stomach,
Philadelphia to*<lay. Ke writes from
kidneys, catarrh of the pelvic organs, 1441 S. 9th street, Philadelphia, Pa.:
theuof
are to be counted by hundred*
“I write to inform you that 1 had a
sands.
bad attack of la grippe last December
the
and
sows
Grip is epidemic catarrh,
which lasted more than three months,
seed of chronic catarrh within the and which left me with catarrh, aud
ay stem*
several of my friends a:vised me to try
This i» so true that few grip sufferers
your wonderful medi ie, Penxna.
are able to make a complete recovery
4*I began with a buttle th first week
until they have used Peruna.
in March and it certainly did me a great
has
Never in the history of medicine
deal of good.
a remedy received such unqualified and
4*i
was
so
well satisfied that I
universal eulogies as Peruna.
purchased, another bottle, and followed
If you do not derive prompt and satiswhich
your directions
you furnish with
factory results from the use of Pe runa, every bottle, and I am glad to
say that
write at once to Dr. Hartman, giving a
full statement of your case, and he will it has cared me. I shall certainly recommend
the
Pc
nan
a
to
all
be plea-ed to give you his valuable admy friends.”—
vice uraua.
I Henry l)^ua.
A
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|3l»; poor,

Moderator, D G Vi ung; selectmen, and
J OJordaA E S'iaily, SI rf
Grant; clerk, AS 4ouag; treasurer and
collector, J O Jordan* school committee,

March 27.

upon.
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DEATH OP Mitt

*Bt-SU,IA GRAY.
Mrs. Drasilla Gray who died March
14,
born m West Pedgw ick. Her
maiden

was

ICA*
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